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NOW WORK THE PLAN

WE HAVE P LANNED THE WO
The present board of directors of the Chamber of
Commerce appointed Sidney Weil as chairman of the
reorganization committee with power to fill his committee. That is where he received his authority.
Weil appointed the rest of the reorganization committee. That is where they received their authority.
This committee devised the plan of the present reorganization. That is where it received its authenticity.
So the present plan is the official plan of the Chamber
of Commerce.
There were 57 varieties of plans which might have
been adopted. Perhaps any of them were better than
this plan. But the committee adopted this one
CITY
EDITION
POKTY-SKCOX-

J

and discarded the others. They could use but one.
To talk about another plan is idle. This is the plan.
It is a thoroughly democratic and workable plan. The
people are ready to accept it and join the Chamber of
Commerce. There is no trouble on that score.
The delay in the consummation tor which we all
devoutly pray, is due to a lack of workers. There are
100 blocks in the city which are unas&igned for want of
workers to take them.
This will never do. We have planned our work. It
is carefully and well planned. But the plan will not
work itself. We must work the plan. This cannot be
done without workers.

Mill

No. 69.

TO

100 new workers should be on
hand at 8:30 o'clock this morning at the Chamber of
Commerce, prepared to put in whatever time is necessary
to canvass a block. That is all that is necessary. But
that is absolutely necessary.
If those 100 business men, reading this, each decide
to let the other 99 do it, not a soul will show up for
work. If each does his duty, the victory is won.
NO ONE CAN STOP US, BUT OURSELVES.
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Albuquerque, New Mexico, Monday, November 28, 1921.
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If this plan fails, it will be due to a lack of workers.
Failure would be a disaster to the city for months to

Any man can take a block and canvass it in two or
three hours. Two or three hours! Do you get that?
The man who is too busy to take two or three hours
to deserve permto help do this work is too
anent success. Suppose it does cost you five dollars or
ten dollars or twentysfive dollars? It is the best investment you have ever made.
More people in Albuquerque will mean more business
every day for everybody. We can get these people by
going after them. The atmosphere of success following
the achievement of our goal will add optimism to the
community. People do not buy freely when they are
pessimistic about the future.
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New Haven, Conn.. Nov. 2'
At least foilr persons lost
their lives here tonight when
the Rialto theater, a moving
picture house, was destroyed
by fire. More than four scoro
roeeived hospital treatment. It
Is believed some of tho patients
may die.
Fire Marshal Perkins snid
other bodies might be found in
the ruins although a search
with lanterns revealed only two
bodies. Two oder bodies were
at the hospitals.
For two hours, while the
flames enveloped the theater,
it was feared the death list
would bo heavy. Ambulances
carried scores of persons to tho
hospitals, many wero In tho
hotel, hundreds had gone home
cut and bruised and scorched.
Spectators told of a stampede
at tho cry of "Fire," and of
bodies being In heaps on the
main floor. Hut when firemen
entered the structure the worst
fears were unfounded,
A number of Vale students
were among those injured.
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any written constia thriving little city. The us';.-i-l transportation for traveling men stamp taxes, $11,879,813.
tho death of Virginia Happe.
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and the participation of the world In Relmttal
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would
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naval strength ratio.
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British naval officials have ac gether with
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means
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both
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nations,
taking any further naval construc- on Itself the duty of administering
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(Continued on Vie Two.,
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HUGHES' PROGRAM IS
a gathering yesterday
deplored the
Fan Francisco, Calif., Nov. 27.
(By The Auoclated hw.)
infirmities of the emperor which
ENDORSED BY WOMEN
St. Louis, Mo., Nov. 27. More Subpoenas were issued tonight at
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courses in the grade the request of the district attorney
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picture
Guam,
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as to whether he could discharge
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Chicago, Nov. 27. Mrs. Maude
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youthful shoulders. He is twenty. sion
League of Women Voters toHis aim, he said, would be to fur- science and mathematics teachers. motion picture Industry, to appear
Several
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speakers expressed the in the manslaughter trial of Ros-o- o day sent a message to Presidrnt
ther the friendship of foreign powHarding, in behalf of tho board of
C. (Fatty) Arbuckle.
ers and to promote tho national opinion much of the grammar
Officials would give no intima- directors of the league, endorsing
welfare while awaiting his father's school curriculum should be transferred to the high school and col- tion of the reason for the subpoe- Secretary Hughes' program for th-- j
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recovery.
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nas nor of the testimonies they ex- limitation of armaments
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nite program and will do our ut- hand In the negotiations here over val curtailment.
There is little doubt as to his was given to the teaching of pre- 3 ARRESTED CHARGED
most to support It by all tho meani tho tonnage ratio of capital warReports indicate that following
popularity, of which there .have venting disease.
at our command,"
the message ships to be allotted Japan. Admiral tho discharge of 286 workers by
The association is composed of
been many evidences since his reWITH COUNTERFEITING said.
e
states.
twenty-onfrom
teachers
tho
Yokohama Dock company, Noturn from Europe. He has shown
lvato, senior Japanese delegate,
'
a personal interest in various pophas laid the situation before his vember 22, the men Immediately
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demanded
a heavy Indemnity or
ular undertakings and has strongly
ADVANCES APPROVED.
government.
Los Angeles, Calif., Nov. 27.
YOUTH nENTTFJFT.
established . himself in the confi7, Aunv THK ASSOUATKH PHKS9.)
It is understood he received from allowance for the loss of their poL. J. Caullo. Frank Williams and
Washington, Nov. 27. Addtov- Puoblo, Colo., Nov.
advances for ag- Tokio today explicit instructionso sitions,
thorities have identified as Ray- Thomas Cllno were arrested today al of
Bismarck, N. IX, Nov. 27. Mar- and Chief Tomahawk, the Indian dence of the people.
It is believed here that the probThe health of the emperor has mond Keogh, 20 years old, the charged with counterfeiting, and riculture and livestock purposes, as to his procedure In reply
shal Foch smoked the pipe of peace who killed Sitting Bull after the
lem of finding new employment
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source
a
a
of
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long
who was found unconscious 150 spurious silver dollars and
anxiety
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hawk, cementing the friendship of In the massacre of General Custer's relief from the tension.
It is pointed out that while the will tax all the wisdom of the govfrom severe head Injur-lo- s by the local police. A spurious corporation.
They include: Nethat
the Dakota Sioux Indians and forces, was conducted in three
ernment
Viscount Chinda has been ap- suffering
known
it
at a tirno when the generIlls condition is reported as coin, offered to a plain clothes braska; 1221,000; Montana, $217.-00- Japanese have made
a
's
labor situation growing out of the
France. The smoking was part of languages, with the aid of inter- pointed lord chamberlain in
serious. How he was injured re- man for change, led to the
Colorado, $540,000; South Da- they believe they are entitled Isto no al
preters.
decline
household in place of Baron mains a mystery.
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Japanese
ratio of 70 per cent, there
a tumultuous reception given the
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possible,
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....192.... would
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a
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raids by foreign
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dispatches that
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cession of warship building in
to thank this nation for the splen to deter, are a' source of bitter
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tic consumers, who foresee that but
in labor circles and ls giving tho
mothers of the Indian soldiers.
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Hereby agrees to pay
Ofiflitlnns for the twenty-fou- r
Indians who came from the little of the precious liquor will be
government anxiety as to how to
do'irs ifiuad at 6 p. m. yesterday, Standing
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furnish
Rock reservation, 150 left for their own enjoyment.
Quarterly
employment.
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re rdel by the university:
German officials have been seekmiles away, were eager to dance for
jhlpbuildlng ,'ards of Japan are
Marshal Foch. Unable to do bo In ing means to prevent Germans
those of the Kawasaki and MitsuMonthly .
.
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that some 45,000 employes of these
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.192... to.
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meeting In Kobe December
Name.
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retdln the remains
to consider the situation.
Humidity
The
None their war dance to his evident de- 1921 crop an agitation' has been
Precipitation
mooting has been called by the
18 light.
Maximum wind velocity.....
started to force foreigners to pay
Squaws Joined the dance.
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Business Address.
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Qt'i'LY TEN MORE

TENTH RESERVE

CAYS OF BIG

"FI3ST PERIOD" VOTE CFFE

Biggest and Best Vote Offer in the Albuquerque 'Journal's
Automobile Campaign Ends Wednesday, December 7;
ZONE IMPROVED
After That Time Less Votes Will Be Given on Each
and Every Subscription Payment: Interest in Campaign
Increasing by Leaps and Bounds, with Many Candidates
Volume of Business in 0c
Workmsr Hard m Race for Studebaker Sedan, Stude-bake- r
tober Shows an Increase
Touring Car and Chevrolet Touring Cars: Still
Enter Race and Win an Auto.
Time
to
Year
With
a
Compared
States.
Ago, Report
Candidates in the Albuquerque their chances to win, they are tak-

ID, Thi Auorlated Frem.)
Chicago. Nov. 27. Officials of
twentv
state market bureaus he
5,163,000 Tons
sides federal market officials and
Merother agricultural experts will
Fiscal Year; British
meet here tomorrow and Tuesday
chantmen Take Second.
for the third annual convention
of
Association
of the National
Morning Journal's great $8,200 gift ing the desperate chancfg of losing
Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 27. A giving
Awnclntnl
State Marketing Offlcluls.
l're.)
(By The
campaign nave but ten more out on the prize they have' set their
of
27.
note
Nov.
Ships
of
marks
tempered optiomlsm
Such Important
crop handling
mM i jwt
Washington.
days in which to turn in subscrip heart on winning. A candidate wh
1 the November
are
schedule
as
these
of
secure the greatest num falls to do his or her verv best dur.
review
and
tions
business,
four nations carried 89 por cent of
questions
for discussion:
the approximately 11,600.000 tons
farming, mining, agricultural con ber of votes for each subscription, Ing the few remaining days of the
tin
which moved through
f ,..n-iImportant factors in determine ditions and oil production in tne Interest in the campaiini andaen present big offer the biggest and
the fiscal
Ing standard grades for fruits and Tenth federal reserve district, com thusiasm in the progress each day oest vote orrer of the entire cam
Panama canal during
w
SO.
and piled by officials of the federal re of the different contestants, is in paign, will meet with dlsannoint
June
ended
vegetables, standardization
year
ment when the campaign comos to
American vessois CO BU uwm- a
creasing by leans and bounds.
Inspection service as it has devel serve bank here.
General conditions," said the re
with 6,163.000 tons, establishingtonoped in California, crop estimating
Every candidate in the race real an official close in Just a few weeks
total
to
tne
as
the
"continue
to
Izes
market reports port,
that the Capital Prizes rep lime.
and its relation
record by increasing
improve
year by
consumers'
Last Clinnco for Big Votes.
resenting as high as 2,295 In cash
marketing problems, year 1921 nears Its close. It is ap
nage of the previous highwere
secBritish ships
costs of distribution
are practically within their reach
from th'i parent: however, that progress to
.sever again durlnsr this cam
615,885.
realizato bo claimed by the more energetic paign will it be possible to secure
and prob- ward a full and complete
ond with ft total of 3,738,250 ton.),
shipper's standpoint,
their hlKh mark or
lems facing
market tion of prosperity in all lines neces candidates as their very own, or as many votes on subscriptions as
be
must
slow."
forfeited to their hard working oetween now and Wednesday, De
sarily
1917.
ing organizations.
third
Keporls snow increases in me competitors
during the next few cember 7. To hold back subscrip
Speakers include C. H. Taylor,
Japan and Norway took
0
in
done
business
and
October, weeks.
and fourth with 758,600
chief, Leon M. Estabrook, associate volume of
on "prom
npns now. or 10
exthe
in
over
furni
1U21,
W.
September
H
It depends almost entirely upon ises" to subscribeaepend
chief, and
tons, respectively. Japan
at a later date
Sampson, specialist in standardization, of the U. S. ture, hardware, grocery, implement the work done by candidates dur simply means that you will have to
ceeded her last high mark of 32. '
business, and de- ing these next ton BIG VOTE take LESS votes on each subscrip
Of the nations which
bureau of marketing and crop esti- and millinery
279 tons.
shared In moving the remaining
mates, Washington, D. C: F. W. creases in drugs, dry goods and au DAYS the days when each Bub' tion, we are putting this up to you
11 per cent of tonnage the mom
ana squarely. It you would
Read, specialist In standardization, tomobile accessories.
scriptlon counts many more votes
The movement of grain to market than they will later on in the cam rairiy,
of agriculture, Sacra
be declared a winner of one of the
department
important were Denmark,andHolland.
the aggre- paign.
in
has
decreased
Peru.
heaviiy
H.
France
H.
FIVE
New
director
mento;
Sweden,
Jones,
then you simply
automobiles,
Spain,
Contestants Must Hustle.
York office. New York Division of gate as compared with tieptemoer.
Governor J. J. Morrow, ii. his
cannot atrora to pass up the pres
de
Wheat
at
lour
markets
most
contestant
now
receipts
a
halts
for
imporIf
ent BIG VOTE OFFER.
Foods and Markets; R. E. Phillips
report, says that the
corn moment
if they slack up or let
of Rochester, N. Y., secretary of creased 421 per cent, while
Tlicsc Next Few Big Vote Days.
tant trade route served by the cawane if they
enthusiasm
Now. during these last ten days
their
the International Apple Shippers' receipts increased 21 per cent.
nal "was that between the east
octooer
in
Flour
production
overlook the opportunity to better or tne tsm vote
coast of the United States and the
of
association; C. H. GUKtafson
you can
comas
showed
improvement
great
America."
of
coast
South
west
make the winning race for tho
Chicago, president of U. S. Grain
a
the
October,
with
ago,
year
pared
marStudebaker
and
if
of
Others of the principal routes were
director
Growers, Inc.,
Sedan,
you will set
being 62.8 pen cent
those from the east coast of the
your mind on your work, and get
keting. American Farm Bureau 11121, output
than that for October, GOODS AGQUIBED
ana try.
an
United States to the Far East and
federation; Dr. Theodore Macklin, greater
1820,
mills, says tne report.
Bear in mind that you can pile
between the west coast of America
department of agricultural econo- were
at
production
and Kurope.
mics, University of Wisconsin; and 82.5 tomaintaining
up the winning votes during these
H0.5
per cent of capacity.
next ten days if you try; votes are
Dr Eugene H. Porter, commission"In terms of money the PanaCoal mining in the district
all that is needed to win in this
ma canal had gross revenues of .
Jessie Reid Caswell.
er, New York Division of Foods showed
BOLSHEV
a decline being kept up to
more than 127,000,000; increased '
and Markets, Albany.
campaign, but you. must have
cent of capacity, a com
Dan Caswell, boy millionaire of
Committee reports will be madi 55.7 per
Investment additions, stock, etc.,
plenty of them.
pared to 62.8 per cent in Boptem
How to Take the Load.
of $8,000,000 and gross operating Cleveland, 0., whose elopement a on standardization,
ber. This decrease is largely at
On each six year subscription to
expenses of $24,500,000." The ex- year apo with Jessie Reed, beauti- organizations, transportation, leg- tributed to Idleness among
Kansas
cess of revenues In the last fiscal ful Follies show girl, caused a
ARE
the Journal ($54), 300.000 regular
islation, sales and consignments, coal miners. In the Kansas neiu
votes are given; on two three year
year, the report shows, was
breakfasted with his wifs market reporting and city market- the output was only about 10 per
$2,750,000 more than operating exsubscriptions (&4), 120,000 regu
a Boston hotel after having at- ing.
in
while
at
normal
cent
of
capacity,
L. a. Foster of
lar votes are given; on six one year
penses without allowing for inter- tended a Hallowe'en
Wis., is Missouri it was 62.fi per cent ana in
party with president, and W. Madison,
est on the capital cost of the wa- her
BosMunsen
of
Confiscated
subscription
Prove
Stocks
a
($54), 72,000 votes are
ner
cent.
82.2
Oklahoma.
the nipht before. This cn the
terway.
ton, secretary of the association.
given, providing you secure the
As a result of tho tnreatenea
Mine
Dishonest
Gold
for
The Panama Railroad company, eve of his institution of divorce
subscriptions NOW, and turn them
railroad strike which did not ma
in during the present big vote
according to the report, had a proceedings against her.
lounu
of
October
end
the
teiiallze
Claim
BRITAIN
TO
ASK
THAT
Officials;
Pilfering
gross revenue of approximately
period.
dealers stockod with large supplies
In
an
One glance at the published vote
investIncrease
$22,000,000,
Has Been General.
LIMIT BE FIXED ON
tor coia
of coal and
waiting
ments In capital additions of
standings In this issue of the Jour
wenthi r to eive them an opportunl
nal will show you that a few sub
$1,500,000, while the gross operatSIZE OF SUBMARINES ty to unload, uenerauy tne coai
By The
Frew.)
ing expenses were $22,000,000 on OES
TO
is luiisiuucu
Moscow, Nov. 27 (by a Staff Cor seriptions like the above for any
situation
market
In the race would make
30.
revenue
June
Gross
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,it;il
kiivh the renort.
(Continued from Page One.)
respondent of the Associated Press) candidate
an entirely new leader. In fact
Panama railroad steamship line,
a! a result of an Increase of
the
Goods
govern
by
acquired
at the same time were $5,166,44'),
forecast agreement with the Amer- zinc prices of three dollars a ton ment when it took over all prop ENTIRELY NEW CANDIDATES
while the operating expenses for
ican views.
since September, production in that erty have been dissipated to a very can enter the campaign at this
HOLD
the fiscal year totaled $5,857,257.
Just a little enthusias
industry has been stimulated anu great extent and probably constl time and by
Japs Present Statistics.
effort, climb to tho top of the
Japanese officials have presented the number of shipments has in tuto a considerable part of the ma- tic
list
and
henvilv.
BORAH "KNOCKS"
acquire leadership tomortables of tonnage to support their .'rnnupil
terial offered on the local street row for tho
big prizes in the
"Increased activity in mining," markets.
claim that they are entitled to reASSOCIATION OF
TODAY tain the Mutsu without similar re- says the review, "has taken care The bolshevists confiscated the THINK IT OVER AND ACT.
tention by tho other powers. Tho of a part of the unemployment stocks of merchants and the conNATIONS SCHEME
there were tents of offices and residences and
Japanese have contended Bhe was problem and In addition construction
three mills under
a completed ship November 11.
stored them in government houses
(Continued from Page One.)
The next step, when the three which helped take care of mill car which have been named "loot
Any Result, However, Canhouses" by the
groups of experts finish, will be penters and otner laoor.
Hance would be objectionable to tho
not Be Put Into Effect their
Hnir cholera is reported as un public.
report to the armaments comAmerican people, but that under
and
Kansas
"quite
in
imuroved
seems
mittee.
These stocks wore drawn on very
It
likely that even
Until Case Is Decided By if the British
an association of nations the same
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effectuated
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and
is
in
fine
thing
But they
purposes.
government
perts are found to be in accord, stock in Kansas
State Supreme Court.
complished. It is also being urced
in Oklahoma the report in also proved a gold mine for disJapanese naval officers will submit fi.m
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that while the people of the United
stock
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many
that
of
and
dearth
honest
the
differing conclusions. It will then
(By The Anioi'laled Prrw.)
States would not be willing to form
that
on the farm all sortsofficials,
very thing, easily and quickly.
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in
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articles
of
become
the
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of
task
five"
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an alliance with Franco and Great
Des Moines, la., Nov. 27 (by the committee to seek an
are being shipped to maraei. live houses indicates that pilfering has Uon't say, foor little kiddie, I wish
on
agreement
Britain to guarantee the security Associated Press.) Des Moines' a
I knew what to do for you!" When
stock in New Mexico ana wyoimus been pretty general.
report to a plenary session.
of France the same thing could be
the couch first comes, give a little Dr.
street car franchise election
British opposition to tho subma- in in cood condition. Throughout
Concert
special
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pianos,
gigantic
an
under
association
to
mark immense bedroom suites and ward- ICing's New Discovery as directed, and
accomplished
as sched- rine element of Mr. Hughes' plan iha district the movement
of nations and without any consti- will be held tomorrow
show- city council In spite of was certain to be a chief point to et was heavy during October, ua robes abound, but flat silver table it nill soon be cased.
tution. It Is also urged that the In- uled by tho district
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per
an
ine
court decision be discussed by the committee and
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It's a good family couch and cold
debt
more
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the
that
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weather
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AmerWhen
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the
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British
lacking.
carry
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work of all sorts in the ican relief administration opened clears up the cough, relieves the conoutdoor
for
not
view
their
that
press
irregular.
only
No harmful drugs. For fifty
things simply disclose that the asMr. Hughes! replacement entire district, but lack of amoisture
up the houses where its personnel gestion.a standard remedy
Judges of the state supreme should
sociation of nations is another name
serious lives
for colds,
is beginning to present
the government was to supply years
they would allowance of 90,000 tons In
for the league, with some addition- court announcedof that
tne
in
wheat
At your druggists,
execution of the
under the food coughs, grippe.
all furnishings
for the British fleet and problem. In Kansas,
al and more extensive powers an- grant the stay
needs
state
the
of
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a bottle.
temporary injunction order sought the American fleet and 64,000 for western half
agreement.
nexed.
r,
badly, though Btill good
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with
tho
while
that
should be
difficulty
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future submarines
greatest
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Airplane Carriers.
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wheat is steadily deterioratthe Americans and, although as- There, is also the probability that homadue
organized by Mr. AVllson, will be or effect any result of the election
to drought, and much surances
ing
were given that the gov-- 1
not
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soil
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yet
dry
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It will its merits by tho supreme court.
by President Harding.
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to use tinned iron Constipated?
an early attack
practically assures Des said to ovorshadow on
league unless the Versailles treaty court
Is about normal
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and
searcnes were the system, with Dr. King's Pills,
the problem
Is radically modified, but I pre- Moines of street car service this by the conference
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in warehouses where silver They prompt free bile flow, stir up
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for
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own furniture in tne
cent, as compared with pieces of their
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opposed the league of nations. Hi the merits of the case and either proposals also may lead toward a October, perlazo. spring miliums lot supplied to the American relief
houses by the
debate.
Both France
maintained a position of unalter- affirms or rejects the decision of
administration
says tne
able opposition to the leaeue and Judge James C. Hume of the lowe and Italy will prove to be more activity Is indicated,
was found in the ranks of those court. The case may not be heard deeply interested In this new naval
Many of the better pictures from
element than In capital ship ratios
nrivate houses have been put into
voting against the various Lodge on its merits for several mouths.
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Senator Borah voted
of the three major navies. Both LIVESTOCK
reservations.
galleries In Moscow and Petrograd.
for the Knox resolution, the purStudents of singing may now are advanced, in aviation.
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BY
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also been saved for museums in
pose of whlcti was to repeal the use a new appliance which enables
a
Joint war resolution and enact
them to practice without any sound NEARLY BILLION
OHIO U many cases, but the great mass of
STUDENJS0F
declaration
furniture and carpets
confiscated
of
audible
outside the room.
congressional
peace. being
DOLLARS SLUMP
has gone into government offices or
from
27.
Students
Nov.
Chicago
of government officials.
IN
TAX INCOME Ohio State university won first residences
Albuquerque, N. M.
The property of foreigners was
place in the collegiate livestock treated the same as that of Rus
Memorials
of the Better
Judging contest held yesterday at sians.
(Continued From rage One.)
the International Livestock exposiKind
announced
was
tonight.
than
duced from materials other
tion, it
The Notre Dame football eleven,
which made such a brilliant recfruit 86,465,658 taxable gallons of The Ohio team scored 4,178
We pay the freight to you
distilled spirits, a decrease or
points out of a possible 5,000, win- ord this season, was one of thj
from 1820, while 34,993,164 ning first honors in the placing of lightest teams on the gridiron.
gallons were removed from bond, sheep and horses. Ontario college
an increase of 6.772,245 over 1920. was second. Other schools finished
more than in this order:
Liquors containing
Oklahoma, Purdue, Kansas, Neper cent of alcohol proState, Misduced at breweries and
braska, Pennsylvania
198,446,763
souri, Washington, Iowa, Wiscon
plants aggregated
Kentucky Texas,
gallons, compared with 286,169,680 sin, Minnesota,
In 1920, while cereal beverages con- Colorado.
one
one-haof
less
than
taining
per cent of alcohol produced dur- GERMANS AND FRENCH
ing the year aggregated 285,825,-83- 0
Production of wine
PREFERRED IN MEXICO
gallons.
and cordials totaled 19,551,595 gal
lons and at the end of the year
Paso, Tex., Nov. S7. Germans
there were 27,604,896 gallons in andEI French
are the desirable sort
bond as compared with 17,677,870 of
persons the Mexican government
1920.
on
30,
June
gallons
for immigrants, according to
Tnrreaa In the number of tax wants
a colonization bill prepared for
collections districts from sixty-fo84
$ 5.00
was recommenaea submission in the Mexicantocham.
to seventy-fou- r
Mex
ber of deputies, according
means
e.
as
Blair
Commissioner
by
advices. Germans are
84
$10.00
JACOB KORBER & CO.
of increasing-- the efficiency of the ico City for "their moral virtues
praised
service.
Indomitable
and
perseverance'
Chinese are not wanted because
T0KI0 WANTS HEALTH
thev take their savings back to
SEDAN
and the author of the hill
THOSE China
LIKE
CENTER
doesn't thing they assimilate with
Mexicans.
EUROPE
the
IN U. S. AND
Several immense tracts of land
New Tork, Nov. 27. Tokio wants are open for colonization.
a health center like tnose oi me
Watch for the Red Star
large cities of the United States and
Europe. In an effort to ootain u, Demonstration at Raabe &
Dr. R. B. Teusler, director of St.
Luke's International hospital at Mauger'a.
the Japanese capital, has just come
to New York to interest Americans
in a project to so expand that in
Wind Shield Glass-Lumbstitution as to equip it to perrorm
i. C. MAI.UKt. (,E l.t'MBKR CO.
the functions of a health center.
Phone 40
432 Sootll Flnt Street.
At nresent Tokio has no institu
tion that would correspond to the
health centers of other nations.
It is proposed to make et. LUKe s
hospital the nucleus for an estab
New Mexico Steel Co. Inc. I
lishment which shall include a hosBoUfirmakm ana
pital of 250 beds, a training school
1100 8. Second St.
Tel. 1947-for 150 Japanese nurses, a post
--mfor
training
graduate department
Japanese internes and for medical
research work, a puuno weirare ana
health department to Include medical social service and a medical laGLASS, PAINT,
Rice,
boratory for American and British
CEMENT. PLASTER.
medical literature and magazines.
IN
SPECIALIST
OCCLAH
0
$1,000,-00Dr. Teusler says that about
KEFKACTION
would be required t properly
ALBUQUERQUE LUMBER COMPANY
107 S. Fourth.
establish the proposed health
Phone 1057-423 NOHTI1 FIltST KTKUKT.
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Vessels

Carried

Last

MOflSTRATIOn SALE
STARTS NEXT THURSDAY
There are more Red Star Vapor Stoves in use in Albuquerque than any other one kind of stove
oil.
There must be a mighty good reason for burning
this
The
one and only reason is that Red Star Stoves
are more
economical and more satisfactory.
They cook as quickly
and as well as the city gas range and much more

i

Next Thursday, December first, starts another Three-Da- y
Red Star Demonstration Sale. There will be
good
things to eat and a factory man to demonstrate the
Red Star. Be There I

637.-88-

ii

offer,

If
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all-ye-
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THE CALORIC PIPELESS FURNACE
When you are down to the Red Star Demonstration ask
us about the Caloric Plpeless Furnace.
It will be on
d
to
display. Remember that it saves
of your fuel hills, quickly paying for itself, and adding
hundreds of dollars to the value of your property.
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Kiddies' Colds Can
Be Eased Quickly

Dr. King's

how-ove-

New Discovery
For Colds and Coughs
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COAL

All Coal from our yard is CLEANED and INSPECTED before delivery is made.
We Advise for General Use
GALLUP LUMP or EGG
For Furnace Use
SUGAR1TE or BRILLIANT

AZTEC

old-tim-

i...t

ROUND STOVE

R

The Red Star is the one
round stove. In the
winter it can be made to heat with great economy.
In the summer, by keeping the oven door closed, it Is
as desirable as an electric stove, and much more economical,

Ajsm-lule-

FRANCHISE

ALL-YEA-

Phone 251

FUEL CO.
L.

JOE MILLLER, Pres.

five-pow-

G. E.

Fletcher

Monument Works

The first

Letterheads
Folders
Blotters
Checks

Wit) Special Holiday Designs Must
be ordered SOON. See our Samples
an excellent line. Orders for Encan be
Cards
graved Greeting
placed for only a few more days.

& Anderson, Inc.
208 West Gold Avenue

cast

is practically the last

one-ha-

lf

lf

Proted: Your Future
saved each month, for
saved each month, for

Dodeb Brothers

?ay (8

months, pays you $ 504.00
months, pays you $1,088.00

On Amounts of
$100 or More

Interest Paid Every Six Months

er

New Mexico Loan & Mortgage Co.
Third and Gold

LUMBER

C H.

CARNES

Dr. L. G.

Pres.

Ralph Melbourne, Sec'y

III

Book Corner About Writers and New Volumes
--

THIS

OF WEST

MYSTERY
The Dream of Life in
Romantic Setting.

LEAGUE PLANNED

DIVERSIFIED

a

Tlirco Generations of Them
Grow Up With Chicago.

The latest popular pastime Is
defending or attacking John Dos
The
Passes' book of tho war.
chorus swells.
A
John Farrar, Tho Bookman
more powerful study of young
America hns never been written
It is a good story, too, filled with
dramatic Incident and memorable
characters."
Coningsby Dawson, New York
Times "Insulting the nrmy It s
either a base libel or a hideous
truth. Dos Bassos has achieved a
nationwide Insult."
F. peott FitzKerald tn the St.
Paul Dally News "With few exa
by
ceptions. 'Three Soldiers,'
young Harvard man named John
Dos Bassos, Is the first war book
by an American that Is worthy of
serious notice."
Boston Evening
Transcript
"Public opinion will be shocked by
'Three Soldiers,' but the art of fiction In America and the Goddess
of Truth have a new and bright
and faithful votary in the artistio
gifts of John Dos Passos."
"To
New York Times Editorial.
characterize 'Three Soldiers' In a
Is
ono
It
prosentence.
long
single
test, sinking now to a whlno and
riring now to a shriek against military discipline."
Sidney Howard, Lieutenant Air
Service, A. E. F. "I assert that
the book's thesis Is convincingly
presented because the life it depicts as actual was Just so, and
lives so In the memories of tho3
who endured It."
Ralph Hayes, Former Secretary
to
of War Baker
" 'Three Soldiers' is a sordid tale
of shackled spirit, broken, bodies
and stunted minds."
Harry Hansen In the Chicago
Dally News "Not for Flappers.
most outspoken
The frankest,
American book that has been written since Christopher Columbus
left home."

(By Tlu AMorlated Trera.)
Texas, Nov. 27.
Sweetwater,
to compose the reorEight clubs
ganized west Texas baseball league
next year will be chosen In Sweetwater tomorrow. Four 'of the clubs
will be San Angelo, Balllnger,
Sweetwater and Abilene, all of
which finished last season. The
other four win te selected from
Lubbock,
Plalnvlew,
Amarlllo,
Stamford,
Brownwood, Coleman
and Big Springs.
New entrants will not be chargod
for their franchise, according to a
previous announcement- - by the
league, but each of the eight clubs
will post $500 for a bonus, half of
which will go to the- players on the
club winning the first half of the
Lplit season and the remainder to
half,
tie players winning the second
to eliminate Jockeying. To guarother
antee players' salaries and
league expenses, each club will deposit $1,000.
To prevent overstepping the new
club salary limit of $1,800 monthly,
reduced from $2,000, and tho
which
player limit of fourteen men,Include
both to
is a
manager, officials and players of
each club must make an affidavit
only
monthly that players received conthe salaries stipulated In the
penThe
bonuses.
tract without
be
alty for the first violation Is Isto the
a $500 fine and expulsionviolation.
penalty for the second
Each team Is to carry five men
who have played higher than class
must have five
D baseball and
"rookies."
Clubs on the road are to receive
only $75 daily guarantee, without
a percentage of the receipts.
A new president Is to be named
It. A.
for the league tomorrow.
Hodges, of Abilene, has signified
he
and
his Intention of resigning
will be succeeded by a man who
not a resident of any town In the
The new president will
league.
regive $10,000 bond and will be
BOOK ENDS
PLACING OF MOVABLE
monthly reports
quired to furnishdisbursements
and
on receipts and
DAM IS A NEW
STEEL
weekly averages.
FEAT
ENGINEERING
Sunday baseball will be optional
latest trip Is to
Pollyanna's
with tho towns.
Paris. After appearing here, In
AuorlaUd
PrM.)
Sweden, Norway, Japan and Hol(By The
Detroit, Mich., Nov. 27. A mov- land, It Is announced
that a
FARMERS OF 24 STATES able
steel dam, placing of which French edition of "Pollyanna: The
offiMATCHING SKILL FOR is described by government United Glnd Book," will be brought out
under the imprint of J. H. Jehe-bccials in the office of the
as a remarkable
Geneva, Switzerland.
$10,000 GRAIN PRIZES States engineer
engineering feat, Is nearing comIn the north canal at Sault
A collected edition of papers
(By The AwKwiBtefl
pletion
of
Ste. Marie, Mich. The most re- contributed by William McFee to
Chicago, Nov. 27. Thousands
states and markable feature of the work, the various American
farmers of twenty-fou- r
magazines durhalf a dozen Canadian provinces
engineers say, Is the swinging of ing the past two years is issued
10.000 the
of the dam. under title of "Harbours of Mem-oryframowork
entire
are matching skill for tho Chica-go
eighty
and dedicated to Christoapproximately
premium list offered by thethe best weighing
Board of Trade for
tons. Into place at one time. This pher Morley, "my first pi'ot Into
bara
oats,
means
of
wheat,
of
was
corn,
tho
accomplished
by
ports of American Journal-Ism.- "
samplea
Some of them were written
stiff leg derrick on cither side of
rye, seeds and hayThegrown
deci' ley,
year.
aboard ship during their author's
the canal.
during the current
third
the
at
reached
Installed
been
will
be
have
The dam
cruises as chief engineer of a
sion will
International Grain and Hay show by December 1, the engineers say, freight steamer to ports of the
work of placing the gates being Spanish Main, others during brief
which opens here today
Agricultural colleges, crop asso- under way at present.
stays in port, and a few while ho
Tho dam was desired to afford was a British naval officer on the
ciations, experimental stations, the
United States department of agri- protection to two locks In the Son Mediterranean
during tho war.
canal. When the dam Is completed They are all written in the remculture and Canadian provincial
agriculture are It will be possible to shut off the iniscent and dreamy vein that
departments of extensive
exhibits water supply through the canal characterize his fiction.
represented by
showing the handiwork of wizards entirely. Placing of the structure
Is a precautionary measure entirelyof the soil throughout tho producMr. Knopf, in a recent
-. It Is pointed out. If at any time
in the New York Evening
tive stretches of the continent.
Purdue,
In
tho locks be Post, says that American succesProf. G. I. Christie,
any of the gates
of
Imof
come
out
order
be
would
It
superintendent
university,
ses, such as "Main Street," dim
the exhibit, which is held In possible to stop the flow of the most to insignificance in compar
connection with hie International water, which might flow through ison with the vogue for
Livestock exposition, declared that the canal at a high rate of speed,
Tagoie in Germany. As
the number of samples had In- imperiling shipping and carrying Mr. Knopf says, Tagoro la
creased 1,000 since last year.
away other locks. It Is to prevent
popular."
Standing sentinel nt the entrance such an occurrence that the dam
was authorized by the governof the grain show la a thirty-foo- t
"Alias the Lone Wolf," Louis
ear of corn. To build this sym- ment.
of
Josph Vance's new romance
Tho new dnm Is said by engi- tho adventures of the cfeuonair
bol of tho corn belt sixty bushels
of corn were required. This single neers to mark a new step In such Michael Lanyard, which JJuuble-'dag
statisticians construction,
the entire framefreak ear,
l'age Ac Company have Just
declare, would fatten from six to work and gates being built of published in book form, is tho
nine hogs from 107 pounds each steel.
story about which the Cosmo-- i
The dam Is to be operated much politan Magazine
to 227 pounds each in sixty-si- x
a
conducted
like a drawbridge, being divided In 5,000 contest. The magazine of-- l
days.
the mlddlo. It will bn possible to fered twenty-nin- e
ranging
close either or both sides at a time, from $50 to $2,000 prizes
for the best
3,000 QUART BOTTLES
keeping the water from ono or solution of tho mystery showing
OF BEER CONFISCATED two locks, as desired, The dam will how the Lone Wolf might recover
be tested each month.
the Jewe.s of fascinating Evo do
Monialais to whom he had lost
(By The Associated Fret.)
SENTENCED
TO
FORTY
YEARS.
his heart. The Judges selected for
Toledo, Ohio, Nov. 27. Nearly
Fort Morgan, Colo,, Nov. 27.
the contest were especially inter3,000 quart bottles of Canadian nine
per cent beer were confiscated ,by Joseph Clark, 42, convicted of at- esting, Including tho author, Fanpolice and prohibition enforcement tempting to job the Kersey State nie iiuim and William J. Burns
g
bank, near here, la6t April, was the head of the U. S. secret
officers here today. A
sentenced to serve forty service.
yacht also was seized, together yesterday
with an automobile said by police years In the state penitentiary. The
alto belong to George Dlttman, an
Selma Lagerlof Is one of the
testimony went to show that Clark
wrocked the vault of the hank with great Scandinavians whose works
leged rum runner.
an explosive, but was frightened nave been selected by Carlo Muller
The crew escaped.
Dlttman was arrested later and away before he secured anything the JJaniah actress lor her Ameriof value.
can appearance.
At her recent reluld without ball.
cital in Carnegie Hall this distinguished member of tho itoyal Dau-istheatre gave readinns from
Lugerlof.
r,

f.)
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Julian Street's new book, is entitled "Mysterious Japan." it Is
the fruit of Mr. Streets trip to
the East with Frank A. Vander-- :
lip and his party. As a guest of
jtho Japanese government which
wished to give a group of repre-

onon

sentative Americans tho opportunity to familarize themselves with
Japan, its intimate life, its customs, culture, and Ideals, Mr. Street
saw the country under the most
iravorable circustances.
As a result ho records his impressions of
Japan, the island of mystory and
charm, the queerncss, the quaint- ness, mo "inversions" of Japaness
life and customs.

People Are Already

I

Reserving Sonoras for Christmas

Gelctt Burgess's perennial favt
orite. "Are You n. Trnlmfle"
printed In 190C, Is due for another
to the pub-- I
printing, acorcdlng
llshor, B. W. Huebsch, Inc. Mr.
Burgess has added his bit to the
English language, for the current
edition of the Standard Dictionary
contains the word "bromide," ile- fined according to his meaning.
fli-n-

;

A small deposit will reserve a 80NORA
for Christmas. Many people have already
had theirs laid away. A great advantage
having It set aside now is that you will
sure of getting exactly the model you

Vin

want.

People of good taste and fine musical
Judgment choose the SONOKA for the
same reasons which won for It highest
tone honors at the Panama-Pacifi- c
Exposition over more than one hundred foreign
machines
domestic
all
and
(Including
those now sold In Albuquerque.);
These reasons are an absolute absence of
surface noises, lis ability to play all
makes of records with pureness of tone
e
and
clarity, and a fullness of
tone best appreciated when the SONORA
Is played in direct comparison with other
makes of machines.
By "the way, do you know that the fol- Jowlng great artists make OKEH recordsg0id at 0ur store: John McCormack, BicJan Kubellk, Emmy
cardo Stracclarl,
Eames, Emmy Destlnn, Pasquale A""1'0'
Leo giezak, Alessandro Bond.
bell-lik-

'

Ask

ns

about an
interesting

deferred
payment
plan.

7

New Mexico Phonograph Co.
402 West Central. GEORGE GEAKE, Prop.

Phone 401

j

REPORTS' THAT BRIAND
SPOKE IN SLIGHTING
MANNER
(By The

ARE DENIED

I''!M.)
Washington, Nov, 27 (by the Associated Press). Emphatic denial
was made tonight by M. Vivianl of
France of reports , that Premier
Briand had spoken in a slighting
manner of Italy or the Italian delegation In a private meeting of the
conference.
demonstrations in Italian cities have been
attributed to publication of theso
reports.
"I doslre to say in the most absolute way," he Bald, "that no word
or expression was used by M.
Briand that could injure the susceptibilities of the members of the
Italian delegation. The policy of
friendship, constantly followed by
M. Briand In regard to Italy, Is, besides, as sure a guarantee that he
could not have taken the attitude
ascribed to him."
Amux-lnle-

Anti-Fren-

Watch for the
Demonstration

jMauger'a.

at

Have you a horror
of greasy food ?

SPINSTERS

COMMENT

ON "THREE SOLDIERS"
BY JOHN DOS PASS0S

Cobweb, by George Agnew Chamberlain (Harper & Brothers.)
Water upset the plans of Napoleon and changed the career of Hitt
Bourne. It came In a shower for
the French ' general, but In two
tears for Ritt two maverick tears
which broke away from the herd
down the
and rolled unhindered
pallid face of the girl Alloway, who
was "remarkable because she looked it."
The first tear caught Rltt's attention; the second, his heart. They
made him marry a girl without
knowing who she was. Nor did hen
care, so delicately had the finely-sputhreads of her past life which
he had been privileged to glimpse
enmeshed him In cobweb of filmy
gossamer.
Mr. Chamberlain has written a
dashing story of romance with the
deft light hand of expert craftsmanship. The book Is airy with the
buoyancy of youth and Is unsoiled
by a single spot of unworthy suggestion. The chief ingredients used
are faith and love and the stories
(for there are really two) combine
to outline a working basla for successful matrimony.
Alloway is Wordsworth's "phanThe mystery of
tom of delight."
her coming into a treat city Is paralleled by the Intangible quality of
her charm. With few direct adjectives of description the author
has brought the reader face to face
with perfection in feature, dress
and manner, and the girl so pleasbe Immediantly sketched would ever
encounately recognized (If
tered) In any of her varying moods.
There is tn the book the dream
of foreign lands, the potency of vaIs present, but
grant desires. Love
the mystery of Its source plays hide
and seek with the actual fact of its
existence.
"Cobweb'.' la the sort of a book
one wishes" to read and then pass
on to another whose friendship and
C. P. A.
esteem are dear.

.
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The
Edna
Ferbcr
by
Girls,
(Doubieday Page & Company)
'there seems to be a movement)
among the contemporary flctionists
lor Uie protection and uplift of old
maids. Euna ljerber, waose stories
of women In business and other
plights are well known, has Just
published a novel with three Miss
Lulu Betts in it. So eager was tho
public to know what Miss Ferber
had to offer on this subject that
two new editions were necessary
before the book ready got on. tne
market.
Miss Ferber has made her "girls"
live In Chicago, whicn sue knows
intimately from tho Art Institute
to the stockyards.
Although she
professes to huta its familiar Imperfections, she has made It seem
a livable piace, not at all the
dreary terminal where we westerners have to change trains to get
back homo. One feeis that ono could
get around Chicago alone In the
decrepit old "electric" of the Thrift
family after one or two rides out
with ihe "girls."
To return to the caso of the unwed heroines, aged seventy-fou- r,
thirty-tw- o
and
respectively, the authoress doesn't
do
really
unything about It. It is
an unsJtistactory story if one Insists upon the prescribed fairy talc
ending of "getting married and living happily ever after."
The civil war and tho later world
confict robbed the eldest and the
youngest of the girls of their first
and dearest loves, both men, by
of the same
fiction coincidence,
name and undesirable social stand- in
the eves of their
inu. "nobodies"
respectable and domineering Thrift
kinswomen.
Possibly the middle
girl had her romance when she do
tted her family and went overseas
during the war. The comment "It s
a bravo lie, Lottie. Stick to it," by
ereat-auCharlotte when the real
story" of tho French war orphan is
told leaves the reader in some
doubt.
Thn first Charlotte Thrift, whose
father was a pioneer in Chicago, is
a rare old girl. She confesses 10
likirnr the cturarrv odor of a man
home
d
around their
and sits up In bed at midnight to imbibe a chocolate ice cream soda as
calmly as though It were her usual
night cup. Lottie, the niece, domineered by her mother, wastes ten
venrs In running uo and down on
family errands before she breaks
away. Charley, tne granu nu-itnilis eltblv of things Aunt Char
her
lotte would have blushed at at unage and lives a comparatively
restrained existence.
In answer to the book hounds
I
everlasting query "Is it good?"
should reply that "The Girls" 13 an
unusually good piece of fiction. It
is easy, interesting reading, Just
modern enough In treatment mid
tilth thn woman problem seriously
enough presented to intrigue readers of both sexes. "The Girls" has
already precipitated more than ono
heated argument over tne tea cupt.
eighteen-and-a-hal-

wish your food to look good
IF yousmell
savory as well as taste

delicious, prepare it with Crisco.

This improved cooking fat makes
Try Crisco in this recipe
EASY CHICKEN

PATTIES

Cut flaky pastry, rolled into

a thin sheet, into
rounds to (it small tins; press tliem on inverted
tins and prick with a fork to let out air beneath:
tins on a tin sheet and
set the pastry-coverlet bake ten or twelve minutes. Cut out rounds
for covers; decorate with small figures, cut front
the paste and brush underneath with cold water
to make them adhere. Chill and bake. Remove paste from tins, fill with two cupfuls of
cubes of cooked chicken stirred into two cupfuls
of cream sauce and set the covert above, Serve

f,

ffl

pastry flaky and digestible; cakes rich
and fine textured; and croquettes
which seem to have their natural
flavor intensified. Use Crisco in all
your cooking and see how much
more palatable it makes the food
you prepare with it

Cream Sauci

8

4 cupful Crisco

i

ii cupful flour salt
i teaspoonful
2
1

i

teaspoonful pepper
cupfuls milk, or
cupful milk and 1 cupful chicken
broth

Melt the Crisco; in it cook the flour am) season-in;- ;;
add the liquid and stir constantly until
boiling.

For Frying -- For Shortening
For Cake Making

Flake Pastry
2 cupfuls flour

8

tablespoonfuls Crifco
Ji teaspoonful salt
H

womnn-infeste-

Just enough cold water
to hold dough to"
gether

Sift flour and salt and cut half the Crisco inte
flour with knife until it is finely divided. The
finder tins may be used to finish blending materials. Then add water sparingly, mixing it with
knife through dry materials. Form with the
hand into dough and roll out on a floured board
of '
to quarter inch thickness. Spread one-thi- rd
of dough nearest
remaining Crisco on two-thiryou; fold twice, to make three layers,
folding in first that part on ' which
Crisco has not been spread, Turn
m- dough, putting folded edges to the
NCT1
sides; roll out, spread and fold as before. Repeat once more. Use a light
and
motion in handling rolling-pin- ,
roll from center outward. Should
Crisco be too hard, it will not mix
readily with flour, in which case the
result will be a tough crust.

o

This book will help you avoid failures ta
making pastry
Complete directions for making tender, flaky
pie crust every time. Also scores of exclusive recipes. Send coupon, and 10c
u stamps.

The Procter
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AT THE "LIBRARY
Tha biennial Inventory of the
public library will begin today, the
institution being closed during the
week that the inventory Is being
taken. The task is an enormous
one. It means taking each of the

volumes from tho shelves,
checking them with the files, cleaning and repairing them and putting
them back on the shelves.
While the library is closed to the
the
public during the Inventory
rooms will be thoroughly cleaned.
Tho city manager has provided a
man who will freshen up all of the
walls and clean up all of the chairs
and reading desks. When the
library Is opened again everything
will be spick and span.
Twenty new volumes have been
received lately and will bo catalogued during tho inventory.
of a few of the new books,
will
both fiction and
appear in tho Journal book corner
next week and tho remainder in the
following weeks. Some of tho for
are late fiction works
which great demand has .been made
by tho reading public.
9,000

He-vie-

MEXICO RESTOCKING
ITS CATTLE RANGES
AMorlnied TrfM.)
Paso, Tex., Nov. 27. Mexico,
.

(Bt Tb

El
hard times or no hard times, rerestocking its ranges, but is tho.
stocking them at the cost of
southwestern plains in the United
States. This is tho declaration of
Robert L. Castloberry, hide and
animal inspector, who watches
every car of cattle that poes
through EI Taso bound for Mexico.
"At the rate cattle are being exported to Mexico and immature

stock is being slaughtered for beef
on the American side," said Mr.
Castlcberry, "it will not be long until the southwestern ranges will ha
very thin and Mexico will have n
fair supply of stock on Its ranees.''
Cattle shipments to Mexico
through this port are running
about 120 Cars a month, with
to thirty animals w
twenty-eigtho car, according to the inspector.
This does not includo about twenty cars of goats a month which
pass through hero bound for Mexico. Most of tho cattle are bound
for tho markets for slaughter, yet
maiiy of them are going to restock
the ranges, he said.
The inspector, to further show
that the ranges are. being restocked, said that during the past
three months 3,000 head of horses,
some of which were for the government and some for the ranges,
were Bhlpped through here nnd
that during the same period sixty
were sent through,
carloads of mules for Individuals
"It looks as if Mexicans are, trying to restock their places," he
snld. "Mexicans, as well as Americans, realize that as a cattle country Mexico cannot be beaten and
when conditions In tho United
StnteM Anil AteiHpn.trAt n llftln bet
ter Mexico's ranges soon will be
restocked."
ht

'

MAN IS HELD IN JAIL
ON CHARGE OF MURDER

(Bf Tha Aiaoelnted Tress.)
Nevada City, Calif., Nov. 27.
Gus Branch, a pool hall proprietor
of Truckee, Calif., waa placed In
the county Jail today to await preliminary hearing on a charge that
he murdered Aanle Boyle, whoso
body recently was disinterred at
Ogden. The disinterment Is said
Red Star to have- disclosed that tho woman
beaten severely . An Inquest
Raabe, Sc was
soon after death held she hal
commlttod suicide by poisoning.
.
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L. L. L.

Gamble Co.,
Dept. ef Home Eco
nomics, Cincinnati, Ohio.
"The
Please send postpaid,
I enclose 10c
Whys of Cooking."
in stamps.
&

State

Do you use Crisco nowL
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FEDERATION

OF UNIONS WILL

LEGAL NOTICE

TO BE CHARGED
WITH CAUSING DEATH
CHILD
OF

MAN

B.T

The AMorlatrd

Let Cuticura Be

lrea.

Yoar Beauty Doctor

Colorado Springs, Colo., Nov. 27.
Direct Information, will ba f ile.i
ywhr. Frwmpt
tomorrow against John Book in 3osip.Oinfimnt,TlfTim.?8,f
nddrf n9:CBtlonr Lbort0rlM,Dpt.Xl MMa, Mmi.
connection with the death of
GOON
BE
Loralne Sager at Hush.
Colo., last Sunday, District Attor- ney Willis I Strachan said tonight, A coroner's jury Friday
R The
rrrM.)
for
New York, Nov. 27. riand for held held Book responsible
Book is said to
"1 believe Chamberlain's Tablets
tho formation of the new federation the baby's denth. choked
tho baby, have saved my life." writes Mrs.
and
of independent labor unions and haveIn beaten
Nea
his care by Its mother,
Maggie Coil. Golden City. Mo. "I
groups to he known ns tho United left
had pains in my stomach so bad I
Labor Council of America, in op vada teacher.
thought 1 could
position to the American Federalot live. Our doc-to- r
tion of Labor, was announced to- ALLEGED HOLDUP MAN
said tt was
a
The
call
official
for
day.
congestion ot the
OMAHA
convention hero January 7 to
would
CAPTUREDJN
omach.
9. nt which a permanent organiza
o to bed perfect-,tion will bo effected hns heen Is
(By The Anaorlatrd PreM.)
well and wake
executive
sued by a provisional
Vov. 27. !"rcd I'ltiik.
up In the night
committee nnd several local unions. who, acordlng to police, was
as
bad as 1 could
Labor organizations outlawed by
released form the Minnesbe and IWe. Our
tho American Federation and ask ota penitentiary where ho served
it
said
1 doctor
ed to join the movement claim a nine years for highway robbery, A
K
would do no good
membership of more than 1,000,000 was captured here today after an
medicine
to
give
workers.
exciting chase through tha heart
He
Internally.
The convention call referred to of the businea district.
to
had
"the treachery of reactionary leadHe is charged with having, few
In
medicine
my
ers" nnd declares that the purpose moments before, hld up the waitarm. Since tak-nof the new organization Is to "com- resses of a local cafo and robbed
Chamberlain's
embat the intensified attacks of
the cash register of $G4. Ho was
Tablets I can eat
ployers by organizing workers into caught as a result of the efforts
anything 1 want
ndustrial unions managed tnrougn of the cook at the cafo who gave
without
hurting
shop delegates' committees and to chase.
me." This form
establish a closer means of
is
of
Indigestion
amonsr unions which subIs
an evergreen
The tea tree
extremely painful
scribe to these principles, to merge plant.
danoften
and
unions of all ed crafts Into indus
By tak- gerous.
trial organizations and to amalga
ng Chamberlain's
mate all ex sline nrogresslve laoor
Tablets arter eating, and especially
organizations Into one body for the
The Book Emporium of
when you have fulness and weight
mutual protection of all."
In the stomach after tatlng. the
the Southwest
disease may be warded off and
We furnish any kind of a Book
TWO MIRACULOUSLY
avoided. Chamberlain's Tablets not
obtainable through the trade,
that we do not have In stock, only aid digestion, but strengthen
ESCAPE DEATH WHEN
nnd Invigorate the stomach.
at publisher's price.
AN ICE GORGE BREAKS
Strong's Book Store
Journal Want Ads bring results.
(11 Th AHunclotea rrrI.)
Ma
27.
T.nko nitw. Polo.. Nov.
rooned on a sand bar when an ico
sorgo broke in Hanson creek, near
here, yesterday, Manager J. Crane
und John Atkins, of the Tsew tiia- den Treasure mine, miraculously
escaped death.
Atkins was alono on tne sana our
until Crano attempted to rescue
was
him. The mine manager
nn.,Vit in u onrppnt nnd carried
a
long
down stream and through
water pipe. He fell out irom ine
with
filled
half
was
which
pipe,
n riin of rocks where
,..,t.,,.
workmen reached him with a rope
and pulled htm to safety. Atkins
was saved similarly.
rMA o a Knrlltr hrutROll &nd T6- Tou an buy Christmas Greeting cards here right
moved to a hospital. His condition
up to Christmas live; ' so today isn't your last
not critical.
chance by any means;
11T)W OFF VAULT DOOKS.
But today is your BEST chance to get the benefit
Brush. Colo.. Nov. 27. Bandits
of that careful selection from the most attractive
hlew off two sets of doors In a large
most appropriate cards, since these are beand
safety vault of the Hillrose bank at
ing taken rapidly, in the most generous early buyHlllrose near here, eariy
ing of Christmas greeting cards this store has ever
the funds of the bank remained Inknown.
tact when the night marshal
frightened the men away, inemen
Therefore we urge TODAY ns the best day to buy
missed $10,000 within an arms
Christmas Greeting cards at
reach.

FORMED

Attacks of Indigestion

pren-er- al

1

y

inject

g

IS

p

Not Your Last Chance
But Your Best!

'

Hl SIiAND ANI WIFE WRITE
Mr. and Mrs. James Carson,
N. M sign a letter saying

"We have both concluded w shall
never be without Foley Cathartic
Tablets and we beliove them to be
They
essential to good health."
keep tha stomach sweet, liver active and bowels regular. They banish constipation, indigestion, biliousness, sick headache, bloating,
sour stomach, gas on stomach, bad
(breath, coated tongue. Not habit
lormmg. soia everywnere.

Journal Want Ads bring results.

MAT SON'S
200

WEST

CENTRAL

Gift Headquarters

liKFORK THK ll() HI OF COUNTY COMMISSION KKS OF THE
COl'NTY
OI' BKHVAULLO.
STATE OP XF.W.MKXICO.
In the Matter of the Petition of Inhabitants and Residents ot East
Albuquerque.
ORDER.
This matter coming on to be
heard upon the retitlon of more
than twenty-fiv- e
residents of East
6ltuated within the
Albuquerque
county of Bernalillo and state of
New Mexico, and it appearing to
the Board that the facts, matters
and things stated in said petition
are true, and that East Albuquerque Is a platted townsite of an untown and addition
incorporated
thereof having a population of not
loss than three hundred people situated immediately east and adjoin,
ing the east boundary line of the
city of Albuquerque and taking In
and embracing all the lands
and
territory included within the limits
of an extension of the north and
south boundary lines of said city of
Albuquerque east for a distance ot
s
about one and
miloa
more or less and containing an area
of about WOO acres and the limits
thereof are plainly marked by posts
at the corners of said platted and
East Albuquerque,
unincorporated
as shown by the plat thereof attached to said petition
as part
thereof, and described as follows:
at
S.
E. Cor. of
the
Beginning
Sec. 22 T. 10 N. R. 3 E. N. M. P. M.
thence west along the south line of
fiec's 22 and 21 to the east lino of
the Albuquerque
Grant; thence
north along the east line of said
grant to the south line of Coal avenue; thence west along the south
line ot Coal avenue to the east line
of Mulherry street, thence north
along the east line of Mulberry
street to the north line of East
avenue;
thence east
Marquette
along the north line of East Marquette avenue to the east line of
the Albuquerque Grant; thence
north along said grant line to the
north line of Sec. 21; thence east
along the north line of See's 21 and
22 to the N. E. Cor. of Sec. 22:
thence south along the east line of
Sec. 22 to the place of beginning.
And It further appearing to the
Board that the said East Albuquerque contains streets and alleys, and
the business and residential district
thereof, and business and residential houses occupied and used by
the Inhabitants and residents thereof, and the plant, buildings and
campus of the University of the
State of New Mexico, and the reservoir of the water works of the
city of Albuquerque and the Country club house and golf links and
divers other houses, buildings, imwhich
provements and property
are subject to great and irreparabla
animals
damage by
running at
large; and It further appearing to
the Board that It Is the desire of
the inhabitants and residents of
said East Albuqtierque that an order may be made and entered of
record by thla Board prohibiting
the running at large of such animals within the limits of said East
Albuquerque; and the Board being
fully advised in the premises, doth
grant said petition.
Done at a Siwlnl session of said
Board of County Commissioners of
the County of Bernalillo. State of
New Mexico, this 24th day of Ocseven-tenth-

tober

1921.

A. G. SIMMS,

Chairman.
Attest:
FRED CROLLOTT, Cterk.

Watch for the Red Star
Demonstration at Raabe &
v
Mauger'a.
-

BOXERS

All

November 28, 1921.
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HIS CUE WORK IS TALK OF BILLIARD WORLD

SET

The sensational
playing: of
Welker Cophran in the international billiard tourney in Chicago
bears out the predictions that he
may be the man to unseat Willie
Hoppe from his throne in the
..near future. Cochran, still in his
early twenties, set a high run
record for the tourney when he
ran up 386 points in the fourth
inning of his match with George,
Sutton. He won the match in the
fifth inning:, 400 to 67. The previous record for the meet was 807,
held by Hoppe. Cochran is a San
Francisco man.

FOR EXHIBIT AT

I

AIORfTIGHT
City Boxing Commission to
Judge Exhibits and Give
Program to
Decisions;
Start at 8ff u uxiock.

Members' of the city boxing commission will act as judges of the
boxing bouts to bo held at the will
tonight. John Flaska
z
and
referee the
a
main eventer-the
and Eddy Lewis, of New ork City,
will referee the two preliminaries.to
The referees will have nothing
do with the decisions.
be
The doors at the armory willfirst
and the
opened at 7 o'clock
8:30.
at
preliminary will start chosen
Eddy
Henny Chavez has
and
Lewis as his chief second cornO'Rockv will be In Gonzalez'
er. Kid Anaya stated yesterday
hiH
that Jack Torres will occupychoscorner. Corona has not yet
Welker Cochran, snapped while warming up for one of his matches in the international tourney at Chicago.
en his chief second. Jake Levy,
to
of Santa Fe, will arrive today
act as official time keeper. He Is
Brland while he was the guest of
bringing several car loads of Capthe United States.
ital city fans down to see the exDr. Wirth tomorrow will appear
hibition.
before the reichstag committee on
main
double
of
the
All four
foreign relations to discuss the preevent
boys are featherweights,
Frankie Howell, mier's speech.
clle McNeely,
DEXTER NOTES.
Benny Chavez and Sailor Gonzalez
Mr. and Mrs. M. F. Bailey and Corinne Higgins and Mr. Logbock.
being scheduled for fifteen rounds
Surgical splints were used to
l,
Mrs. F. O. Tracy returned Tues- form a triumphal arch at tho wedMr. and Mrs. J. C. Weaver, ot
visit
D.
when
were Thanksgiving day
C
day from Washington,
ding of a member of the ambuors in Dexter.
she has spent the last two months lance section of an English fire
. F. Gipson, who for
the past with her daughter, Mrs. George brigade recently.
vmr has been superintendent of Eddy.
Mrs. W. F. Glasler was hostess
the local plant of the Pecos Valley
Journal Want Ads bring results.
Milling company, has severed his Tuesday afternoon at a delightful
connection with that concern and bridge party, sixteen guests being
Delicious refreshmenU
has taken up his residence in
present.
were served at the close of the
for
game.
Mr. and Mrs. N. S. Sweeney
,
Mrs. IT. I. Bradon was hostess
mer residents of this place, have
returned from an extended business to the Bridge club on Wednesday
stop- at her home on Canal street. Mrs.
trip to Texas points and are
ping oft here for a short time, be F. G. Tracy made high score on
on
this occasion.
to
iiot epriiiK-ifore going
Mrs. C. C. Bikes entertained at
M., where Mr. Sweeney plans to
dinner on Thursday the following
enter business.
a.
Al.
Rev. Henrv Barton, of the
guests: Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Pence,
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Hudgins, Miss
church, was in charge of the union
Miss
Frankie
Thanksgiving services of the Dex-at Dorothy Hudgins,
ter churches, held on Thurdday
Howell, Mrs. Mary E. Howell,
Messrs. R. B. Trowbridge and Bill
7:30 o'clock.
Georee Wilcox has recently corn- - Hudgins.
bun
Dieted a nice little
The home of Mis. John Barber
on Halaguano street was the scene
galow In the west part of town.
mounthe
into
of a pretty Thanksgiving
bridge
Hunting parties
tains are more than usually numerluncheon on Friday, Mrs. Barber
ous this fall and game seems to bo and Mrs. Duggan Rickman belm;
plentiful although tho recent
joint hostesses. Thirty-fiv- e
guesM
of tho White mountain wore invited for this occasion.
of
some
closed
has
An
exhibit
preserve
of
art
the paintings
game
the best hunting ground. Joe Ca- of the New Mexico artists was held
rter was the first local nimrod who at the Woman's club each afterreturned with a deer, maving
noon of the past week, under the
a magnificent
auspices of the Woman's club.
buck the very first day out. Other
F. O. Tracy left Thursday night
Dexterites who are in the hills In- for Salt Lake City to attend thi
clude: Arthur and Alfred Stone, meeting of the Western
States
C.
U BrooKs, Reclamation
Nate Kuykendall.
which
association,
Urban Wiseman, O. convenes at that
Crain,
Frank
the
GONZALEZ
20thof
place
SAIIjOR
Wilcox. Ernest this month.
Who Will Hox Bonny t 'have at the M. Wallace, George
Charlie Lathrop and
Utterback,
Over one thousand people witArmory Tonight.
S. B. Davis.
nessed the
rodeo in
Fletcher Waddell and tan o.iu Carlsbad on cowboy
Tho
and Kid Anaya and Johnny Corona
Thanksgiving.
at the county celebration
on
for ten rounds. The boys will step are doing jury service term
began
Wednesday
or
couit
the
fan
seat
122
during
and lasted through Thursday and
into the ring weighing about
R. Brice.
being held by Judge C. team
pounds each.
of the Friday with dances at the armory
The irirls' basketball
The city commissioners and the
each
The music was furlocal high school took the measure nishedevening.
city attorney and city manager of
by a very good negro orlast
team
Artesia
girls'
fast
the
exhave been invited to attend the
to chestra and large crowds were in
by a score of fourteen
each evening.
hibition, which promises to put Al- week
number of Dexter attendance
a
eleven.
Quite
as
on
to Inst Monday, 3,300 bales
the
map
thj
buquerque again
the team to the of Up
cotton
location for first class boxing fans accompanied
had
been shipped to the
v
town and they report different
will
cotton
cards. Ladies, accompanied,
centers
from
time.
an
interesting
he admitted' free of charge. They
Carlsbad.
average yield for
The Dexter sciioots cnjo.veu va- the season The
will not be required to pay war
is
estimated
at
y
Thanksgiving
regular
tax.
of a bale to the acre, for
cation Thursday and Friday.
this
project.
me
or
Anient""
Dexter chapter
Red Cross reports good success ir,
their annual rollcall last week and
WIRTH IS URGED TO
this.
...
The surfacing crew or tne
REPLY TO SPEECH OF
Tne7n Viiehwnv nrolect which has
been located at Orchard Park for
PREMIER0F FRANCE
is
being
the past two months,
A
moved to Dexter this week and
(tif The AMorlated PreM.)
work of graveling this end of the
Berlin, Nov. 27 (by the Asso,
project will begin at onceciated Press). Now that Premier
Tne uexier camiJ ui m"
were hosts to a large crowd of peo- Briand of France is homeward
tncy
when
evening
Thursday
bound from Washington, newspaple
entertained at a fine turkey dinner,
pers are urging Chancellor Wlrth
list
The
rooms.
served in the lodge
to abandon his reserve at least to
Bj The AMorlat fwi.)
of guests was too numerous to be the extent of informing the AmerParis, Nov. 27 (by the Associat- s, included
here.
ican public of tho "uselessness of
ed Press.) Capt. A. R. De Joan-niThe Missionary .society of the M. Brland's arguments In support
who accompanied Mile. Su- local
Thanksgiving
served
of France's attitude on disarmazanne Lenglen, French tennis plast- dinnerchurches
to about one hundred and
er, to the United States last sum- fifty home folks and visitors at the ment."
They say that the Wirth governmer, has resigned as vice president Commercial hotel. About fifty dol- ment
did not desire to engage In
nt the French Tennis Federation lars accrued to the treasury thereacrimonious
controversy with M.
as
a
member
nd also
He resigned In protest against by.
the federation's "order of the day,"
CARLKRAD.
published today, blaming directors
Mrs. R. U Halley and Mrs. Rom
of tho "United states Lawn Tenn:s Holt entertained on Friday with
Federation for unjustified com the first of a series of bridge parmentarles on the sporting spirit of ties, twenty guests being present. The most economical, cleansing and
and
Mile, lienslen. '
A color scheme of yellow
germicidal of all antiseptics Is
His resignation is the climax of
was carried out in the deca controversy that has been going; white
orations with baskets of
on Inside the federation since the
and 'In the refreshments.
return to France of Mile. Lenglen. Mrs. J. D. Hudglns had the honor
He was accused of having urged of making high score. Those presthe French player "to engage in ent
MesdamTJ
were as follows:
tennis matches while physically Hudglns, Duggan Rickman, J. N'. A
soluble Antiseptic Powder
unfit."
E. R.
F.
W.
Glasicr,
"Mile. Lenglen, ' he said, . was Cunningham,
to be dissolved in
and her guest, Mrs. Shager
Lang
fit when she met Mrs. Mallory at of Sioux Falls; H. H. Dllley, E. P.
Water as Needed.
Forest Hills. She was defeated by Bujac, D. M. Jackson, Bert Rawa player who on that date showed lins, Frank Richards, Allen Hardy,
As a medicinal
for
antiseptic
a better brand of tennis."
!. douches in
Miller, C. C. Sikes, L.
treating catarrh. Inflam"I shook hands with Mile. Leng- Mary
or ulceration of nose,
L. E. Erwin, W. G. Donley. mation
Pence,
"before she W. 8. Moore, Misses Pratt
len," he continued,
and
and that caused by feminine
entered the court. Her hands wiro Howell. The second of the series throat,
ills it has no equal. For ten years
cool and her pulse normal. She of parties was given on Tuesday the Lydja E. Plnkham
Mediclno Co.
only commenced coughing after afternoon at the home of Mrs. has recommended Paxtine in their
having lost the games. I blame her Holt, Mrs. Harry McKim having prlvato correspondence with womfor refusing to continue when
en, which proves its superiority.
high score on thnt day.
could have obtained a recess.
A very congenial dinner party Women who have been cured
it
"Suzanne's attacks against tho was given by Mrs. L. C. Penes on is "worth its weight in gold."sayAt
United States lawn tennis officials Tuesday evening. Those enjoying druggists, 50c. large box.tor by mall.
and the publlo are unwarranted. this hospitality were Misses Lu- - The Paxton Toilet Co., Boston, Mass.
She was received like a little queen
and treated with the utmost courtesy. Her every whim and mood
was satisfied.
"She knows how to win but sh
does not know how to lose gracefully. She placed the personality
of Suzanne before the good name
Good for 100 Credits in'
of the sporting world of her country, and could not face defeat."
The Albuquerque Journal
Chavez-Gonzale-

s

Anaya-Coron-

;fevi;
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which was portrayed with so telling ed at the drunken miner, hit a good poet. But near the end the poet
blow that felled him to decides that poetry at least his
an effect in Neal Hart s other pro- smashing
I
ductions "Hell's Oasis," "Danger the floor and was escorting the In- brand is not conducive of wealth,
girl and her father out of the so he beepmes the manager of his
Valley" and "Skyflre" will find in dian
Aside
the miner's rich father's big factory.
"Black Sheep" the same sort of door when one of in
the back. from this romance of the younu
"B" Theater Repeating for the cleverness that is earning for that friends stabbed him closed
on
in
pair, there Is lively action galore,
last time today "Black Sheep," star the title of America's premier The gang of ruffians
the officer, shouting fiercely. At and enough laughs and suspense
with Neal Hart as the leading star; actor of western roles.
member
of
another
this
moment,
to
two-recarry the story to the end withalso repeating the
Percy
tho Mounted Police pushed his way out a moment's lapse ot Interest,
and Ferdie comedy, "Their Dizzy DRAMATIC INCIDENT OF
newcomer
The
room.
the
into
The story was written by WilFinish," and the "Current Events"
AOKTHW1CST IS WOVEN
waded through the mob, hitting bur Flnley
Fauley, and the plctura
pictures.
IN "BRING HIM IN" right and left with his gun butt was
directed
Howard M. MitchLyric Theater Repeating today
and his fist. He cleared the hall ell who has bydirected this star in
H. II. Van Loan, the well known and aided his wounded comrade.
"Bring Him In," with popular Earle
a goodly number of her Fox sucWilliams as the star, assisted by an author and short story writer, after
Mr. Van Loan wove this all Into
The support throughout
cast; also repeating "The a trip to Canada and the great a thrilling story of. the Mounted cesses.
is excellent.
Skipper's Treasure Garden," the north woods, incorporated many of Police. He told how years later
two-reToonervlllo comedy,
his adventures into the Earle Will- the man whose life had been saved
PnMlnie Theater Shirley Mason, iams picture,
"Bring Him In," was sent to
In" his old com- WARM RECEPTION FOR
one of the William Fox de luxe which is being repeated today for rade wanted "bring
for murder. The conNAVY FOOTBALL TEAM
.stars, is still at the Pastime as the me last ume at tne lyno tneater. flict between his friendship and his
To get local color, Mr. Van Loan sense of
leading character in Queenie
makes a most dramduty
also repeating the "Fox News" pic- visited a dance hall in Claire. The atic situation.
(B.t The Aaioclatei! Frew.)
lures and "The Flirt," with Harold .Place was filled with a typical mot- Annapolis, Md.. Nov. 27. The
of
star.
as
the
ley
miners,
prospect
Lloyd
gathering ana
MASON SCORES
Navy team that vanquished
the
ors, Indians,
dancing girls. SHIRLEY
TREMENDOUS BIG HIT
There he heard a story which is
Army cadets in the annual football
CATTLE WAK ON THE
IN PICTURE, "QUEENIE" game were accorded a warm recepused as an incident in "Bring Him
WESTERN PLAINS FURNISH
TIIE.ME FO It "BLACK SHEEP" In." A pretty little Indian girl was
on their return from New York
The first showing here of the tion
trying to Induce her drunken father
today
by their comrades and townswhich
Fox
to
"Queenie,"
with
to
home
her
production
and
In
number
a
go
the
Things begin
happen
were try opened at the Pastime theater yes- people.
very first scene of "Black Sheep," of roughneck hangers-o- n
The main demonstration did not
which opened at the "B" theater ing to prevent It. A man rushed terday and which is being repeatwith Shirley Mason as Its take place until after arrival of
yesterday nd which Is being re- forward to Intervene when a shout ed today,
anew
to
served
the
of
from
the
checked
star,
crowd
prove
Captain Larson and his teammates
warning
peated today.
Even bofore you are comfortably him. Turning, he saw the brilliant irresistible winsomeness of this fa- at the academy grounds. The players were pulled off the cars and
of the famous vorite screen artist.
seated you will find yourself neck-dee- p scarlet uniform
In the story of "Queenie" Shir- borne on Shoulders of their enthuin interest in this dynamic Northwest Mounted Police flashing
in
wins
The
of
the
officer
siasts
a
rush
the
heart
comrades to Bancroft hall.
most
of
one of the
unusual
doorway.
ley
youthful
drama
wars ever staged in thla or any
other country. It Is a picture based
upon the war between the cattlemen and the slieepherders and It
was no gentlemen's war either.
The hotbed of these hostilities
was in Wyoming, the locale of this
picture, and before it ended many
lives were lost and thousands of
dollars worth of sheep and cattle
were destroyed.
Neal Hart is the star of this production, which excels any of his
previous efforts both In hlstronic
and artistic effects. He is supported by an exceptionally clever cast,
START A COURSE NOW In our DAY OR NIGI1T SCHOOL
which makes this one of the best
You Will Bo Satisfied.
western productions ever shown at
L.
A.
MAY,
E. h. HOSKING, Principal.
Manager.
the "B" theater.
drama,
The lover of

Theaters Today

I

all-tst-

I

THAT'S

THE BEST IN THE SOUTHWEST

ALL.
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or Albuquerque

five-roo-

Start at 8:30 This Morning to Enlist 1,500
Men and Women in United Effort for AlbuquerWe

Through

que,

the Chamber of Commerce

ere Om Time!

down-valle-

three-quarte-

two-da-

Men and Women of Albuquerq ue:- -

MLLE. LENGLEN
IS

IT HQ

-

Dues in the Chamber of Commerce are $12 a year; payable
nually,
quarterly or monthly, in advance.

LOSER, ASSERTS

Special

To

semi-annuall-

an- -

'

y,

This nominal membership cost makes it possible for everyone
who wishes to take an active part in the city building we ar.e
going to do, to join the workers.

Women

It is not necessary to wait for a worker to call on you. Go to
the Chamber of Commerce this morning and sign a member-shi- p

ehysa".-themu-

blank, or phone 43 and one will be sent to you.

X

This

CONFERENCE HELD
AMERICAN
,

Bt

BY

SALESMANSHIP

DELEGATION

The Auoclatcd Frets.)

Washington, Nov. 27 (by the Associated
Press.) The American
delegation held a long conference
which
was cevoted, it was
today
understood, to a discussion of the
matters now before the conference.
The impression within the delegation was that tne question of naval
armament was rapidly coming to a
head with a final decision possible

this week.

expect further
and detailed argument from the
Japanese group in support of the
letter's contention for a revision of
the proposed capital ship ratio but
with little chance of anything being presented w:nch w:u alter the
American stand.
The Americans

Wars past, present and futuro
have placed a financial burden on
Great Britain that works out over
ten doljaraper week per family. V

CREDITS

100
Credits

Mr. or Mrs

Address.

,

CLUB

This

is

a movement to make Albuquerque a better place to live in.

100
I Credits

CAST 100
,..

,

to make more business in Albuquerque.

is

KyMci
IMiA

I HEREBY
Miss,

COUPON

a movement

a movement to make more Jobs in Albuquerque.
This is a movement to make property in Albuquerque worth more money.

This

FREE

is

No One Can Stop

FREE CREDITS FOR

..

,,;

n.,ar.x..,iri-iwil:ixr.-

:

Cist No.....

This coupon, neatly clipped out, name and address of the
candidate filled In, and mailed or delivered to the Campaign
Department of The Morning Journal, will count as 100 FREE!
CREDITS. It does not cost anything to cast these Coupons
for your favorite candidate, and you are not restricted In any
sense in voting them. Get all you can and send them In
they all count.
This coupon must be polled before 8 p. m., Tuesday, Nor. 29.

UNIVERSITY

HEIGHTS

DEVELOPMENT

PAID FOR THIS ADVERTISEMENT

COMPANY

FOR ALBUQUERQUE

Us,-B-

ut

Ourselves.
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oman 's Daily M agazine
HIE

KITCHEN

Br LAURA

VENTILATED FOR

Monday.
Dinner of Business and Professional Women's club at T. M. C. A.
at 6:15 p. m.
Apollo club meeting and smoker
at 8 p. m.
Dandy Dozen club will meet at
the home of the Misses Shadel at
8 p. m.

COOK'S COMFORT
Three times every day or twenty-on- e
times a week every woman who
does her own cooking is obliged to
spend hours in a stuffy kitchen
4 filled with cooking odors that not
only make a heavy,
atmosphere, but really take away
the appetite. In the winter time
doors and windows are usually
the
kept closed to prevent chillingrooms
house and gradually other

SAN FRANCISCO
ELECTS HER FIRST
WOMAN SUPERVISOR

k.n

NATIONAL LEAGUE OF
WOMEN VOTERS WILL
MEET NOVEMBER 30

ARTISTIC LAMP
SHADES CAN BE
MADE AT HOME

A. KIRK MAN.

tutter
A WEEK'S PIJfNEHS FOR THE sauce made by creaming
MAIUUED WOMAN WOHKfc.lt. and brown sugar together and flavoring it with vanilla extract.
Saturday Night's Dinner Chops.
This morning's mail brought me
potatoes fried with
a letter which reads, "I am writ- Cold boiled
of raw onion. Stewed prunes
strips
are
us
who
hunch
of
a
for
ing
(soak overnight l efore stewing).
When we
married wage earners.
at
homes
our
leave the shot) for
night we have to do our market PRACTICAL COAT
ing then get dinner lor our
FOR MIDWINTER
nus-band- i.

Would you help us by
dinprinting a whole week's set of in
a
ner menus that we could get
hurry, after getting home at night?
It's so hard to think up good meals
that we can get In about half an
hour. And they must be substantial, for our men folks need hearty
meals."
I take pleasure in helping out
these girls with the following:
Dinner Cold
Monday Nights
roast.
meat left from Sunday's
Boil Just twice as many potatoes
so
as you need for this meal
you'll have some cold tomorrow
night for hash. Open and heat a
can of string beans. Dice a couple of bananas and a couple of
oranges, mix them, then sprinkle
Bread,
with sugar, for dessert.
butter and coffee are taken for
Also
menus.
these
in
granted
pickles, relishes, and other such
things that help to make a meal
taste good.
Hash
Tuesday Night's Dinner
from the last bits of Sundny's roast
and the cold boiled potato on
hand. Open and heat a can of
tomatoes. Make a cornstarch pudding (this is a quickly made des-- I
serf, and the egg in it helps to
make the meal substantial).
dinner
Wednesday
Night's
Hamburg steak meat balls. Make
a double quantity of white potatoes again
Miss Margaret Mary Morgan.
(half for tomorrow
night) and mash them all. Open
Ta Miss Margaret Morgan goes and heat a can of peas. Pare,
the honor of beinc'the first woman core and dice a couple of apples
Miss put them over the fire with water
supervisor of San Francisco.
Morgan was recently elected.to her to cover, and boll them about 20
office, which was never Ticfore minutes, or till soft, then sweeten
hold by a woman. She is a busi- them to taste; this apple sauce Ib
,
and asserts ven better if a dash of grounfl
ness
that her. election does not neces cinnamon is added for flavor, or
enter a little lemon Juice or a drop or
sarily mean tnat she ' will
'
'
two of vanilla extract.
politics.
one
of
Miss Morgan is manager
Thursday Night's Dinner Buy
of tho largest printing plants on two or three slices of raw ham
the coast. She was the main factor and broil this as you would chops.
in Rattling the big printer's strike Make potato cakes from the cold
which took place in that city. Pre mashed potatoes you have on
vious to that, as one of four ap hand, frying the cakes a rien
pointed persons ehe was sent to brown. Cut up a few stalks of
China to study the industrial condi- celery, put it on the fire with watthe er to cover, and boll it till soft:
tions of women. She also has
distinction of being tho only wom- then drain it and "cream" it by
an chairman appointed on the "He adding a little milk, butter, flour
a Booster" committee formed by and sesasrfnlngs. Tapioca pudding
tho business people of northern mado with tho minute tapioca
California for advertising purposes. which takes only about 20 minA tremendous purse has been gath- utes.
advertisered for this three-yeMake
Friday Night's Dinner
loaf recipe printed
ing campaign, and Miss Morgan Is a salmon
one of the three trustees appointed Wednesday, Nov. 80. Double quan
for its care.
of boiled potatoes (half for
in miled in constantly
by tity
tomorrow night's dinner). Open
hio. hnsinesa interests for advice a can of corn, turn it into a bakonfi in Ktinken of as having "an un ing dish, and a beaten egg and
xannv vision Of tile OUlCOme
and bake 20 minutes
.the seasonings,
huainnaa'. Droblems."
It was
in a hot oven (as long as you have
in
who
men
of the city
himlnen
to light the gas oven for the sal
,
slated that for the good of Sanl m(m , f
s h as well bake
Francisco Miss Morgan must have other dishes) Pare, core and cut
a hand in tne governing vi ji
4
a
into
buttered baking
up apples
nesft a tribute to and recognitionis dish, adding an equal quantity of
of the businoss woman which
bread crumbs and 1 cup of brown
unusual from men.
sugar; bake this "Apple Betty" 20
minutes, then serve hot with hard

become permeated with objectionable odors.
A new kitchen ventilator operator) olpctricnllv is able to turn the
kitchen workshop into a pleasanter
nlaco because it draws oir ail cook
ening odors and keeps them from
ventering other rooms. Such ofa foods
tilator permits the cooking
the
that are often omitted from will
they
family dinner because The
home
"smell un" the house.
atmosphere should be kept fresh,
clean and sweet and free from
mrrrrr ct nn m v nit.
long
Ventilating equipment has
in 110 in ivir. kitchens of first
kitchens
olnM restaurants. Such
with their huge ranges would be
u
excessively hot and mere wouiu not
a consequent spoilage of food,
the
of
discomfort
to mention the
cooks, if there had been no proviPure
sion for proper ventilation.
as nure water,
air is as importantkitchens
In
but
not only in big
home kitchens. Heretofore the latupon
ter have depended chiefly
of ventilation.
haphazard methods ventilator
for
The new kitchen
conhomes corrects this haphazard
rteslgn- dition for it is scientifically
it uHH ilraw out smoky,
will
steamy air fast enough hut itmuch
not waste heat. It is another
kitrhen nid in helping to
the home kitchen comfort
able.
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EFFICIENT HOUSEKEEPING
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ELECTRICAL

NOTES

Figures show that the average
person now uses more than twelve
times the amount of electricity that
he used eighteen years ago. An
army of 1.400,000 men and women
are owners now of stocks and
bonds of the electric companies
and more than 8300,000,000 of pub- -'
lie funds In the hands of Insurance
companies and $1, 700,000, 000 In
bank funds are Invested in public
utility securities.

vi

structed as an object lesson in the
nf nlontrlrlt v In the house. The
nHrlriD (it th hmiSS Will be mOSt
conveniently arranged, and in ad
dition to a model system oi illumination, will contain every known
electrical appliance for saving labor
In the home. The construction of
this home serves to call attention
m n.Tmt ilia rinvulnnment of the
electrical industry has meant to the
public. Much drudgery has been
removed from ana comion auuea
to the home through the use of
electricity.
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train start
ing housekeeping after three years
in noieis ana uuaiume
bought an electric sewing macnine
nrt saved money by making all
curtains and
her own window
hemming and making ner pea un-

""in one day she made six kitchof
en aprons, a saving of
ones would
what the ready-mad- e
five
made
she
have cost. Later
wash dresses and saved the dressmaker's cost which in this case
was five dollars each. During tha
one-ha-

three-year-ol-

Watch for the Red Star
at Raabe &

Demonstration
M auger 'a.

An electric
grill of Improved
When the weather erows too se- ua ci. i f rr tVi a tn(nat a rigid construction with a conventhree-hesnap switch that
auch ient
erarment
heavy
... .J
.
-can be easily detached when cleanwouwu,
as mis one wuill ue
placed
ing the appliance, has beenincludes
The grill
on the market.
four
sepawith
SHE KNOWS AITEH 2(t YEARS a removable rack
A cold, even when it has develrate pans for poaching eggs, and
cough, difficult is of the shape and size of the ordioped a hacking
permits the
sleepless nights, raw nary stove plate which vcbscIs.
breathing,
The
aluminum
throat and sore lungB even then a use of small lariro
handles, strongly
hava
cold yields quickly to Foley's HonThe grill is also made
Mrs. Milton Walte, supported.
ey and Tar.
"I with an oven, wnicn aaus 10
Box 32. Azalla. Mich., writes:
have used Foley's Honey and Tar serviceability in the well appointed
for the past 20 years and find there light housekeeping apartment or
is no other cough or croup remedy kitchenette.
like it. You may use my name."
Under the auspices of the ElecIt gets right at the seat of trouble.
league there Is
Children like it. Sold everywhere. trical
now being constructed in Denver
Journal Want Ads bring results. an electrical home. It is being con

gljj
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The Story
Ivory Starch, 12 oz. size...Argo Starch, 12 oz. size
Potato Starch, 16 oz. size
Swift's Wool Soap, large
Swift's Wool Soap, small
Britt's Powdered Ammonia

.5c

-

.-

7c
10c
10c
5c
10c

-.

.....8c

Rainwater Crystals

10c
Mrs. Stewart's Laundry Blue
....12c
lc
Jiffy Laundry Blue, 10c size...
..10c
Household Ammonia
.9c
Alamo Lye
20c
Saniflush
Old Master Coffee, 1 lb
Old Master Coffee, 2 lbs
.v. . .60c
.90c
Old Master Coffee, 3 lbs
.35c
Maxwell House Coffee, 1 lb..
.70c
Maxwell House Coffee, 2 lbs..
$1.00
Maxwell House Coffee, 3 lbs
Jack Sprat Coffee, 1 lb
....30c
Puyallup Red Raspberries, No. 10 can. . .$1.25
$1.00
Puyallup Blackberries, No. 10 can
10
50c
No.
can
Apples,
Arlington
31c
tin
Old Monk Olive Oil,
tin
57c
Old Monk Olive Oil,
tin
Old Monk Olive Oil,
$1.00
23c
Old Monk Olive Oil,
glass...
.40c
Old Monk Olive Oil,
glass. .:r.
. . .73c
Old Monk Olive Oil,
glass. .
..16c
Armour's Veribest Veal Loaf
Armour's Veribest Lunch Tongue, large. . .40c
Armour's Veribest Lunch Tongue, small... 25c
.50c
Armour's Veribest Boned Chicken.
.
.
12
.
.
ozs..
.20c
Dr. Price's Baking Powder,
50c
Dr. Price's Baking Powder, 2V& lbs
5
Dr. Price's Baking Powder,
lbs..
.$1.00
.15c
Calumet Baking Powder, 8 ozs..
.
.30c
Ryzon Baking Powder, 45c size.
S. L. C. Strawberry Preserves, 15 ozs... 40c
.40c
S. L. C. Raspberry Preserves, 15 ozs.. .
S. L. C. Blackberry Preserves, 15 ozs.... ..40c
.40c
Paul's Jams, all flavors
1
lb...;.-.60Breakfast
Tea,
Shilling's English
Shilling's English Breakfast Tea, i2 lb.... 30c
Shilling's English Breakfast Tea, 14 lb.... 15c
Shilling's Japan or Ooloing Tea, 1 lb...:.60c
Shilling's Japan or Oolong Tea, J2 lb.... 30c
Shilling's Japan or Oolong Tea, y lb.... 15c
25c
Coleman's Mustard, Vi lb
.50c
Coleman's Mustard, Vj lb-- .
Coleman's Mustard, 1 lb.i.V. .y. . . . . . .$1.00
.45c
Schepp's Cocoanut, 1 lb
.23c
Schepp's Cocoanut, J2 lb.... . . .8c
.
Comet White Rice, 1 lb.. , . . . .
Van Camp's Soups, all kinds...
..8c
Van Camp's Pork and Beans.. ,:
.10c
Kuner's Pork and Beans
. .10c
Armour's Pork and Beans.
.10c
Heinz Tomato Soup, No. 1
20 Mule Team Borax
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he who gives a Hoover for Christmas. For with The Hoover he gives
Moat thoughtful
more than a remembrance of the day; he gives a lifetime of freedom from the drudgery
of sweeping and dusting.
Most happy is she that receives this gift. For with her Hoover she can thoroughly clean
and freshen the rugs and other household things she treasures so dearly. And she can
introduced by the efficient cleaner. No
easily meet the new standards of home cleanliness
embedded dirt.
unwholesome
filled
with
tolerate
rugs
longer need she
Most satisfied, too, is the recipient of The Hoover because she knows, as all women do,
Hoover combines the
that of all electric cleaners, The Hoover is the best; that onlyairThe
suction.
three essentials of thorough cleaning beating, sweeping, and
Thus The Hoover Is a perfect Christmas offering. More than any other gift, its choice will
betoken the careful forethought and tender solicitude of the giver and evoke everlasting
gratitude from the recipient.

This Christmas Give a Hoover and You Give the Best.
Butter
Milk,
Buttermilk

HOOVE R

Cottage Cheese
Cream,

Whipping Cream
and Ice Cream

tTJATS,...

321 North Second

351

These Prices Tell

.....

Is

Phone

ng

z.

teaspoon sugar; 4 teaspoon salt
3 teaspoons
sift
baking powder;
together three times; 2 eggs well
Deaten; z cups huik.

Albuquerque
Dairy Ass'n.

Re-slocki-

16-o-

corn nour waines:
1
1.9 nnna whfta Tvhont flour!
scant 2 cup white corn flour; 1

"

for

z.

spoons salt; 2 tablespoons btftter;
1
2
cups milk. Mix dry ingredients and cut in the butter. Add
Deaten yoiKS ana miiK, men cut in
beaten whites of the eggs.

I

Must Be Sold Before Wednesday

12-pi- nt

Dai-te-

nt
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..........
.........

Investigate the
Electric
Federal
Washer. The ma
chine of no regrett

Ue

Me and pop was in the setting
room, pop smoaklng and thinking and me looking at my aritme-tic- k
homework and wishing that
whoever invented homework had
bin ran over or something before
they invented it, and all of a sudden I had a ldecr, saying. Hay,
pop, I bet you use to be good as
anything In arifmetick wen you
went ter skool, dident you. pop?
Well, I beleeve there was one
boy In the class better than I was,
but he was ixceptional, sed pop.
Did you ever win eny prizes or
anything, pop? I sed.
Not that I can remember, I may
have, sed pop, and I Bed, Well G,
pop, gosh, I tell you lets wat,
eipposing you do this ixamplo that
vie got for homework and see If
your anscr Is the same as mine,
and if it is mines rite.
Lets have a look at It, sed pop.
'And I showed him the ixample and
he took out his fountain pen and
started to do it on a piece of pa
per, saying, Let mo see now, let
tne see, this looks simple enuff.
let me see, it 4 men can do a peece
of werk in 3 and a half days werk- lnc 8 hours a day, let me see, wat
kind of a foolish ixample is this
to give a child let me see, no thats
not rite, well if you wore able to
do It I certeny awt to.
And he kepp on tawklng and
making faces and putting down
numbers for about 10 mlnnlts and
then he sed, O thats simple enuff,
there's nothing to that, Ive got the
answer aireddy.
O that was quick pop, no won
der you use to win prizes, leeve
ins see the anser you got, I sed
Wats your answer? sed pop. and
see yours and
I111 sed, Leeve me
tell you if us the same.
O ho, I smell a rat, sed pop, and
I sed, sir 7 ana pop sea, You hav-edone the Ixample at all, have
fouT
Bin ino sir, jusea, ana pop sea,
Then let the 4 winds of heaven
take my anser. And he tore up
his peece of paper with the anser
on It In little bits of peeces and
threw them up in the air and they
went all over the floor, and wen
ma came up stairs she made me
ptok them all up.

1

lf

same month, $27 was saved when
for the first time in three yeare
she made twelve gingham and linson,
en suits for her
twelve wash dresses and six und
derskirts for her
daughter.
The actual time spent In accomplishing all of this sewing was a
little over rive weeKS. uniy two
,lnia waA rArtiilrari ir Ha the
stitching of the curtains and lin
ens. The actual saving in aoiiars
by the use of theRR.electric sewina
Thft tnnchlnA
mnnhinn wna 170
cost less than $70 on time pay
ments.

m

.
lor waines. unera
capacity
niiiMHn nrnffln Iron announce!
it's
that bakes three at a time anddown
easy to operate. Just pull Iron Is
the handle and the waffle
r,
in tne
ready to be used, pour
raise the handle until the waffle iron closes and crispy waffles,
done just right are the result
three of them reany to eai. wrote:
You recall the lady who
IllnJ .A mnurari hnlrAri. buttered
and ate," well, here is a recipe for
waffles so that others may pour,
bake, butter and eat.
Waffles for the new electric
waffle iron:
2 cups pastry flour; 2 teaspoons
baking powder: 3 eggs; 2 tea

w w

POWER DRIVEN SEWING
MACHINES MEAN SAVtU
ENERGY AND ECONOMY

Slow
Useful rules for baking:
even, temperature Is about 250 to
300 degrees Fahrenheit; moderate
Lafayette has given Cornell a
oven, temperature is about 860 to great race for team scoring honors
400 degrees Fahrenheit, hot oven, on the gridiron this season.
temperature is about 400 to 450
degrees Fchrenheit; very hot oven,
temperature is about 460 to 650 degrees Fahrenheit.
L
Already many farms have elec- 1
if.
by the
tricity delivered ta them
within
and
central station plants
a very short time It is to be expected that the rural districts will have
the same efficient and modern
service as Is possible in the thickly
populated cities. The same plants
that serve the cltie.i now furnish
service to the smaller communities
and to the farms.

.wonaan,-however-

(Bt The AHr.oclrited from..
Chicago, Nov. 27. Leaders of
in
women voters' organizations
seven states will mppt here Novem
con
30
fourth
the
for
her
regional
ferenee of the National League of
Women Voters. States concerned
are Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky,
and
Ohio. Wisconsin
Michigan,
Went Virginia.
Mrs. Maud Wood Park of Wash
of the
lngton, I). C, president
league: Mrs. Figgord Pinchot of
chairMilford. Pa., its financial
man, and Mrs. Richard Edwards of
Peru, Ind., will be among the
sneakers.
Among others participating will
fca Miss Elizabeth
Hauser of Oi- rard, O. director for the district.
and these state presidents:
Mrs. A. H. Beardsley, Elkhart,
Ind.; Miss Mary Bronaugh, Hop.
kinsvllle, K. ; Mrs. Wilbur Brother.
ton, Detroit, Mich.; Mrs. Guy Mal- lon, Cincinnati, O.: Mrs. John u.
Ruhl, Clarkshurg, W. V.; Mrs. Ben
Hopper, Milwaukee, Wis.; Mrs.
Henry W. Cheney, Chicago president for Illinois,
On December 1 Miss Belle gher-W- n HOT WAFFLES BAKED
of Cleveland, second vice
AKb
ELECTRICITY
fdent of the league, will open a BY
three-da- y
Institute on efficiency In
TABLE
AT
PREPARED
grove rnment.
tt- - AMBn
waffle with A KTi
orous amount of butter and real
Byrup can you imagine any
maple
.a
mnrirt rieht- at
IOUU. II1UID jiailitnnti
baked by
the table too! Waffles
.t.M.i. hut Ira an llsht that each
one creates a desire for another.
The chief drawDacK nas oeun iu
Z
if
papa
supply tho demand, especially
the man of the house had a largi

Many women make their own
lamp shades of silk, or of chiffon
drapes, or other light material, but
a clever woman designer in New
York has gone a step further and
has made exquisite lamp shades
out of ostrich plumes,
A certain display man wanted
new lamp shades to adorn two dis
play windows on Fifth avenue. The
color scheme of each window was
orange and black, the objects of
display were orange colored evenblack
ing wraps and handsome
hats.
Two floor lamps illuminate the
display, each lamp having a shade
made of orange colored plumes
tipped with black. The frame uBed
has four sides and i smaller at the
bottom than at the top. The plumes

stand upright and are fitted in
closely round the bottom of the
frame which is covered with orange
mallne. The tips of the plumes
droop over slightly on tne outside.
The light coming through the
orange colored mallne and plumes
Is very lovely and greatly enhances
the beauty of the goods displayed.
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Albuquerque Gas & Electric Co.
wAt Your Service"

"Phone 98"

Fifth and Central

Ovm 17 Million Jan UttdYtarlu
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.....5c

ROSE MAID'S

FIRE
SALE

Because It's Rich and Mellow
Ve Sell
CHOCOLATE

CREAM COFFEE

.
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The Albuquerque Morning Journal will pay rewards aggregating $8,200 to men
and women of Albuquerque and surrounding territory in which the Morning Journal circulates. YOU CAN SHARE. All that you need to do is gather votes in the
great "EVERYBODY WINS" Salesmanship Club Gift Campaign just inaugurated.
The rewards range from a 1922 model Studebaker Sedan, and a 1922 Studebaker
Touring Car, down to three Chevrolet Touring Cars, and numerous cash awards.
They will be given away Thursday, December 22nd, to those men and women, who
by their energy and effort display the best qualities of SALESMANSHIP in assisting to increase the already large circulation of The Morning Journal.
The prizes will be given to those who poll the highest vote totals. Votes come
with subscription payments to The Journal, and in Free Vote Coupons which are
printed in every issue of The Journal.
By starting now and doing your best before Wednesday, December 7th, you
will get the BIG VOTES on all the subscriptions that you secure. This is positively
the biggest and best offer to be made during the entire campaign.
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Albuquerque Journal Salesmanship Club
Good For 20,000 Extra Credits
Accompanied by the nomination blank, and your first
subscrlpiton, thla coupon will start you In the race for th
magnificent Morning Journal prizes, with a grand total of
more than 37.000 credits.
This coupon may be used only
once and la valid only when accompanied by a subscription

remittance.
to

:

of

Candidate's

Subscriber....,
Name

Enclosed,, t
This coupon will count 20,000 free credits when returned
to the Salesmanship
Club Manager, together with the first
subscription you obtain. It must be accompanied by the cash,
and the subscription must be for a period of one year or
longer. The 20.000 free credits are In addition to the number
given on the subscription, as per regular schedule.
Amount

I

Mrs. Margaret F. Barnes
. .
Chas. Hill Barber, Jr
W. A. Betts
Miss Dorothy Bowman
....
Miss Irene Burke
Miss Dorothy Cameron
Benny Cordova
Myrtle B. Fowler
,
t... . . . .
Lynn H. Fox
Mrs. Roy Graham.
Miss Helen Gurule
.
.
Mrs. R. E. Hathcox. . .
......
.,
Miss Angelica Howden.
Mrs. Markett Jones...
Miss L. M. Kempenich
.,.
Miss Margaret Kleinworth
H. M. Kingston.......
Miss Shirley Lewis. . . .ti
G. Albert Linder
...i..
John Livingston.
Mrs. R. M. Marx
Mrs. Tony Ortiz
Miss Lenora Perea
Miss Burnadale McGee Putnam
.......
Miss Ada Philbrick
Mrs. G. D. Ramsey....
Miss Louise Roark
M. Roybal
Mrs. Margaret Schaltegger
Miss Margaret Spargo
.......
Miss Wilma Stevens......
Mrs. Anna Wilds Strumquist
Miss Mildred Tatum
u
Mrs. H. J. Tompkins
Mrs. Lucy Valdez
Miss Edna L. Williams
Edna Margaret Davis
Sidney Marcus

...i

Mrs. Lawrence Abeu
Alfredo Baca
Neil P. Bolt
Miss Eloyse Bumgarner.
Rene Divelbess
W. A. McGahan
F. C. Groman
Miss Tiofilia Granito.
Miss Virgie Hidalgo
Mrs. C. W. Howe
J. F. Jamison
R. M. Kimbro
H. S. Mason
Mrs. C. Martinez
Miss Sophie Martin
Mrs. J. F. Oglesby
J. M. Sandoval
Mrs. Florence Saul
Mrs. Fern Swatzell

.,

'.

202,300
175,100

i

THREE

NUMBER

Charles E. Hayes
Gordon Herkenhoff

'.

.,;

Clarence Stoldt
Fred Rogers
L.

J. Stone

Harry White

5,000
8,500
8,000
5,000
54,000
5,000
222,700
5,000
219,100
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
200,600
239,700
200,500

..181,300

,

Colbert Hicks
Mrs. Florence Kronig.
O. E. Lovan
Rev. C. D. Poston
Miss Margaret Radcliffe.
H. L. Rose
Miss Lutgorda Sanchez...

. .,

.;

T. H. Bowland
Baby Ellen
J. Eller
Miss Fannie Frost...
Miss Lupita Garcia

4
216,200
270,600
5,000
198,400
5,000
5,000
32,700
39,100
5,000
5,000
202,400
196,300
5,500
37,000
5,000
247,800
43,600
7,200
5,000
5,000
215,200
9,300
5,000
5,000
219,000
246,100
179,000
5,000
232,000
5,700
5,900
5,100
5,100
257,100
5,000
244,300
30,000
30,000

TWO.

NUMBER

....

DISTRICT
--

FIRST SUBSCRIPTION COUPON

.Name

DISTRICT NUMBER ONE

DISTRICT

When returned to the Salesmanship Club
Manager together with a subscription for one
year, they count

is

STANDINGS

t.

201,200
5,000
5,000
,
5,000
. .,
52,900
5,000
187,800
5,000
56,300
180,900
...
5,000
180,900
............
5,000
5,000
5,000
49,500
41,000
5,000

Where Will You Be Tomorrow?

I
Use This Blank Now --Today
in

Nomination Blank in the Albuquerque Morning Journal "Salesmanship Club"
Campaign.
I HEREBY NOMINATE AND CAST 5,000 CREDITS FOR
Miss (Mr. or Mrs.)
Address
.
. .
As a candidate in the Morning Journal Everybody Wins "Salesmanship Club"
campaign.
NOTE Only one nomination blank accepted for each member nominated.
11

If you do not win an auto in the Campaign
you will be paid IN CASH for the efforts

put forth. Think it over and send in your
name today as a candidate.
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Oil

PACKING

!PL1T

WORKERS

DELEFATES
GRASPING
I

VOTE TO ST
Walk Out to Resist An
nounced Wage Cuts If a
Majority Decide to Take
Similar Action.
(By The Associated

non-unio-

MEETING OP rilOTEST
IS IlEIil) l. CHICAGO
;
Chicago, Nov. 27. Wage cuts recently agreed to by representatives
of the workers of the packing Industry paves the way for a
day and further wage cuts,
speakers at meetings of protest
held under the auspices of the
Amalgamated Meat Cutters and
IJutcher Workmen's Union of North
America, asserted today.
Z. Three
meetings were held but
dnly a few hundred workers were
present They expressed their disapproval of the wage cut agreed to
at conferences between representatives of the workers and employers.
- Dennis Lane, secretary of the national umen organization, asserted
that the Industrial plan exists only
on paper, that it does not represent
the sentiment of the workers and
that it merely paves the way for
further wage cuts.
'I The workers were urged to take
Bo action unless ordered to do so
following a meeting of the executive
committee of the meat workers'
Wednesday.
tpion herefollowed
an address by
Action
Mr. Davis, who said that he described conditions as they existed
tp the packing Industry "In an impartial way" so that the workers
could decide for themselves what
1,500
they wanted to do. About
employes were present, Mr. Davis
laid.
Resolution Adopted.
j A resolution
was adopted
the action of the plant conference boards In accepting wage
reductions. The resolution said:
it "Whereas, the big five packers
or
(Jirough their conference board, decompany unions, have
of wages of
clared a reduction
ffrom three to seven end
reeents In all their plants, said Noduction to become effective
t

ten-ho- ur

repu-SJatl-

28.

Tmber It

lf

That we, the

resolved,

'

A

fnu.)

Omaha, Neb., Nov. 27 (by the
Associated Press.) Omaha packing plant workers today voted in
favor of a strike here to resist announced wage cuts if a majority of
employes of the industry in other
packing centers want to take similar action.
The vote was taken at a mass
meeting called by the Amalgamated
Meat Cutters and Butcher Workmen's Union of North America.
According to Jacob Davis, president
of the union's district council, about
fifty per cent of those who attendn
workers.
ed were
,

one-ha-

packing house workers in mass
meeting assembled, repudiate the
ARE
action of the conference boards or
company unions in voting
for or accepting any reductions in
wages whatever, and we want the
public to know that the great maROOT
jority of packing house men and
women do not favor a reduction or
wages, as the big packers would
have the public believe in their
CHINA
PLAN
statements to tna aany press.
"Bo it further resolved, That we
favor the calling of a strike in the
immediate future in Omaha, should
the packing house workers, or a Full
of the
Significance
large majority of them In other
Is
Points"
their
"Four
Coming
packing house centers signify
willingness to strike.
to Be Better Understood
If
vpRfllvpd. That a
copy of this resolution be sent to
at Washington Parley.
the general executive board or ine
t r nrwl T! W. nf N. A., and
(Bj Tbt AMoclRtedTmi.)
general conference board now holdWashington, Nov. 27 (by the Asing a Joint meeting In Chicago,
with the request that action nui ue sociated Press). The full signifilong delayed.
cance of the American
"four
"rtn it furthor resolved. That a
points," proposed by Elihu Root
copy of this resolution be given to and
adopted by the arms conthe public press ror puoucauuu.
President Davis said the vote In ference to guide its discussions on
in the event China, Is coming to be better unh.ni. of tho
action of this kind is favored in derstood as the Far Eastern negoother centers, was "so unanimous tiations
proceed on specific subthat it was hardly necessary to jects.
take the nay vote."
At first regarded as largely a reof
iteration
general principles
URGED
ATIK
which
EMPIXYF,S
had long been sanctioned on
TO WAIT FOR ORDERS paper by all the powers, the "four
points" have In fact become the
Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 27. C. J. foundation on
which China's
of
the
national
president
friends hope to erect a system of
Hayes,
Meat Cutters and reforn.a that will in many respects
Amalgamated
Butcher Workmen, addressing a reverse past and present practices.
mass meeting of more than 2,000
has
The American delegation
packing house workmen in Kan- taken the leadership
by making
sas City, Kans., today urged them known that it regards the Root resto await orders from their unions olution as vastly more than a few
before taking formal action rela- finely turned diplomatic
phrases.
tive to wage cuts. Several speak- The American position Is that by
ers from the workers, however, accepting tho "four points" the naurged them to strike Immediately. tions have bound themsclvea to apNo formal action was taken.
ply In a conerote way the
principles of fair dealing toSIOCX CITY PROTESTS
ward China, and to proceed withAGAINST WAGE SLASH out subterfuge to give China as
great a degree of independence as
Sioux City, la., Nov. 27. Em- conditions warrant.
reducwage
phatic protest against
Dominating Element.
tions announced by the packers
Powerful
support from outside
was voiced here today by Local the
has
American
delegation
297 of the Amalgamated Meat Cutstrengthened that position and in
ters and Butcher Workmen. Fol- tho discussions of tariff autonomy,
lowing an address by Patrick J. extra territoriality and postal rights
Gordon, vice president of the Inter- the trend of the negotiations never
national union, the 191 members of has been permitted to stray far
the union who attended the meet- from the Root platform. In every
ing, voted unanimously to oppose case proposed solutions have been
Those present rep- scrutinized in the light of approthe reduction.
resented only a small proportion of priate sections of the "four points,"
the more than 8,000 packing house with the result that the four Amerthe
ican principles have become
employes here.
dominating element of the discussions.
ADVICE FOR WOSIEN WHO
SUFFER.
How this method will affect such
"I advise' every woman who suf- problems as Shantung, Manchuria
fers with kidney trouble to try and the "twenty-on- e
demands," If
Foley Kidney Pills," writes Mrs. they come before the conference Is
Rcoville
to
Bessie Brawner, 2522
be demonstrated.
Ave.,
With the questions of extra terCleveland, O. "1 could not do my
housework, but since taking Foley ritoriality and postal rights to be
Kidney Pills I feel like a new wom- disposed of tomorrow, through spean and am able to do my work." cific declarations now in preparatRheumatic pains, swollen ankles ion, there was an expectation in
backache, stiff Joints, sore muscles some quarters that the subject of
those held
and sleep disturbing bladder
leases, including
in Shantung and Manchuria,
Indicate disordered kidneys.
act
Pills
be
brought up for discussion
promptly. might
Foley Kidney
soon.
Sold everywhere.
Shantung Agrpcnient.
In food value a pound of baked
Delegates are hearing many rua
to
to
Is
mors
an attempt to secure an
eggs,
of
eight
equal
potatoes
or to seven agreement on Shantung, at least,
pound of chicken
ounces of the bost bread.
outside the conference. Such a de
x

ITS ONLY ETHELINDA

;

ATTEMPTS TO ATTACK
EMBASSY FRUSTRATED
)
(By Th AMnclnrrfl Pr
demRome, Nov. 27. Several
emFrench
onstrations against the
bassy were attempted today as an
aftermath'of the excitement caused
by the publication of Washington
dispatches alleging use of harsh
words by Premier Briand of France
against Senator Schanzer at the
The poWashington conference.
lice dispersed the demonstrators.
There were further
demonstrations Saturday night In
Genoa and Naples.

ta

'

t
i

velopment apparently would be
welcomed by all powers.
In its consideration of China, it
was explained, the conference to
considering the situation as divided
roughly Into three sections. First
there has been a grouping of all
the sovereign rights that China still
retains, with general agreement
that all must he preserved. In the
second group have been placed all
the rights In dispute as a result of
the treaties and other agreements,
with the understanding these will
bo restored to ciilna Insofar as
possible. The third group comprises rights which China declares
have been seized from her without
any pretext whatever and which it
is the desire of the conference to
give back unless valid reasons can
be produced to the contrary.
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'Christmas

MOOR

MORE PRACTICAL GIFT COULD YOU MAKE?

PAYMENTS MAY BE
TO SUIT YOUR
CONVENIENCE

AR-RANGE-

Of wmw
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D

A Small
Deposit
Now

0

Assures
Christmas

anti-Fren-

Delivery

Watch for the Red Star
at Raabe &

Moore's Firepot Burns the Gas,
Smoke and Soot

In ordinary stoves it has never been possible to burn tho gas of soft coal,
and tho greater port of its heating power has been lost. Moore's Firepot
is constructed specially to burn all tho Gas, the Smoke and tho Soot of
soft coal, making it as valuable for heat as hard conl.
Perpendicular flues, extend from the bottom to the top, on the
sldo of ho fire box. These are connected by narrow slots with the
inside. The air which Is admitted through tho draft slide is drawn up
the flues and discharged through the slots against the sides of the coal;
the heat frees tho gas from tho conl, which immediately mixes with the
nir and bursts into flame. Tho smoke passing out of the chimney Is
white, showing thnt all the
qualities In the coal hnvo been
consumed. The fire burns around the sides of the firepot. and gradually
consumes the coal toward the center. There are no ashes between the
fire and tho pot, so that a great heat radiates through tho firepot.
In ordinary stoves the fire burns from tho bottom and center toward the)
top and outside; the gns Is driven up the chimney and wasted, and th
ashes and fuel prevent heat radiating to the oven.
Through the Invention and use of Moore's Firepot the heating valne of
soft coal or slack Is nearly doubled. The cheapest grade of slack ooa
can be nsed in this stove with the same success and satisfaction as the

Demonstration

Mauger'.

Just the things

hoat-glvln- )f

for cold weather
New All - Wool Army Iiong
flA
Pants, Just what you
have been looking forDOUv
(JReclaimed Riding
PA
DXOU
Breeches
New Riding
KA
Breeches
5O.0U
Reclaimed O. D.
Shirts
5X.UU
Mew O. D.
(IQ
Shirts
tOO.It)
Reclaimed Wool Un- HK0
derwear, per garment. . f
New Wool Under- PA
wear, per garment. . wXetlw
O. D. Blankets,

g?

(3-

fA

01

Class--

Glass

oven

thermometer and Mrs.
Itorer's thermometer guide assure perfect baking.
h
Tho control damper and
cover take all
worry out of your work, while tho slotted fire box
looks after your financial interest.
You won't le satisfied until you own a MOORE.
door,

tfQ PA
tDO.Ou

oven

anti-scorc-

120

Moore Users Take No Interest in Other Makes,
they have found their "Heart's Desire" and have
been well rewarded for the search Quality
never sacrificed for price. -

THE EXCHANGE

wHkt I O

Navy
Blankets

i

best grade of lump.

POLISHED BY SPECIAL MACHINERY.
EACH ONE A MASTERPIECE

rjr

,

"Buy Sell or Trade"

West Gold Avenue.

T. L. & E. L. McSpadden

The
Army & Navy Store
323 South First Street.
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SHE MERELY TAKES CARE OF THE MIRROR
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Come cJimmie,
TO BED

get

WHATD0Y0O MEArf, .
GET TO BED? I AlNT

SLEEPY.

That cuts No cb,
bAID Go TO BED

I

T CERTAINLY

DOES

vUT 00ME ICE, BE
REASONABLE.

fc;

YoU CHASE ME To QZO AT AND in The MortrJiK
TOO DRA6 ME OUT
MIGHT wHEN I HAINT
SLEEPY
WHEK AM SLEEPY.
OF-BE-

i
fJ

OrUES,
HE

CONVlKCED

His
MAu
MAU.
OH, YES
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matter at the postoffloe
Entered as second-clas- s
of Albuquerque, N. M., under set of Congress of
March 17. 1R7.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by carrier or by mall, one month, tie;
yearly. In advance, H 00.
"The Morning Journal haa a higher circulation
rating than Is accorded to any other paper In New
Mexico."
The American Newspaper Directory.
The only paper In New Mexico Issued every day
In the year.
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.
The Associated Press la exclusively entitled to
of all news credited to
the use, for
It or not otherwise credited In this paper and also
the local news puhllsheC herein.
MONDAY
November 28, 1921
CARL

C.
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the highest three qualified ellglbles for appointment."
The civil service was to examine. Then
trte politicians could choose from the highest three.
This, of course, was better than the appointment of utter Incompetents for political reason.
only, but It put an end to Wilson's plan to pass
these offices under the civil service.
Then came an executive order giving
men five points on their examinations as an allow
ance for service. That sounded well on paper. But
listen to an Instance we have before us:
In the examination for a certain postofflce an
man made a grade of 91.40 per cent.
His 5 points made his total 96.40 per cent. His
nearest competitor had a grade of 8 3.53. As the
politicians could name any one of the highest three,
they named the second man. So the 6 per cent
men becomes a Joke.
preference to
Why not say that the administration will appoint whom it chooses provided ha can pass an
This would accord with the facts and
examination.
be sincere.
But the theory seems to be that the public likes
to be buncoed. This applies to both parties.
,

SANITY OR INSANITY.

THE NATIONAL PARK ND THE
PECOS VALLEY

veteran newspaper man In New
of the Roswell News, has something to say of the proposed national park In the
south part of the state
Perhaps there Is nothing In the suspicion that
Will Robinson,
Mexico and editor

VERSE OF TODAY

Sac-reta- ry

CRISP PARAGRAPHS

high-price-

ten-ye-

r.

EDITORIAL OF THE DAY

WOMEN PHYSICIAN'S.
There is an air of reserve about cultured Britishers which tends to make us think of them as a conservative people. This impression is strengthened
by their retention of the monarchical form of government and titled nobility.
We are apt to Iosa
sight of the fact that notwithstanding the reverence
paid the crown the English are as democratic both
in spirit and practice as Americans.
The idea that the British are conservative Is given a Jolt by a causual piece of news which the
cables bring concerning the extent to which Eng-lhwomen are entering the medlcr.l profefilon.
We take pride in the way American women ar
throwing off the age-ol- d
fetters that limited their
sphere of activity and are engaging In occupations
formerly reserved exclusively for men. But so far
as the practice of medicine is concerned, English
women seem to be outdoing us. An authority says
there are now many more women students of medicine In England than in the United States.
Britishers regard this development with
And why should they not? Women are certainly equal in intelligence to men, and the good
Judgment, the steadiness of nerve, and the ability
to stand fatigue, which they have exhibited as
nurses at countless thousands of sick beds and operating tables show that they are not lacking In
the other qualities essential to a good physician.
sl

com-plac- y.

BUNCOMBE.
To the man not so blinded by political prejudices that his sense of humor la in complete ecllpss.
thj contortions of political managers to bring about
what they want while seeming to be very Impartial
and disinterested, Is amusing.
On March 21, 1917, after having had years in
which to fill the postofflces with postmasters to
the political liking of the democratic leaders, Wood-roWilson, president. Issued an executive order
placing all postofflces under the civil service-leav- ing',
however, incumbents in their places. Thus
what looked to the public like a great stride forward In efficient service, resulted in fact, in malting perpetual the berths of democratic postmasters.
Had the order been left In force by the Harding administration there would have been a gradual shifting to an actual civil service basis, as new
postmasters succeeded those who died postmasters
rarely resign.
Will H. Hays began his career as postmaster
general with a well sounding order, Issued March
9, 1921, that the postal establishment was to be
"humanized." In fact, this is being done and the
efficiency of the department is being rapidly ln- creased.
However, some things are being done
which hardly tend in that direction.
On May 10, 1921, President Harding, by execu
tive order, so far withdrew postmasterships from
the civil service as to allow the naming "of ueof

s

L

Crabbscrawlings
TOBEY TOAD VINE
DIED NOVEMBER 27, 1921
(See notice elsewhere In this
paper by T. B. C.)
The weather has not rained for
some time.
"The theory of the eugenic
la to marry all the
men to all the knock-knee- d
women in order to insure a straight
legacy for the future."
A clever pun by an eminent Chicago divine.

cranks

bow-legg-

With Breathitt county, Kentucky,
and Mingo, W. Va., armed, the balance of power will always be with
the United States,

WILL HAYS. ECONOMIST.
(From the New York Evening Post)
Will Hays, the postmaster general, may go down
in history as the founder of an entirely new school
of economics. In a speech in this city a day or
two ago. in which he attempted to formulate a program for an Industrial renaissance in the United
States, he laid down the postulate that "a man
should contribute to the cost of society in proportion as he consumes the labor of society." In Its
practical application this would mean that the citizen who rears a large family and seeks to give his
children every educational and cultural advantage,
thus being a large consumer, of "the labor of society," should be taxed more heavily than a miserly
bachelor receiving the same Income. It is evident
that Col. Roosevelt's mantle did not fall upon tho
shoulders of Will Hays. If Hays Is right, then congress committed a terrible blunder when it provided a greater Income tax exemption for married than
for single persons and for persons with
than for those without. If this Haysian dependents
premise is
right, then there Is but one conclusion to the whole
matter the country must have a sales tax. And
that's the Ethiopian in the woodpile. Will Hays
Is for it.
But Mr. Hays was not content with laying down
Just one new economic principle in the
course of
the evening. Reduced to Its simplest terms, his
argument for the sales tax was based upon the
wholly original idea that the way to encourage
production is to discourage consumption.
Several
generations of economists had been laboring under
the delusion that goods were produced tn order to
be consumed and that consumption determined production. Hays demolishes this error. Consequently
merchants and others who have been waging buying campaigns to Induce the return of prosperity can
read what he has to say about the sales
tax with
a great deal of profit and perhaps with no little
consternation.

If the astronomers in Rome next
April decree that a year shall have
thirteen months, we will Join the
northern Minnesota Swedish farmer in hoping they do not make it
another winter one.

B. Oarte

Copyright, 1921. by McClure
Newspaper Syndicate.
UNCLE WIGGILY AND THE PIE
When Uncle Wlggily hopped
past the hollow stump school one
day, he neara me muy ni
teacher saying:
"Come, children, we 11 sing the
pie song."
The bunny rabbit gentleman
stopped and twinkled his pink
nose.
"I wonder what the pie song can
be?" thought Mr. Longears. "Surely they can not sing a song whe'i
they are eating pie, for you have
to open your mouth when you sing
and to eat pie you must close your
mouth. Then, too, the lady mouse
would never let the animal boys
and girls eat pie In school. I wonder what it can be?"
Just then the lady mouse said
again:
"All ready now sing the pie
sing."
And the squirrels, rabbits, goats,
dogs, kittens, chickens, and llttlo
mice sang:
"Sing a song of sixpence,
, A pocket full of rye,
Four and twenty blackbirds,
Baked within a pie.
When the pie was opened,
The birds began to sing.
Now wasn't that a dainty dish
To set before the king?"
He
Uncle Wigglly laughed.
twinkled his pink nose like an
alarm clock going upstairs back
ward and then he threw his red,
white and blue striped rheumatism
crutch high up in the air.
"Oh, ho! I know what I'm going to do!" laughed the bunny.
"I'm going to make a singing plo
for Nurse Jane. That's what I'll
do, but I'll say nothing about it
until I have It all finished. I'll
surprise her!"
Filled with this new' Idea, Uncle
Wigglly hopped over the woods
and fields. The weather was cold
and the clouds seemed about to
drop down flakes of fleecy, white
snow to cover the bare, brown
earth. But Uncle Wigglly wore a
warm fur coat and he did not mind
the cold.
Over the fields and through th"
woods he hopped until he came to
a store. He went inside and bought
something. Then he hopped along
till he came to another store, and
he bought something else. Finally he reached his hollow stump
bungalow.
"Now, It Nurse Jane Isn't home
everything will be all right,"
thought the bunny to himself, and

flirt is very wrong
1 don't.
Wild girls chase men, wine and
bong
I don't.
I kiss no boys, not even one,
Don't even know how it is done
You wouldn't think I have much
fun!
I DON'T.
(Author unknown.)

volved.

The APollo club, in arranging for
concert Dethe tjcuumann-Heln- k
cember Uti, is giving Albuquerque
one of the finest Christmas presents the community could possibly
receive.
And please note there will be no
"raised prices" for this attraction.
RECLUSE.
A WOULD-BI want to go where there are no
E

trails.

And maps are an unknown thing;
I want to be where geography falls,
And the silence well nigh sings.

Far from the haunts of all human

-z

it looks lila

My land

he Wat dcliyiuisd when he looked

around and found that his musk-ra- t
lady housekeeper had gono out.
From then on Uncle Wlggily was
very busy. First he found an oil
dlshpan that Nurse Jane had laid
aside, as it had holes in which to
let tho water run out,
"But the holes aren't largo
enough for my pie to run out:"
After working
said the bunny.
hard for an hour Mr. I.ongears sat
down In his easy chair and looked
at something in tho middle of the

dining room floor.
"If Nurso Janes doesn't laugh
when she sees that, may I never
nibble
another cabbage leaf!"
chuckled the rabbit uncle. There
was a noise at the door and Uncle
Wiggily quickly settled back in his
chair and pretended to be asleep.
He knew Nurse Jane's pawsteps.
"Wiggy! Wiggy!" exclaimed the
muskrat lady as she entered the
room. "Wiggy! Wake up! You're
fakes,
aslecpl And, for mercy's
?
what's this big thing in the
It looks my land! It
looks like a PIE!"
dish-pan-

"Eh? What's that? Was I
asleep? Oh, it's you, Nurse Jane;
is it?"
"Of course It is I," answered
Miss Fuzzy Wuzzy. "But what's
this in the old diBhpan? It looks
like a pie!"
"It is a pie!" laughed the bunny
gentleman. "I made it while you
were gone, Nurse Jane. Open the
pie and see what happens" and he
handed the muskrat lady a biz
knife. "But be careful where yoa
cut," warned the bunny.
the top crust of
"Why why
this pie is made of paper brown
tissue paper so that it looks Just
as if it had been baked in an
oven!" cried Nurse Jane.
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TOBEY TOADVINE

KNEW HIM

AS

better. Return postage paid on mall
orders. The Barnum Studio, 2U'i West
Central. Albuquerque, N. M.
Careful Kodak finishing.
Few people knew Tobey Toad-vin- e WANTRD
Twice dally service. Remember, satisas did the writer. I, alone, faction
guaranteed. Bend your finishing
was with him when he dropped to a reliable,
established firm. Hanna
into sleep from which there is no A Hanna. Master Photographers.
awakening, therefore I speak with ALBUQUERQUE WINDOW CLEANING
and
floors
CO. Windows cleaned
authority, and not as the scribes
who generally write for newspa- scrubbed; stores, offices and houses
honest
work.
rates
and
reasonable
cleaned;
pers.
Mr. Toadvlne died last night at Poetofflce box 101. phone A. Granone, 252.
Send
or
RAZOR
BLADES
bring your
"his apartments in the highlands"
dull blades for resharpenlng; double- and the body will "lie in state" at edge,
25o
per dozen;
edge,
single
tic; razor
a local undertaking establishment hava your
nonea ana sec iy exfrom two until four tomorrow af- perts; work guaranteed. Kobza Broihers
ternoon, after which it will be at Ruppe's Drug Store.

DRESSMAKING

By T. B. Crabb, his Secretary

shipped to his former home in
Philiapolis, Pennsyltucky.
Mr. Toadvlne was not a resident
of Albuquerque, as was popularly
supposed, and his presence in the
city was accounted for in that he
was en route from nowhere to
some place else, via here, when he
became so entranced with the sepia landscape surrounding us that
he was held captive by It.
He often remarked that In all of
his travels, most of which had
been in Pullman cars of the sldo
door type, never had he beheld
such a sheer expense of unbridled
and unrestricted brown, and he
marveled more and more each day
at its great resemblance to the rotogravure section of tho Sunday
He hated green exnewspapers.
ceedingly, except in Juleps, and
Scotch Black and White, with a
dash of water color, only exceeded
his love for brown.
Tobey, as he was affectionately
called by his few intimates, was a
most unusual character. He was
first of all, a bachelor, which of
courso accounted for his cheerful
disposition as well as his ability
to always look on the bright side
of everything.
The Santa Fo
crossings could not even cross
nim, aitnougn tne one at central
avenue came perilously near it on
several occasions.
He could go to a picture show,
even at "raised prices,"' and not
complain. The orchestrions were
a never ending source of wonderment to him, as he could not sefl
how it was possible to make an instrument so complicated and still
get so little music out of it. And
with air so free, he could never
understand hy it was used so
sparingly by some our places of
amusement.
Once at Barelas hall
when two" boxers
were stalling
twelve
through
rounds, a wit upstairs yelled, "Give 'em the air!"
and Tobey replied in kind, "There
aint none"! And there wasn't!
Mr. Toadvlne toiled not, neither
did ho spin, yet no Solomon had
anything on him when it came to
second hand clothes.
He was
blessed with what you might call
a flexible figure, accounted for,
probably, by tho fact that he could
eat five meals a day Just as easily
as he could go without any, and
he often did both. Never on tho
same day, however.
Intensely fond of music, he
would sit and listen to tho phonograph for hours if somebody else
would play it, and his knowledge
of the masters was almost beyond
belief. Art Hickman, Ted Lewii,
Paul Biese and the All Star Trio
he knew perfectly well were not
the Happy Six, and you had to
but mention what was on one side
of a record and he could Instantly
tell you what was on the other
side. Particularly was this true of
Red seals.
Mr. Toadvlne was not a health-seekwhen he came to Albuquerque last March, but he became one
shortly after. It happened
one
night during a sandstorm. He left
his health lying on the floor with
his hat, and the next morning both
were gone. The hat, he always
said, he could Identify, as he knew
Just how the nap felt, but with his
health it was different. His health
felt good, too, but, for that matter, so docs every other person's.
He advertised for the health, but
It was never recovered, and he said
to his dying day that he thought
some healthseeker had found 't
and held out on him. He knew
several people who claimed they
had found somo at about that time,
but could prove nothing.
For the sake of keeping the record straight, let It be said In truth
that the advertisements for Mr.
Toadvlne's health were not placed
In the MORNING JOURNAL. Had
he had the foresight to have done
U. 8.

ROOF WORK of all klnda Repairing
and painting, roofs built up. work guar
anteed. Call 542, for man.

CARPENTERING
THE ODD JOB MAN.
PETTIFORD
.
kind nf work, rnnne i7s-j- .
WANTED Odd Jobs carpentering, paint
n
ing and roof repairing. Phone i45-IF YOU are thinking of building, phone
1929-J- ;
plans furnished tree; an wora
guaranteed.
BEFORE BUILDING or having your
our rigures
house repaired, call 154-are right. No Job too large or too small.

MATTRESS RENOVATING

DRESSMAKING
Hotel, phone 505.

Imperial
WANTED

after

5

Sewing of all kinds,

p. m., phone

Call

14r6--

WANTED

Dressmaking; children's sew-In- g
specialty. Mrs. Bakcrphone 1180-HEMSTITCHING, pleiniig. WHIamVMTT-llner- y,
200 Bnulh Broadway, ph. 073-vDRESSMAKING and altering, by tha
Mrs. E. F. Washday. Phona 1649-burn
DRESSMAKING Ladles' tailoring, eve- -.
nlng dresses, beading and embroider
'
Ing. Phone 1820-PLEATING, accordion, side and box;
mall orders. N. Crane, 115 North
Seventh: Crane Apartments, phone 814.'

MONEY TO LOAN
"

LlONE

V
TO LOAN On 'watches," "dTa" I
monds, guns and everything valuable.-Mr- .
!
B. Marcus, 11 J South First.
MONEY TO LOAN on diamonds,
watcheg
and gold Jewelry: liberal reliable, con- -.
fldentlal Gottlieb Jewelry Co., 105 N. 1st.'
CONFIDENTIAL loans on Jewelry, dla- -'
monds watches, Liberty bonds, plan vs. '
automobiles. Lowest rates. Rothman's
117 South First
Bonded to the state.'

FOR SALE

Real ElitateT.

SALE Fine "to" fool lot on East
Silver at reduced price. J. A. Him-mon- d,

FOR

this, he might be alive and well
But no, frugal creature
today.
thnt ho wn. he thought the cheap- e- -t
was the best, whereas, tne best
is always the cheapest. Unfortunately there will be no next time
in which he will know better
Alas!
But it was not the direct loss of
his health that was the cause of
Tobey's taking off. The truth ot
the matter is that he was shocked
to death. It may be true that ill
health sapped his vitality to tho
point where he was not able to
withstand the thing that smote
him, but that is simply a matter
ot opinion in which one man's is
not as good as another's.
Up until last week he was as
well as usual, and was looklns
forward to seeing the royal gorge
on Thanksgiving, as he had been
advised by his doctor against a
trip to the Grand Canyon. His Interest In everything pertaining to
Albuquerque was Intense, and he
had followed the affairs ot the
Chamber of Commerce with avidity, or even more so, and expected great things from the reorganization, but when the announcement came last week that the annual dues had been cut from $33
to $12, the shock of it was too
much for his frail body, and he
passed out.
Had there been a precedent for
such a tremendous reduction he
might have survived, but it is unlikely that anything short of a fire
sale slaughter of prices could have
effected him otherwise, for with a
fire, you some how or other expect a sale, but the Chamber reduction came right out of a blue
II
sky. No smoke or anything.
was a master stroke and it
knocked poor Tobey for a goal.
Mr. Toadvlne's "apartments In
the Highlands" consisted of one
room with a sleeping
porcn
screened In from everything except
the gaze of the sightseers being
shown about town. It is of course
now for rent.
It has a nice north exposure,

making it admirable for winter
wear, and the heat Is only four
doors away, to the left, where a
grate fire may been seen burning
on cool evenings. This adds wonderfully to the cheerfulness of the
outlook. The room Itself has a bed
In It, if you push it in off tho
porch, and a chair In case you have
company. If you have two callers,
one may sit on the bed. This gives
an intimate touch as well as makes
gossip among the neighbors, thereby creating interest in you and
,
your affairs.
No children. No sick.
Tobey Toadvlne! Gone but not

forgotten.

LEGAL NOTICE
KOl'ICK FOR PUBLICATION.
REPUBLICATION.
I
Department of the Interior, U. S. Lnl
BaIU
" N"
M" Novmb
1921
Notice Is hereby given that Julian Garcia, of Barton, N. M.. who, on December
13, 1915, made
Homestead entry. Now
025828, tor SEi NWi. WV4 WV4 6W14
NEK. and S
SWtt, Section 13. Town- snip I N., Range 6 E., N. M. P. Meridian.
ha rued notice of Intention to make
three-yeproof, to establish claim to
mo iana aoova described, befora the U.
S. Commissioner, at
Albuquerque, N. M.,'
on the 19th day of December,
1821.
Claimant names as witnesses:
William Mcdulnness. of TIJeras, N. M.t Jesus
Maria Garcia, of Barton, N. M. ; Demeat-r- o
MoOulnnesa, of TIJeras, N. M.J Bolom
Chaves, of Mori art v. N. M.
A.MLBERGERE.
Register. '
-" '
, KOTICE FOfUbi.ICATIOXREPUBLICATION.
Deportment of the Interior. U. 8. Land'
Office, at Santa Fa, N. M., November
21. 1921.
Notice la hereby given that Daniel Her--re- ra.
of care Mandell and Meyer. Albu'
querque. N. M who, on May 2, 1818,
made Homestead entry, No. 018745, for
SEV, SE't SE4, NEK SE4 KE, E i

'

"

'

NW',4 SEW SEV4; SEVi NEVi SE14. V.V,'
SWH nri.4
SE',i, Section 10. SWfc
KW'4 SW4, W'4 6E'4 SVVH SWli, Wt4
MWH 8W4 SWU. HW14 NW14 SWI4,
WH SEK XWS BWU. Section 11, NW4'
NWH NWK, W'i NE
NWH NW14, '
Section 14. Township 9 N., Range t E.,
N. M. P. M., has filed notice of Intention

to make Three-Yea- r
Proof, to establish,
re
claim to the land above described,
the IT. 8. Commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on the 27th day of Decern,
ber, 1921.
Claimant names as witnesses; Antonio
Oarrla. Luis Pnralei, Frank Martlnea,
Darlo Garcia, all of Albuquerque. N. M.
A. M. BERGERB. Register.
'
CUT THIS OIT IT IS WOIITII.

i
MONEY
Cut out this slip, enclose with 5o
and mail it to Foley & Co., 2835
Sheffield vs.. Chicago. 111., writing
your name and address clearly.'
You will receive in return a trial
package containing Foley's Honey;
and Tar Compound for coughs,
colds and croup;
Foley Kidney
Pills for pains In sides and back;
rheumatism, backache, kidney and
bladder ailment; and Foley Ca,
thartic Tablets, a wholesome and
thoroughly cleansing cathartic for,
constipation, biliousness, headaches
and sluggish bowels. Sold every- where.

Watch for the Red Star;
Demonstration at Raabe &
"
Mauger's.

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
Inquire
JOURNAL. OFFICE
By Gene Byrnei

j

Crane

Room 11

Xntedrs;

Patent Office)

4Htr4 HEif

DRESSMAKING Miss Balchuch,
apartments. 215 North Seventh.

824 East Silver.
na up.
attWKKB RENOVATING.
rur- "
Rug cleaning, furniture repairing, BedErvln
471.
nltura packing. Phuua
WANTED
dine Company.
Room and garage, by single
man, employed. Address O. P. J care'
WANTED Apartments
Journal.
small
WANTED By employed couple,
FOR RENT Ranches '
modern apartment; must be close ex-In
no
references
sick;
FOR RENT A seven-acr- e
and reasonable;
ranch, '"two
changed. Address R. D., care Journal.
'rm th Bar,lM DrlJ- - Phone
1830 W

I

YA il is

,

r

y

S412-.I-

-

V

J417-R-

,.,.,.,,

Trade Mark Registered

-

d

2408-R-

er

kind.
There I'd plant myself and stick,
"Of course!" laughed Mr. Long-ear- s.
Where the Jibes and Jeers of the
"Opon the pie, Nurse Jane."
human mind
The muskrat lady put the knife
Wouldn't hit me like a brick,
through the paper crust of the big
pie. All at once some birds beI want no words of the smart pale gan to sing.
face
"Oh, my goodness me, sake
To sneer that my hopes are rash, alive and a bushel of soap bubSo that's why I wish for a farflung bles!" cried Miss Fuzzy Wuzzy.
"It's like a Mother Goose pie. Oh,
place
When I start my first mustache.
Wiggy!"
T. B. C
And Just then out from the pie

(Copyright

flew not
four and
twenty
blackbirds, but two little sparrow
children Dickie and Nellie Flip-tal- l.
Around the room they flittered, twittering and all the while
more bird singing came from the
e
FbR SALE Livestock
W A NTED Miscellaneous
pie.
What a surprise!"
"Wiggy!
BALK Fresh young cow and bred,
FOR
to
WANTED
board.
Phone
Cattle
looked
as
she
laughed Nurse Jane,
717 Routh A mo.
does.
inside the pie to see if anything
FOK
Two proud Jersey milk lows,
SALE
b'OR
and
dinners
and
cooking
nerving
more was coming out. "However
C.
a. Shirk, north of town.
parties, phone 1&89-did you do it?"
FOR SALE Tour choice fresh Jersey or
OVES POLISHED and eet up.
"Oh, I Just put a little phono- 8' Bedding
fiolatcin; heavy milkers. 1G00 South
Co., phone 471.
Elm.
graph inside the dlshpan," ex- WOULD
If
buy
Edls.u,
plained the bunny. "Then I got
FOR SALE Cheap, thoroughbred New
Call 8014-reaionable.
Dickie and Nellie to hide in with WANTED Vour
Zealand Red, breeding rabbits, Phone
garbage. Pnona
,
it. Next I put the brown tissue
or write C W, Hunter, general delivery.
over
the
'crust'
of
FOH
cow and
the
SALE
paper
top
trunk
and
furniture
EXPEHT3
crating.
heifer rnlf; will take
pretended pie and waited for you.
Call for
Phones 307 or 8D; prices I, if,, ,
i.,,,, tn-- i. :
' ,,.,n
When you cut the paper with the reaa'- itible. Joe.
-.
r
.
knife that started the phonograph WANTED A water storage tank; .nmi cott BAi.t four neau worK norses,
weight 1,200 pounds; sound and
and it played a record of blr-- l
be In good condition. J. A. (llcasner,
also one set double harness. Phone
songs. Then out flew Dickie and phone
am-fu- ,
Nellie. Wasn't it nice?"
OOODSON & CO. Cleaning paper and FOR SAI.u
fresh Jersey
"Oh, the 'loveliest surprise I've v cleaning kalsomlne; all work guarancow, $(iy; one Jersey heifer, bo frefll
ever had!" said Nurse Jane. "And teed. Phone 6.H-In spring, 130; must sell at once
22
now we'll have some real pie!" So WANTED Well located building lot in South Second.
Fourth1 ward; give location and price. FOR SALE Team
the phonograph was taken out of Address
b!x and sevn
horses,
Lot, CAre Journal.
yenrs old, weigh 1,200 each; good spring1
the dlshpan and it played sweet
and harness. Curl's WaRon fard.
music while the sparrow children SCAVENGER AND GENERAL HAUL- wagon
ING.
rates. E. A. Griffith, North Broadway. Ak for Dickens.
ate their real pie and, every once 722 East Reasonable
phone 2389-Iron,
FOR
SALE
Carload good work horses;
in a while, Uncle Wlggily would UNION
LATHERS
good mares; two spans of mulefc;
tattling & done willsome
laugh,
be
at
E.
Thlehoff
Grande
J.
Sons,
Wagon Yard, 310 North
promptly by
'This pie is even daintier than 1104
North Eleventh, phone
Broadway. Wednesday, November SO.
the one set before the King!" he WELDING AND CUTTING of metals; FOR SALE Carload frtsh Jersey "milk
cows and several springer cows, from
said, and Nurse Jane agreed with
also welders' supplies and carbide for
three to six. years old; all tuberculin
him. So if the baker man doesn't sale. N. M. Sleel Co.. Inc.. phona 1947-Can he seen at McAllister Yurd,.
tested.
put the cake of lee in the oven MAX BARGAIN STORE, at 815 South 203 North
First, corner Mou ntaln roa d.
to make a chocolate pudding for
First, will pay the highest prices for
Sa'lE
FOR
second-hanWe are areeders of grada
clothing, shoes and
the rag doll I'll tell you next about your
Holsteln cows, and have on hand bes5t.
Phone
furniture.
Uncle Wlggily and Jollle's cheese.
tween
.three and four hundred cholca
RUG CLEANERS
cows and heifers.
As we are a little
MATTRESSES renovated. 13.50 and np. crowded for room, would sell
a limited
Ervln
and
furniture repaired
packed.
number at a reasonable price. The City
Bedding Co., phone 471.
Park Dairy Company,
Denver, Colo.,
FINISHING It is phone Turk 7541.
DOKAK
BETTER
I
make-believ-

To dance and

"REG'LAR FELLERS"

WHEM

For Little Ones

NOBODY'S DARLING.
My mamma told me not to smoke
I don't.
Nor listen to a naughty Joke
I don't.
She made it clear I must not wink
At handsome men, or even think
About intoxicating drinlt
I don t.

I it were not for tho Morning
Journal, we wonder where ttiu
evening biust would finu material
xor must oi its euiiunuls.
We sent a messenger
REWARD
boy recently to an estaOiiBiimont in
ir. ib village witn
instructions lo
oring us a certain article, C. O. JJ.
When the terms were inaue
known to the party in charge ot
aie establisnmeut, saiu party refused tu acceuo to tne request,
present
whereupon a gentleman
stepped up, paid tor tne article,
remarKed thai he was a friend ot
ours and would collect noiu us at
the first opportunity.
This was more man a week ago
and to uate the gentleman lias not
shown.
Ue desiro to carry no bills over
into December,
therefore, if the
gentleman in question will come
with documentary
forward
in the form ot an affidavit
drawn up by a recognized attorney, and sworn to. in ilia presence
to prove
of reputable witnesses,
he is who lie says he is, and furthermore, will pay lor this advertisement, we will take under advisement the proposition of reimbursing him to the e extent ot the
or seventy-fivcents insixty-fiv- e

28, 1921.

CLASSWWB API

Bedtime Storie
By Howard

Ideal men exist only in the minds
of maiden ladles who cannot forCostly criminal trials will no longer be featured get their one and only love affair
by the clash of experts, testifying profoundly and In which HE died.
If the American Institute of
Incomprehensibly,
Criminal Law and Criminology has Its way It
People who visit you onfy when
often appears the more money there Is In a case they want a favor cannot possibly
be
as anything except liathe greater Is the difficulty of learning the truth. bilityclassed
acquaintances.
To correct this condition delegates to tho thirteenth
annual meeting of the Institute last week advocated A loaf of bread, a Jug of wine and
a model bill, which, enacted into law, might avoid
thou,
Singing beside me In the
many of the difficulties now experienced.
Conflicts of testimony between eminent special- Oh wilderness, hide me from Vol-- 1
ists In criminal trials Involving the claim of insanstead now.
ity as a defense have Indeed been disquieting to
We predict an aboundance of
many citizens. Confidence In the prdcess of law
these milk dieters if
Itself Is Involved, and the layman has sometimes cowlicks for
they keep on keeping on.
wondered If "expert" testimony can be purchased
as a marketable commodity.
Some parents will not attempt to
Of course, such insinuation is baseless as a gen- help Willie with his lessons because
they have no wish to take a
erality. It Is not strange that two able professional
on lowering Willie's regard
men often disagree In their conclusions; It Is strange chance
for their intelligence.
to
There
can
ever
be
found
two
that
agree.
rather,
are so many differences In point of view, In obserAnother thing wrong with the
vation, In phrasing, Interpreting and applying defi- world is that there are too many
trying to give advice, and
nitions that the opportunities for contradiction are people
too few people willing to take it.
manifold. To standardize regulations covering such
evidence In the Interest of uniformity and compar"Both Miss Prevost and Miss
Blake testified that after Miss
ability Is a noteworthy undertaking.
Rappe had been found moaning In
There should be more sanity In pleas of Insanity. Arbuckle's
room, she said, 'He'."
Tuesday's Journal.
This makes it look bad for Fatty.

foxy Bill Hawkins Is slipping something over on
the people Perhaps not!
The fact remains that Hawkins once tried to
divert the waters of the Ruldoso river across the
Sierra Blanca to his El Paso and Southwestern
railroad In the vicinity of Three Rivers where a
well known member of tho cabinet has a ranch
which he calls his residence. Senator Fall was helping him. The Irrigation fnrmers who depended
upon the waters of that river and those having
summer homes on Its banks, blocked the deal.
Perhaps this park was not suggested by Secretary Fall In order to bring these lands and waters
under the control of the secretary of the Interior.
We assert nothing. Perhaps the fact that Mr. Fall
owns several hundred acres of land on the side of
the range to which Mr. Hawkins has been trying
to divert the Ruldoso, has nothing to do with this
park move. We say, perhaps not!
Mr. Bill Hawkins, well known philanthropist,
perhaps heads the committee through sympathy fo:
the people of New Mexico. He merely wishes to
help his friends In Raton, La3 Vegas, Santa Fc,
Gallup and Albuquerque.
Perhaps!
But listen to what Mr. Robinson says:
INTERIM.
"Rev. S. E. Allison, Byron O. Ileal and
I can conceive of Silence as it creeps
Robert Kellahln are studying the dope for
Over the world at evening, as It falls
the meeting at Las Cruces next Monday to
On marbles marred where Desolation keeps
consiiled the proposition to create a naCourt among crowns usurped and sunken walls.
tional park In the mountains. The first enI can imagine how the dead might come
thusiasm for the plan has given way lo
Back to the splendor of their old estate,
more mature thought, In the course of
Regal no less because their lips are dumb.
No lesa desired, no loss importunate.
which several things have occurred to the
minds of the thinkers One Is that V. A.
Such things have been; such things will ever be,
Hawkins of El Paso la chairman of the
And yet I cannot think of you as one
'
meeting, the same Hawkins (hat tried his
wedded so early to Antiquity
A wind, a mist, a rainbow In the sun.
best to grab the waters of the Ruidoso for
Silence and Sleep! . . . Who knows what un'or-see- n
the Rock Island road, and mighty near
got away with It. The second Is that
Departures and farewells must como between!
of the Interior A. B. Fall, who
The New Republic.
Joined In that benevolent raid, would be
czar of the park If created, and the way
would be wide open to get away with that
samo water. Another Is that If the tract
Is made a park and follows the usual pracHEARD ALSO AT THE CONFERENCE
tice, all cottage rights would be wiped out,
"The bombs bursting in air" of the
and the park would simply be a rubberBanner Is getting to mean something to
d
neck proposition with ft
hotel
diplomats abroad. St. Louis Star.
as the center of eats. Once made a park it
t
JtST FLIVVER IT AWAY. PROBABLY
will be good-by- o
to any chance for tho
ia
Ford
he
to
says
ready
buy the battleship Junk.
common folks, these students say. They
No reward Is offered for the correct guess as to
may not have the right hunch but since
iwhat he would do with It. Kennebec Journal.
we all know both Mr. Hawkins and Mr.
A HOLIDAY WITH PAY
Fall, the general Impression is that the
There is a feeling that America already has
delegates will be wise to land In Las
enough holidays, but there's always room for one
Cruces with their fingers crossed. Consermore that is, tho
kind. New Haven
Journal-Courievation la one thing, a clever raid on the
water supply, and the sale of real estate
A LITTLE CROSS-EYEby somo loaders Is another."
When those political wiseacres down in WashThe Pecos valley should bo at Las duces to ington see a rebuke to President
Harding in the
watch this deal. The Journal's attention has been local elections throughout the country. It must be
are
that
from
they
strained
vision. Bufsuffering
called to the matter before. In August surveyors, falo
Express.
presumably employed by the railroad, were at work
the cut through tho Sierra Blanca.
Perhaps everything in on the square. Perhaps!
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LOCATION IJf
FOURTH WARD

and
All kinds of
built-i- n
features; hardwood
floors; furnace heat and an
Ideal home. This was built for
a home but party Is leaving
town and It can be bought at
the right price.

Ii

tfJ

new
house.

roit
1-

2-

4-

3-

5-

6-

4-

well-bui-

- Room

house,

nished

....,$40.00

fur-

....$75.00

and sleeping
porch, furnished ....$ 40.00
Lowlands.
- Room house, fur$ 65.00
nished
- Room house, fur- ' nished
$100.00
houso, fur- $ 65.00
nished
apartment,

5-

6-

'

furnished

1-

2-

SUDDEN SERVICE.
The Red Arrow (all oyer the West) renders sudden service on Kodak finishing
Work
to people who demand quality.
:n before 11 a. m. mailed same day.
Work in before E p. m. mailed noon next
day. Address work to
THE BED ARROW,
B. Lai Vegas
Albuquerque
(We want
representative In TO'JH
territory.)

$ 25.00

what you want
may have it.

us
D,

T. KINGSBURY,
REALTOR

'

FOR BALE.
brick, modern,
sleeping
porch, corner lot, highlands, close In.
0
brick,
modern,
large
rooms, large glassed porch, Third ward,

$3,800

close In.
$8,600 New

white stucco, adobe

bungalow, just completed, oak
'fine garage. University Heights.
Some good ranches for sale.
and lota In ell parts of the city.

floors,

Houses
Busi-

ness property and business opportunities.
' A. FLF.IRCHER, REALTOR.
Hire Insurance,
Automobile Insurance,
l'late Glass. Burglary, Public I.ta- bUIIj, Compensation Insurance.
Surety Bonds.
Phone 7.
Ill South Fourth St.

FOR RENT

Apartmei ts

WANTED Young lady to snare a
apartment. Address 811 South
Walter.
FOR RENT Pour-roofurnished apartment; no sick; no children. 625 South
rno.

Three-rooRENT
FOR
npartment;
private

batre.

,

furnished
Phone

FOR RKNT New small, modern furnish7,
ed apartment.
Inquire apartment
'
1115 West Roma.
FOR
RENT
Furnished apartments;
three rooms with bath.
Albuquerque
21 sty
Hotel.
North Second.
FOR RENT Nice four-rooapartment.
close In, highlands; fire place, modern
reasonable rent. Phone 924-FOR RENT Two rooms with bath, fur607
nished for light housekeeping.
South First. Inquire Savoy Hotel.
FOR RENT Three rooms, furnished for
housekeeping, private bath, ateam heat,
f82 South Broadwa y. Phone 1701-APARTMENTS
Steam heated apartments, close In, Highlands;
linens furnished.
Oarage for rent. 103
Boulh Walter.

MARVIAN

furnished
RENT Three-rooFOR
apartment, with bath and two sleep
ing porches, newly decorated Inside and
out: wntrr and lights paid. 122 East
Conl. Phone 1E9--

Furniture

FOR SALE

'

electric' h eater,
FOR Va i. E TwoLaJbeti
small rugs, dresser, stand, portiers,
120
dishes.
South
canvass curtains,
Cedar.
FOR SAI.E Sectional booltcajie, roll-to- p
desk, Morris chair, heatlna tst "et. gas
0
Winchester rifles, and lare
range,
itock of used furniture. 826 South First
FOR SALE Eight dressers. 110 to $20';
two chiffoniers, 112 and 122. SO; twelve
Iron beds, tS to 12; best springe, $1.50
all cotton matto $6; new forty-pountress, 17.25; ten rocking chairs, 11 to
17; china cabinet, same as new, coat 168,
for 820; three library tables, $8 to 115;
two folding beds, 18; flat-to- p
desk, $17.60;
dining table, $12.60; dining chairs, $2.50
to $3.25; two 0x12 rugs, flO and $12; two
baby bed and
baby wicker buggies, $7.60;
e
Peninsular
$7.50;
mattress,
$.16: four-hol- e
condition,
in
excellent
range,
at $18.50; Perfection
range, $20, onethree-burneoil cook stove,
$10; oil
heater, $3.50; three soft coal heaters,
$10 to $14: gas heater, $2.60; hard coal
burner, $17.50; two gas ranges, like new,
$18 and $18; kitchen table, $3; porch
wing, $3.50; eupboard, $5; book case, $3;
inedlclne case, $1.60; electrla lanp, percolator, 12x30 mirror, and many other
$22 South
articles at bargain prices.
fjecond.

BUSINESS CHANCES
:'OR SALE
Garage, best location In
Ittown. Phone $79.
s
Jj"pR BALE One of the test buslno-properties In Albuquerque. 115 South
First street. Inquire at Savoy Hotel of- -

Meat market; doing

FOR BALE

Address A,

selling.

a

good

raro Jour

C. K

nal

vrntTSR! T)nr.mm oil rilled:
central location; profitable Investment.
Inquire nt Everybody'! Candy Shop, $23
rjouin i niru.
FOR SALE Pool room, cold drink
stand and 20 rooms In connection;
good lease, some term. $13 South First
street. Phone 658-- J.
FOR SALTS At a bargain, five secondhand pool tables and one billiard table,
condition; also one twelve-foo- t
In first-clasoda fountain, A- -l condition. In
iZ'J
west
gnver.
at
quire
tnbllshed
BUSINESS FOR SALE Old
mercantl' business, located on railroad.
Will aell for value of Improvments) .loo-Goreason for selling. If luurem-- d In
good-slie- d
proposition, 'addr-e- s josMtfa
538 Albuouera.ua

nrtfTVn

box

WANTED

Sale.men

manufacturers of signs, novelties, cal
endars, temtner ana vtuin goo as, ihiib.
fins opsnlnif in
yardsttckii, etc., travs
w Mexico and At! ion a for an experienced salesman. Bis; commlsilons; old
sstabllshed line. 1922 line ready, December 20. State experience, ags and three
jood reference first letter. Act Quick,
Co.,
jvadress The Noveky AdverUiin
;
Onhocton, Ohio.

FOR RENT

Miscellaneous

lTORRENT Ouiage, cheap, at
inquire noove.

Sycamore,

"FOR RENT
on

nue.

Phone 421.
J.

--

i

115

North

Storeroom

Large etore.

RENT

Central
,

'

ve- -

COPPER AVE.
TOP SHOP

at invoice of stocks, tools
and fixtures.
A good

we

lionns and Insurance.
210 W. Gold.
Phono 007-'

tof

IDEAL LOCATION
For health seekers. Five rooms,
bath and sleeping porch. South
fire place, furnace.
exposure,
Completely furnished. Linen, silverware, dishes, cooking utensils;
$1,600 cash will handle,.
ACKERSON & GRIFFITH,
Realtors.
rhono 414.
120 6. Fourth.

house, fur
light
$15.00
housekeeping
nisheu
$75.00
house, unfur
nished
,,.$40.00
house, unfurnished, hot water heat. $60.00
- Rooms, furnished
f 42.50

'.

,

1921 Br

- Room,

Tell

I379-R-

.

rent

and sleeping
$25.00
porch, furnished
- Rooms,
furnished. .. .$25.00
house, unfurf 65.0C
nished; garage
- Room house,
furnished,
Biassed sleeping porch $55.00
- Koom
apartment,
furnished
$65.00
- Koora house, fur- nished
.$60.00
furnished ,,,.$20.00
- Room house, fur- ntshcd
....$50.00
- Room,
apartment,

furnished

5-

lt

Highlands

- Room

jusiness in a good location
414 West Copper Ave.

SOME

BARGAINS
. .

Dandy lot
Lot and Adobes for tlx
750
room house
We have a customer for your
house let'g hava it
SHELLEY REALTY CO.,

Phone

459--

Realtori.

Slfl W. Gold.

J.

FIGURE IN RATIO TO RENT
The Following t
Living room, dining room, two bed
rooms, nice sleeping porch, kitchen
and back porch, front porch and pergola, brick, rent $00; price $3,750;
reasonable terms; University Heights.
r,
delightbath,
ful living room, corner lot, rent $fi0;
price, $3,976; terms, $600 cash, balance $46 per month Including Interest; near University.
8
rooms, bath, furnished, south
highlands, $3,600; terms.
REALTY CO.,
Realtors,
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans.
Phone 070
309 West Gold avenue.
D1ECKMANN

FOR

SALE

Miscellaneous

LEFT

Bargain

dition at (300 each. Seventh
street Is now being opened
which makes these among the
beet located lots in the entire
addition. Don't delay. Get started on the upgrade right now.
f 20 cash and $10 per month.

A, L, Martin Co., Realtors
Real Estate, Fire and" Auto
Insurance, Loan.
223 W. Gold.
Phone 150.

Extraordinary

money. A cut in price of $500.
J, D. Keleher, Realtor,
211 West Gold.
Phone 410.

Mountain

white

FOR RENT

finish,

five-roo-

DEBT IN TOWN.

y

3. A. 1TAMMOND,
824 E. Silver.
Phone 1522-1VACANT LOTS

m

oak

Six large rooms, tw6 good porches
modern house, cIobo In, splendid

FOR SALE

Rooms

Houses

$ 850.00
furnished
050.00
furnished
brick house, on
FOR RBNT Rooms, 112 North Edith.
Kooms, two corner lots 1550.00
""Q" conn, mono
4T5 North Fourth.
FOR RENT Room.
Hooms, modern, Fourth
FOR SALE Overland
very cheap.
FOR RENT Room.
616 West Copper.
3500.00
ward
1H5.
FOR
RENT Bed room. ' 210 North -FOR SALE Houses
MeOONAIJ) & WOItSIIAM,
furnished, Income
Fourth.
property. Address J, w. F., care Jour- Ileal Estate liiRurance.
Furnished room. 207 North nai.
108 H. Third.
Phono OGO-Fifth.
FOR BALE Uood
e
house,
FOR KENT Several unrurnished room.
and small grocery. Call
at 318
FOR SALE

2401-R-

4-

t,

And some cash will

take equity in
hardwood nearly new five room house in
corner,
ward.
Eight-rooOwner
Fourth
leaving city.
$4,600.
garages, hardwood
ROLLIV K. GfTHIUDGE,
heat They are fine Phono 1023.
314 V. Gold Ave.
good buys. Close

Five-roo-

CASH

BUY

floors, garage,
corner, two
floors, steam
floors, built-i- n
features, base- location; newly decorated, fine locations and
ment, furnace, garage, splendid shade; $750 cash, balance like to postotflce.
W. II. MCMILI.IUA,
location. In Fourth Ward. Price rent. Step lively, the price, $4,000.
Good terms.
200 West Gold.
$5,2BQ.
P.
J.
REAL
ESTATE.
GIIX,
It. McCIAIGITAN,
11.1 8. Second.
723-- J.
Phone
412-204 W. Gold.
J
Phone
HOUSES FOR SALE
brick,

two-stor-

Road.

$750

FURNISHED,

A

'

AND
INCOME
near
residence
business section, where rooms
are always in demand. Right
price and part terms. See or
write

HOME

A

EXCEPT IN
UNIVEHKITy HEIGHTS?
WE DO
All parts of Albuquerque
and
tho whole state.-ReinGeneral Agents for the
Heishts we admit it keeps
part of our sals force busy
up there, but we are amply
equipped to care for anything
anywhere, almost any time.
FOR KENT
Several furnished houses.
Several unfurnished houses,
at all prires.
FOIt SALE
Real flood Homes
Eaat Silver Ave.
5 rooms,
porches; hot air
heat, $7,000, furnished.
5 rooms,
porches, hot air
heat, $5,700, furnished.
East Central Ave.
Several beautiful new bungalows on easy terms.
University Heights
Several
dandy
bungalows,
priced, $3,650
up, on easy
terms.
Fourth Ward
New
Bungalow 4 rooms,
porches,
hardwood
fireplace,
floors, shade and grass, only
$3,750.
Terms.
TO SEE THESE CALL

W, C. THAXT0N
70S West

A GREAT

HOME
That will appeal to you,

""""

FcAtum tgwvict. Inc.

For quick sale the owner will
sacrifice one of the best and
moat substantially built small
houses on the market. You
have to see it to really believe
so much can be offered for the

I still have six
fifty foot lets
left In the Albright-Moor- e
Ad-

When you can buy a nice little
furnished house on
a corner lot for only J 2, 100
400
down
and $30 per
only
month.

Intl

'LJslastr,rphone

a month

five-roo-

South Edith.
FOR RENT Three furnished
rooms;
modern. 1011 North First.
FOR RENT Throe unfurnished rooms.
829 North Flft'i.
FOR RENT Lovely room.
120 Bouin
Walter, phone 2072-FOR RENT Furnished room. 1316 West
Tljern. phone 1481-W- i.
213
FOR
RENT Fnrr.'shed , room
South Walter.Phone 1C67-FOR RENT Moarn. furnished
rooms,
West Central.
steam heat. 608
FOR RENT Furnished room, in
furnace heat. Phone 1064-FOR RENT Nicely furnlstietf bed room,
close In. Phone 1585-420 West Coal.
FOR RENT Furnliihed room, private
furnace heat. 307 South Wnltor.
FOR RENT Good one .or two-roofur415 North Second.
nished apartment.
FOR RENT Beautiful furnished rooma;
420 South Edith.
no sick. Phone 1007.
FURNISHED rooms, hot water heat; no
no
414
children.
West Sliver.
sick;
FOR RENT Neatly nun lulled sleeping
room; steam heat, close in. 817 South
Third.
FOR RENT Two furnished housekeeping rooma, for two adults, 620 South
Third.
FOR RENT Three moilern rooms, furnished for housekeeping. 423 West
Santa Fe.
FOR RENT Two sleeping rooms, nicely
furnished, close to shops. 801ft South
Third. .
FOR RENT Two nicely furnished well
heated rooms, in private family. Phone
'
1075-Two rooms and porch;
FOR UEN'T
phone service, ' hot and cold water. 211
South High.
FOR RENT Sleeping rooms for gentlemen employed, $8.00 up; no sick. 818
West Silver.
FOR RENT Furnished front room; gentleman employed days, $2.60 per weetc.
208 South Arno.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished 00m. outside entrance; also garage; no sick.
1116 North Second,
with private
FOR RENT Nice room
family; with or without board. $07
North Fourth.
FOR RENT Two light
housekeeping
800
o
c'tildren.
rooms; no sick;
North Eighth.
FOR RENT Sunny southeast room, bath
adjoining; near good boarding hou.19.
210 North Walter.
FOR RENT Two nice furnished roon-.405
In private home. Phone 2034-South Seventh.
with
rooms
FOR RENT A suite
bath, completely furnished; steam heat.
308 South Fourth.
FOR RENT Large, sunny sleeping room,
close to business center; ratea reasonable. Phone 322-FOR RENT Nicely furnished room, In
private family, to gentlemen employed,
no sick. 710 West Roma.
FOR RENT Two furnhmed rooms for
light housekeeping; no sick or chil-dre601 Bouth Fourth.
FOR RENT Two front rooms, furnla.ied
for light housekeeping, .Apply af'.er
2 p. m,
408 West Lead.
FOR RENT New furnished bed room,
furnace heat, In private home. 824
North Fifth, phone 2377-FOR RENT Housekeeping rooms and
sleeping porch, for two persons) no
children. 110 South Walnut. ,
FOR RENT Nicely furnished large room,
close in; also one light housekeeping
823 South Fifth;
apartment.
IMPERIAL ROOMS flee, clean rooms;
rates by day or week. Over Pastime
Theater, 211 H West Central.
FOR RENT Glassed-l- n
porch and two
airy rooms; board across street. 114
North Maple, phone 1888-FOR RENT One
furnished room for
light housekeeping; water and lights
furnished. 710 West Lead.
ELGIN
HOTEL Sleeplna rooms and
housekeeping apartments, by the day.
week or month.
(02t West Central.
FOR RENT Modern furnished room, for
housekeeping, near
high school; no
208 North Arno.
sick.
Phone 1680-J- .
FOR RENT Large front room, hot and
cold running water In room, furnace
beat: no very sick. 703 East Central.
FOR RENT Two large rooms, nicely furnished for housekeeping; gas and coal
range; desirable location. 616 West Coal.
FOR RENT Heated room and porch, In
private family, for two convalescent
1125
East
gentlemen.
Silver, phone
1811-- J.
124

FOR RENT Furnished room and glassed
In sleeping porch, with private bath.
Crane apartments, $16 North Seventh,
phone 814.
WOODWORTH
Newly furnished, nice,
clean rooma and housekeeping apartments, by day, week or month, 812
South Third.
FOR RENT Well furnished room,
bath; private entrance; gentleman employed preferred: no sick. 111
8outh Walter.
y
FOR RENT Large front bed room,
furnished; hot water heat ;sult-abl- e
for two; prefer employed. Apply
423 North Fourth.
,
FOR RENT Two well furnished rooms
for light housekeeping,
with
large
sleeping porch, electrlo lights and gas;
no children,
410 East Central.
FOR RENT Nice large front furnished
housekeeping room; private entrance,
sunny, comfortably furnished, close in;
no sick; reasonable. 211 West Marquette.
FOR RENT Strictly high-claroom
north, east and south exposures: south
east sleeping pnrch; steam heat; best
residential
district; home privileges.
Phone 870,

gar-ag-

South Seventh.
FOR SALE Five-rooright; look It over

ouugalow, priced
and be your own
Judge; fine location; terms. 1488 West
Central,
FOR SALE By owner, 713 West Coal",
frame stucco, 4 rooms and
2
large porches, newly decorated, bath,
vacant.
Terms if desired. Phone 1803-FOR SALE Pretty new
modern
stucco bungalow, extra well built and
us North Elm. Apply
J1"" location,
.M,rm aim,
i'none 19S8-IOR SALE A four-rooe
furnished
on 60 foot lot near R. R.
Only $760 for quick sale. J. A. shops
Ham- t
Oliver.
Phone 1628-FOR SALE- MITflT BPIl. --TuuL-r,,- .. A 1 u.u.uuA
Lr
and
inspect
make
your offer.
Four-roohouse,
bath, porches, garages, full site lot. Everything
in good
625 North sixth.
repair
liOR faALE
modern
brlik
and adobe residence, In Fourth ward;
nice lucation, close to school;
trade
might
for vacant lots or smaller house In
highlands. Phone 1675-FOR SALE Account leaving city,
or unfurnished
modern house; screened porches, nicely arranged for two families. West Central,
"ear park. Phone owner, 2204-- J,
FOR BALE By owner, five-rooand
large front porch, modern bungalow,
in good residence section; east front,
lawn and trees, In very best condition;
would sacrifice for quick sale; leaving
1480-town.
Plmne

FOR BALE By owner,
ward,
modern
age, has light and heat;
dential district In city;
easy terms; not priced
shown by appointment
2040--

In

the Fourth
bungalow, garvery best resiprloed right;
over phone;
only. Phone

B"" OWNER,

modern house In
Fourth ward, hsrd wood floors, fireplace, large screened
three
porches,
light, airy bed rooms with extra large
closets, fronts east on large lot with
lawn, trees, etc.; everything In excellent
terms
If desired.
condition;
Phone
.
1977-J-

FOR SALE By owner: Four modern
bungalows In Highlands, one and one-ha- lf
blocks from Central on car line;
four rooms, bath, plaatered and glassed-i- n
sleeping porch, front and back porch.
$3,800 to $3,860; $500 to $760 cash, balance like rent. Good Inveatmenti now
renting for $50 and $5t per month. Will
sell furnished or unfurnished. Apply at
118 East Central.

AUTOMOBILES
FUR
first-clas-

BALF,
s

6
Hutch touring
condition. Bond-Dillo- n

car;
Co.,

city.
EXPERT RADIATOR REPAIRING. O.
K. Hheit Metal
Works, 31 ( North
Third.
FOR BALE Some extra good ueed cars;
easy terms. Mcintosh Auto Co 80$
West Central.
FOR SALE If you want the beet Ford
touring car for the price, call at 322
South Second, today.
FOR SALE Slightly used Ford roadmechanical condition;
ster; first-clagood tires. Phone 268, or 1287-FOR SALE Oldsmoblle six. In excellent condition; a bargain; cash or
terms, 1304 West Centrsl, phone 1488-FOR SALE 1U21 Ford touring car;
starter and demountable rims; cash or
part terms. Call for Jackson at Occidental Hotel, 222 H East Central.
FOR SALE OR TRADE Maxwell one
and one-haton truck, for livestock.
Curl's Wagon Yard, North Broadway; ask
tor ir. uammeFOR SALE Ford runabout. 121 model,
shelving, 2$ feet by $ feet, seven
shelves hleh. nn. -- 1.n. 11
Phnn
387-706 West Central.
FOR SALE Extra large Warner's Auto
Trailer, with canvas covering; In excellent condition and almost new, 701
West New York or phone 1462-FOR SALE Ford touring, 1118 model,
six tires, Flrestore wheels,
Hassler
shock absorbehs, new top, and upholstering: bargain at $260. 614 North Sixth.
FOR SALE Exceptional bargain In used
tires; 84x4. 82x4 and 80x3 14 : also
several spot lights, slightly used; prices
very reasonable. Mcintosh Auto Com- pany, 608 West Central.
FOR SALE Light Ford truck: first man
3660.
witn 8176 gets it: Bu ck
A real bargain; terms If desired, or will
trade your old car In. Molntoah Auto
company, 608 wot Central,
FOR BALE Two Sulck light sixes, 1918
flbo ana $760; Fora trucK,
mnueis,
$176; one-to- n
Ford truck, worm drive.
$3.10; Ford speedster, $176; Dodge tour
116 West Cold.
car.
$400.
ing
FOR SALE 1820 NASH SPORT MODEL
rive wire wheele with cord tires, In
good condition, spot light, motometer,
tools, two storage batteries, etc. Driven
nine thousand miles; forced to eell at
sacrince; will demonstrate.
Apply central Auto and Machine Works, Sixth and
Central.

HELP WANTED
Hale.
Expert automobile electrician.
Storage Battery Service station.
Man and wife to work on
WANTED
dairy farm. Address postoffica box ili,

WANTED

city.
FIKEMKN, BKAKRMEN,
beginners 1B0,
later 1260 monthly. Write Hallway,
care Morning Journal.
EMPLOYMENT
OFFICE We furl ah all
110
kinds of help. Try our servu?.

Pruth Third, phone
WANTED
Two strong boys to work in
furniture store. Apply American . ur- 22S
South Second.
nlture Co.,
Live-wir- e
WANTED
salesmen for pop
commission
office appliance;
ular
basis. Office Supply Agency, 207 West
H54--

Gold

ave.

near shops,
new house,
one acre cultivated land,
1100 cash and 130 a month.
modern adobe house, fine
tl,400, (300 cash, and ?:i a

nearly
(1,850,

lot,

month.
Small new house, fine lot, $900,
tloo cash and 420 a month.
New
house, frame, highlands, corner lot 100x142, f 1,150, (200
cash and 425 a month,
house, five minutes from
city postofflce, 11,475, 176 cash and
20 a month.
New
house, splendid lot,
nonr Fourth atreet school, 11,400,
cash and $25 a month.
Big lot, two adobe houses, close to
shops, $1,400, $100 cash and $25 a
month,
KF.AL ESTATE EXCHANGE,
409 West Copper.
I'hone 19.

we'll build one Just as you
want it.
Second nnd Gold Avenue,
l'linno 010.

orroRTUNTnr

Nine lurge rooms, .with porches
galore, completely furnished. Including piano, two complete bath rooms,
rooms all taken; this Is a moneymaker, one of the bext corner locations In the Highlands and la close
In; owner leaving for the east.
If
Interested come In and talk It over.
A. r. STARES,
Real Kstute nnd lnsurnnca
310 WeKt Gold Ave.
I'hone 16S.

HERE'S

ONE

Brand

new, paint hardly dry,
three rooms, large porch, bath,
etc. ThiB modern home cost $2,000
to build. Will take $2,000. Not
much cah necessary.
J, L, Phillips, Real Estate,
110 S. Thlrft.
I'hono 854--

PROFESSIONAL
For

CARDS

with Board

Al IUH.M VB.
ROOMANtTKaRD " 6innmthB?oad' JOHN W. WILSON,
Attorney.
way.
Ho- ms
It, 17 and 19, Cromwell Building.
S per week.
HOARD
Mrs. Knight, 200
Phone 1153-south rtroadway
PHVHKIAM4 AMI MlKOKONg.
NICELY
furnished room with board; UK. 8. I
Bi ll ION,
private family; no elck. 1037 Forreeter.
!Iseaaee of tne Stomach.
Foil KENT Room and board, with
Suite.
Harriett Bulldlig.
board. 410 UK. 8. C.
sleeping porch; first-clas- a
t I.AUIvIS,
Knsr ("entral.
K.ye, Kur, Noso and Throat.
SOU KENT
Large furnished room wltl
Harnett Building.
phone 434.
table board; rates tor two people. 21
Office Uourj
South Fourth.
to li a. m., and I to S p. m.
FOR KENT Room with glaesed-u- i
sleep- im. MAitdAitiT
lAitnvHiciir,
ing porch, with board. Phone 14K-.- I
Office Orant JJldg., Room 16. Phone 71.
112 North Walter.
Residence 1123 East Central
FOR KE.Vi
roof
Newly furnished
Phone 671.
with or without board. 411 Eoutn
Broadway, phone 1909-R- .
W.
ivf. SHERIDAN, M. D.
JAMESON'S
HANOI Ideal location lor
Practice Limited to
few reservations now
heallhseekers;
GKNITO - IR1XAKY DISEASES
available. Phone 22S8-AND
is OF THE SKIN
DISKASl
FOU KENT
Sleeping porch and room,
Luboniinry In Connection.
adjoining hath, with board; rates 405 IVaasermun
Citizens
Bank
1836
Bltlfr. Phono H86.
month.
East Central.
F K RENT Koom ano sleeping porch.
CHIROPRACTORS
vlth board for convalescents; gentle-u
CAKiSEST'-- ''
men only; private home. Phone 2MS-Chiropractor.
GOOD BOARD
and sleeping porches.
19 and 50 Armljo Building.
southern exposuro; seven miles south
of town. HO per month. Phone 2408-RPERSONAL
FOR KENT
rooms
Nicely furnished
with steam heat and first-clas- s
table BARnERfoT''''p7ivute'Tomei
1421-110
bosrd.
Bouth Arno, phone 1HJ7-HOME BOARDING HOUSE
Nice, warm VIOLIN 'essons by a French violinist.
622 South Broadway, phone 1861-sleeping rooms; good home cooking.
904 Bouth Third;
short walk from station.
PHRENOLOGIST
MderiTTi-commodatlonFOR HEALTHeeKER9
SARAH M. JONES, 112 Cornell avenue,
nurse service.
with
phone 2166-J- .
Casa de Pro. 13 West Oold, phone 14-WM ED Private pupils; tetchot has
FOR RENT Nice roome with sleeping
special training for primary gradts.
High, phono 1193-- J
porches, with board, for convaleacents. SlSNM-tM.s. Heed, 612 South Broadway, phone
FOR RENT
626.
Rent-Room- s

WANTED Capable cashier and manager
for small bank In New Mexico; must
have A- -l references and Invest, Address
Bank, care Journal,
Female.
.
WANTED
Call
Housekeeper.
WANTED
Experienced collar girl. Excelsior Laundry.
WANTED Girl for general housework.
613 West Copper.
WANTED
Girl for general housework.
r,M South Walter.
WANTED
Competent second girl, Ap-pl- y
morning, 701 West Copper.
WANTED
Girl for general mousework;
must stay on premises. Call at 1021
West Roma.
WANTED
Strong, willing girl, to assist
witn housework half days. Apply 1118
West Central.
WANTED
Girl to wash dishes and do
housework; must speak English. (11
South Broadway,
WANTED
Girl or woiua
for housekeeping. Apply Grand Central Hotel,
corner Bocond and Central,
WANTED
Woman or girl for general
housework, from 8:90 a. m. to 4:30 p.
m. Call too West Btover.
WANTED A cook In a family of four;
Mrs. D.
good wages to right party,
Weinman, 101 West Copper.
WANTED High school girl for room
and board In exchange for help, December 1. 103 Bouth Walter.
WANTED
Competent girl for general
RENT
Rooms with sleeping
housework; must stay nights. Aoply FOR
mornings, J1S North Twelfth.
porches; board If desired. Also garRoonTand lib month age for rent. 801 South Edith. Plnne
EARN BOARD
while attending school; catalogue free. 1340-0Vs South GOOD HOARD and room for two, 142.60
Mackay Business College,
per month; also glassed-l- n
Main, Los Angelee.
sleeping
145 per month. 923 South Walter,
WANTED- - -- Two good
girl waitresses; porch,
14 28-phone
good wages, room and board; will ad
vance fare. Write to The Royal Cafe, FOR RENT Furnaced-heate- d
bed io"in
with private entrance to bath: lari-- e
Santa Fe, hf. M.
for
December
I. 1207
sleeping
two;
porch,
houseWANTED Woman for general
work In small family: willing to go to East Central.
can
HEALTHSEEKER
Santa Fe. Will be treated as member of GENTLEMAN
find best of accommodations with flrst-clns- s
family. 1024 West Marquette.
1123 Eaat Cenreasonable.
board,
WANTED to get In touch with some
Cedar street entrance.
elderly lady tha. wout 1 b willing lo do tral,
light housework ?ur hme nnl small sal- - 11EA LTH SEEKER can get home-Hk- o
ask for Ogle.
In modern country home,
ary Call 881-WANTED
Girl for law office; one who special care given to bed patients; near
car
line.
Address
can take dictation and type. Address
postofflce box 224,
Sidney Sapp, Holbrook, Arls., giving re- city.
ference and experience with wages
WIRAMONTE8-ON-THE-MESA SANATORIUM-HOTEfor tubercular
convalescents; graduate nurse In atMale and Female
tendance; ratea by the week or month.
WANTED Stenographers,
bookkeepers, Call 24O0-Jaccountants, and all forms of office
help. Apply fiouthwestsrn Educational - FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms,
with or without bath: Just across from
Exchange, Chamber of Commerce bulldthe postofflce; hot water heat for wining, Albuquerque. New Mexico.
ter: best of home oooklng. served family
WANTED Position
style; room and board, 145 to C5 per
monin: ooara oy meal, week or ticket
WANTED Work of any kind. Address meals,
BO cents.
410 West Gold.
11., care Journal,
WANTED Waahlns and Ironing to take RESERVATIONS may now be had at St.
John's Sanatorium (Episcopal): rates.
nome, iuo cult coai, pnone joog-117.60 to S2 per week; Includes private
WANTED Work for high scnool bojr, of room with sleeping
porch, connected to
le. Phone 1454-evening.
bath and toilet; medical care, medlctnee.
WANTED Laundry work to take borne. general nursing; excellent meals, tray
or oy tne day. . Fhnne 2101-service; no extras. All rooms have steam
WANTED Washing and Ironing to take heat hot and cold running water. Rev.
II, Zlegler, Superintendent.
Phone
home; also clothes rough dried; prices W.
491.
very reasonable. Phone 1506-To drive truck or enr .for
WANTED
private family; experience; rd'orencoa.
Address E. F., care Journal.
WE AUDIT, CHECK, OPEN, CLOSE and
WILLIAMS ft ZANG,
keep books.
room I Mellnl building.
Phone 701-NURSE wants position, nursing and keep
ing house for Invalid or heaithseeker;
two years' experience In hospital. Ad- O A O
dress N. C, care Journal,
BUSINESS depression makes available
accountant-bookkeepAmerican
capable
and stenographer, with thorough
man. kinNumber One
Ad
detailed qualifications on request
On N. Fourth St.
ores! nesuus, rosioince ooz 241, pnone

2.

A JANITORIAL AND WINDOW CLEANCOMPANY has been
ING SERVICE)
organised for the purpose of doing Jani-

torial work and at the same time giving
the unemployed of our group employment. Contracts will be taken by the
day, week or month. Banks, office buildGOOD CAR FOR SALES. CHEAP Light ings, apartment houses, etc., will be
Bulck. The ear has taken care of. The office is located at
six,
been well cared for; lnoka good and runs 221 West Copper,
phone 866-goon; top, tires, upholstering, tenners,
New
ANDTfI&UNP
Am
all
LOST
It,
0.
etc.,
battery,
leaving
n
C
Mexico, and must sell; priced right.
LOST Bepublla tire. 83x4, and rim; reH. coiner, 624 West Coal, phone 1361-ward. Phone 2179-LOST Red SUvertone cape, black satin
collar, pink silk lining. Phone 7 84-FOR SALE
Dodge Broth
reward,
Reera' Touring car and Roadster.
newed means they have been put LOST A lined black
lea'hsr driving
through our repair shop, paint anil top
gauntlet for ' right hand. Reward.
shop. They are carefully Inspected be- Phone 793.
fore put on sals. Bold with the same
SEWING MACHINES
Interest as our new Dodge Brothers care.
We also have left with us for sale a late
and
SEWlSd
MAlTliIEi
model 1818 Ford touring; a
repaned
cleaned; parte and supplies for all
Studebaker. Terms can be arranged.
C H.
J. Korber ec Co, Auto Dept., Dodge makes; all work guaranteed.
412 W, Copper,
Horehead, phone 146-J- .,
urotnors' Dealers, ' prions 183,

If we haven't one to suit you

iikre's lorn

FOR SALE
furnished house In
good
Highlands, 2,000, 1 200 cash and 150

5-

FOR-RE-

TRY BODDY'S MILJW

Phone 2413-RFOR SALE Guaranteed
Navajo rugs.
208 South Arno.
SWEET CIDER 60c a gallon; war tax,
8 cents.
110 South Walnut.
DENVER POST delivered at your door,
66o per month.
Phone 1949-FOR RENT Dwelling
FOR SALE New $1.600 Buldivln player
1S25-FUtt KENT Two-roofurnished cot
Phone
piano, $500.
tage. 1727 West Central.
218 South
FOR SALE Canary buds.
Two-rooFOR RENT
cottage, furWalter, phone 1687-nished. Inquire 014 East .Ham a Fe.
FOR SALE Threshing machine, $16.
FOR HUNT Modern furnished cottage;
Postotflce box 412. city.
no children. Call at IMS Esst Copper. FOR SALE--Uo- od
Inbicycle, cheap.
RENT
Throe rooms, furnished;
FOR
quire 411 South Walter
water paid, 220,0.0. 1912 South Edith. FOR SALE Adobe lu nulla house. SiOil RENT Nicely furnished five-roomon Garcia, 1202 North Arno.
located. Phono FOR SALE Gentleman's
bungalow; centrally
watch, gold
907-case, price $35. Phone 1368-four-rood
FOR RENT
NAVAJO RUGS
Positively at cost, 117
house, at J2S North Fourth. Dr.
North Mulberry, phone 1730-FOR" SALhl six young does and one
FOR RENT Well furnished house, six
buck, cheap. 807 North Eleventh.
months or longer, or for sale by owner.
FoK SALE Stock of groceries and
1004 Forrester.
FOR RENT Four-roofurnished nous?.
$140 Grafanola, sixty rec
In University Heights; garage. Address FOR SALE
crds; a bargain for cash, 212 North
C I,. C, care Journal.
Elm,
FOR RENT Two furnished light houseIn excellent
keeping rooms; reasonable. Ulldersleeve FOR SALE Moore rang,
condition; also pair of andirons, 812
Electric Co.. phone 1720-WestGold.
FIve-ruoFOR RENT
Lurnlshed house,
SALE Lady's $G0 cloth coat for
$60, at 80S South Arno,
Inquire 322 FOR
$25, size 30; have two cheaper ones.
South Arno. phone 1340-825 South Arno.
four-roobrick
SfR RENT Modern
$125 hot water heater, for
lot 60x290.
842.60. FOR SALE
house, furnished:
W. H. McMilllon. 20S West Oold.
135; suitable for hentlng store, warehouse or work shop. 110 South Walnut.
FOR RENT
two
Dandy
glassed sleeping porches. furnlshd or PHOTOS, 16 CENTS A DOZEN till 1
change my mind. New Studio, over
unfurnished, 621 North Thirteenth.
FOR RENT Furnished house, wMh three Butts' Drug Htore.
Indian motorrooms, Dam ana seeping pnrcn. In FOR SALE Three-spee- d
cycle, cheap. Phone 2038-- J or call at
Ire 119 South Cedar, phone 1U8-J- .
415 South Seventh.
$50 RENTS a brand new modern five-rooand 6
house; elegantly
furnished. FOR SALE Used tractors,
with gang plows. Hardware Departnonrn in, f irst Katlonal Bank building.
A Co.
FOR RENT Modern five-roobrick ment J. Korbet
FOR BALE One 8x12 bnwn two-ton- e
nouse, lurmsneu or unrurnished;
lOOi) Forrester.
For Inspection phone
rug. one large etrolt Jewel gas range.
.my- - w.
Call mornings.
Phone 143R-FOR RENT Three-roohouse.
two FOR SALE Fresh pork, by the half or
whole hog. Delivered. C. W, Hunter,
screened porches, newly decorated in
side; lights and water furnlshid.
1318 phone 2409-Revenings.
South High.
CLARIFIED and Pasteurised milk. There
Is only one place to obtain It. Albu
FOR RENT Houses and apartments;
some fur querque Dairy Association, rnone sbi
three, four and five-roonished; modern. W. H. McMilllon, iQt FOR SALE
'resh buttermilk nnd cotnest tlold.
In gallon
tage cheese; also fresh milk 1D16-FOR RENT Five-roolota.
house, completely
Bwayne's Dairy, phone
rurnished; modern; good location; no FOR SALE Flower slips and plants.
children; l5. Inquire 604 West Marble,
Dahlia, oxolla and gladlolla bulbs; also
In rear.
hens and fryers. 1122 South Broadway.
FOR RENT Furnished house, 1900 South FOR SALE Good selection of Navajo
Edith; two rooms and glassed-i- n sleep
rugs and Germantown pillow tops,
ing porch, garage, $26; water paid. Call
priced for quick sale. 1006. jast Cen
805 West Marquette.
tral. Phone 1419-FOR RENT Five-roofurnished brick BUTTER Ask your grocer for Albuhouse; two nice porctres and basement.
querque Dairy Association butter; If
222 North Walter, phone 1903-or call your
grocer can not supply you, call at
at. 417 south Walter.
1
North Second.
tho dairy.
FOR RENT Small bungalow, two rooms
Man's suit of clothes; exSALE
ana giassea steeping porcn; completely For
40;
tra pair trousers and vest; size ma...... v..
trunk, sewing
ai. u overcoat, stse 40;
wster pnld. 810 West Coal
1615
East Copper.
chine. Call at
FOR RENT New five-roomodern, FOR SALE Fine apples, by tho box;
completely furnished, house or three
Ark&nsaw
Roman
Beauties,
Jonathans,
rooms with use of kitchen. Call mornPhone
Davis.
Ben
Blacks, Ganos,
ings only. 819 North) Seventh.
1628-or call Wm. Dolde, 70$ South
FOR
RENT Three-roounfurnished Broadway,
house; glassed-i- n
sleeping porch, two
Heel and arch cushions
screened-l- n
porches. 1201 Fast Copper. SOFT SPOTS
prevent fallen- Insteps; cures all foot
inquire m worth ceanr. phone 2378-troubles, $1.00. Plantar Arch Supports.
FOR RENT Dandy new house. 218
Leather Co., 408 West
close to North Fourth street: Thos. F. Keleher 1057-Phone
four rooms, electrls light, large front Central.
ROOF PAINT
porcn, shade trees. Apply 1612 North
ASBESTOS
First.
GOOD for all kinds of roofs, $1 per gal110 South
lon.
Mazano
The
Co.,
d- FOR RENT Three-rooattrwelve nv
Try a built up
ern furnished bungalow; lar,e sleeping Walnut, phone 1834-as
as
the
last
will
building.
roof,
long
ear
half
block
from
porch;
unlerslty
line; no children. Phone 408 at'er t a.
m. Miss Knox.
FOR RENT Unfurnished house of three FOR BALE Five hundred shares of City
rooms; one sleeping porch and one
E'.ectrla Railway, below par. Dr. R.
service porch, at 813 West McKhiley: L. Hust, N, T. Armljo building.
rent $30 on a lease. City Realty Co., 207
Wtst, Gold, phone 667.
FOR RENT Furnished
cottage, three USE EFFECTO AUTO TOP and seat
rooms and bath and glassed-l- n
south
dressing. Effecto Auto Enamel, Vale-pa- r,
Phone' 881-key at
sleeping poreV.
Valspar Enamela on automobiles.
1624
Kast Central, phone or call be Plymouth
Homestead
Cottage Paint,
tween
and 12 a. m.
Floor Paint, Roof Paint and Cement.
FOR RENT Near city park, furnished, Satisfaction assured.
Thos. F. Keleher
five rooms and bath, $36; five rooms, Leather Co., 408 West Central. Phone
.
south highlands, $35: six rooms, high- 1067-lands, close In $05; five rooms and sleeping porch, modern, garage, close In, lowlands, $75; five rooms, absolutely new, 17.
Edl-eo- n
H., $50; one acre chicken ranch, new four FOR SALE OR TRADE $200 new $Ti0
Phonograph, perfect condition;
room houee, near shops, $23. Real Estate
In
Victor
choice
$10
attachments,
records,
Exchange, 409 West Copper.
all for $176, Will trade In at thle price
on good used Ford touring car. Bee H.
FOR SALE Ranches
R. Wllaey, care Rosenwalds.
FOR SALIC Fine Valley Ranch, close In"
at less than Improvements cost; or
will trad
for good residence In town.
l FOR
Postorrice box 824 or pnone 566,
SALE Poultry-Egg- s
FOR SALE Country home, stuooo bouse,
BUY POULTRY of all kinds. Phone
seven rooms, stesm heated, electric WE
863-802 South Broadway.
ranch; In alfalfa and
lights; on ten-acorchard. Address Poatofflce box 277, or FOR SALE Bucks, does and frying rabJ4H7-Rbene.
bits
and
Ill) West Lead.
phnn
FOR SALE Nine-acr- e
ranch, on main FOR SALE Nice young White Leghorn
th
hens, 80o each; also turkeys, ducks,
ditch; new house and garage;
mile from school, one and one-ha- lf geese and springers, 80i Bouth BroadIn way. Phone JB62-miles west Barelaa bridge.
t
quire at Hunt's Ranch.
A SPLENDID flock of bronie turkeys,
FOR SALE Seven acrea larid, four acres
breeding birds; also young turkeys for
in alfalfa, fruit trees; M0 feet east
your Sunday or Thanksgiving dinner.
frontage, on Boulevard, flva blocks from H. B. Watklns, phone
2416-JM.
car line, $3,200; term.
Easter,
J(.
RED POULTRY YARDS Thoroughbred
Old Albuquerque, N. M.
C.
H.
R.
I. Rede, Ringlet Barred Rocks,
IF LOOKING for a comfortable home
pullets, hena and pens for breedand a pleasant and profitable estab- cockerels,
413 West Atlantic, phone 1483-lished business, you can secure same at ing.
a bargain r four acres, two mllea from "MOUNTAIN
VIEW" S. C. R. I. Rede,
poatofflce. on main ditch, dotaom r mss,
won twenty rlbbona .January, 1921: a
garage, chicken houses, tools, blooded superb lot of cockerels and cocks now
also furniture; ready for sole! bred from my finest exchlckeaa and turkeys;
will aell on Jerms to responsible ..eople. hibition matlngs; visitors welcome.
C
Phone X41H-J- I.
P. Hay, 238 North High.
MY
C.
R.
S.
ENTIRE atock of
I. Reda;
TYPEWRITERS
hens, pullets, cocka and cockerels:
TYPEWRITERS All m all .is overhauled breeding pens or singles; pure bred C P.
Ribbon .for every maand repaired.
Hay stock, basked by generation of
Exchine.
Albuquerque Typewriter
prise winners In the best shows, In the
Vit Vouth Fourth. country. , H. B, Watklns, phone 416-0change, phone $0$--

f

ONLY SIX

WHY PAY RENT
5,000
850
450

ESTATE?
A XTWTI ERE

GOOD
A nice,

ALMOST DAILY
ARE ASKED THIS
QUESTION:
DO YOU HANDLE REAL
WE

V

shade; screened front and back
This house Is located
porch.
on a corner lot; has good sidewalks and paved streets.
paving Is all paid for.
price is only $4,000.00.

TO

HE KIM ELM"

tELE. THAT HE

LltTE.NIrV.
TO IT- -

GOOD BUICK IIOISE
Five rooms, modern; gai-aee-;

By George McManua

iii
DER nife

i

TOUR.
HIM OVER

car

PaSfc Nine

O AO

Number Two
On N. Eighth St.

Office Rooma

KENT

Attractive
uMlce,
steam'
heat light and water furnished.
Wright building, upposlie postofflce.
FOR RENT Three very desirable office
roome. light,- - heat and water; will rent
sepsralely or as a whole, A. B. Mllner,
111
West Central, phone 923.

TIME CARDS

Train.
No. 1
No. t
No. 7
No, I

WEST liOL'NJ Dally.
Arrive.
The Scout..,. 7:30 pm
Calif. Limited. lu:30 am
Fargo Fast. .10:60 am
The Navajo. .12:86 am

Depart.

1:30
11:00
11:20
1:00

am
am
am

SOUTHBOUND.

El Paso Exp
El Peso Exp
EASTBOCND.
No. I The Navajo.. 2:10
No. 4 Calif. Limited. (.00
No. 8 S. F. Eight.. 7:25
7:20
No, 10 The Scout
No. 29
No. 27

FROM

10:10 pm
11:30 am

pm
pm
pm
am

1:4
6:40
1:10
7:50

pm
pm
pm
am

SOUTH.

From El Paso 6:35 pm
From El Paso 7:00 am
No. 20 connects at Telen with No. 22
for Clovls, Pecos Valley, atanar City and
G
Coast
No. 29 connect, at 1SUn with No. 21
from Plovle and points east and south

No, 28
Nn. SO

Select yours today. THE
NUMBER LIMITED. We
will build you a home just
as you want it in either
of the Anderson Additions. Small cash payment balance, on small
monthly payments.
This is your opportunity.

IFraiimlkSnim
REALTORS.
Third and Gold

pro.

Phone 657

r
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MASTER BANDIT FAILS TO INTIMIDATE
MAIL CLERK, WHO DOWNS HIM UNAIDED

EXPORTS DURING

Supreme Sliced and

De-rine-

Bacon

d

JftP

BK

DECIDED SLUMP
Business With Europe
taled $196,000,000,

How many pounds may we send you?

CRESCENT GROCERY

ROBERT .lONES
Coal

SIB Marble Avenoe

Phone

Phone

We
Sell

..

and South Walter
--

Sit

Under-standing,Sa-

0

Europe aggregated
!
$196,000,000 compared with $423,-last year, while
October
000,000 in
amounted to $67,000,000,
Imports tun
the
nno.aoo.
During
ten months ended with October
$2,066,000,-00were
to Europe
against $3,720,000,000 ofduring
the corresponding months.$ 622.00
while imports aggregated
compared with $1,078,000,000.
for OcExports to South America
$15,000,000,
aggregated
tober
a year ago,
against $58,000,000
while imports totaled $18,000,000.
In the
compared with $47,000,000. October,
ten months ended with
aggreAmerica
South
exports to
with
gated $244,000,000, thecompared
same months
$491 000,000 for
last year and Imports aggregated
1242,000,000, against $68o,000,000.
Exports to Asia during October
against
$44,000,000
aggregated last
year, and imports
$46,000,000
with
$41,000,000, compared

other Macaroni Product

'ir,af

PJ"f

LET'S GO

H1;

ts

Presents

VOX

WILLIAM

MASON

SHIRLEY
in

"QUEEH1E"
In

Star of the Seroen

Daintiest

Also "Fnv
HAROLD

J9,

T0DflY

0.

a Most Enticing Role
- rrnr r
V

nf.ws" iurius ur inc.
...mm

.

in "THE

LLOYD

ADMISSION

REGILAR

Exports and imports by princicompal countries during October
tMow.
pared with October, WO.
$26,000,000,
exports,
Franco
imports,
against $79,000,000;
$12,000,000
against
$26,000,00,
exports,
Germany
against $32,000,000; Imports,

ft.

FLIRT"

0,

PRICES

against $7.900 000. against
Italy exports, $18,000,000$7,000,000,

$36 000,000;

LOCAL ITEMS
'

and

000.
o
against $4.000
Great Britain exports, $85,000,-nnimports,
J160.000.000;
iMinst
$19 000,000. against $34,000,000.
China exports, $0,000, against

INDIAN

5.

Coal Supply Co- Phone
No.
Encampment
Albuquerque
4, I. O. O. F., will meet tomsht.
Dr. Murray, osteopathic physician. Wpolworth Bide. Phone 44W
Mr. and Mrs. E. Livingston of
the
Raton, who have been spending
holidays with Mr.
Thanksgiving
Vest
and Mrs. Sam Livingston, 710 yesSilver avenue, returned home
terday.
Factory wood, full truck load,
four dollars. Hahn Coal Co. Fhone
4

$1

BEADED BAGS,
MOCCASINS, CURIOS,
PILLOW TOPS,
RUGS,
BASKETS,
NAVAJO JEWELRY

Music and Jewelry Store
117 B.

First

St.

Phone

917-- J

With the football season closed,
school
all eyes at Albuquerque high
basketball. MARKED IMPROVEMENTS
pre turning towards will
be a
The basketball season
OF
METHODS
tlifferent proposition than football MADE IN
was to the Duke city hig'i athletess KEEPING
MILK
FRESH
rinee there are lour of last year
team still in school. Two of theso
the preservation of foods, an
men, Glassman and Goodrich, wills artInwhich
has reached considerable
be candidates for tne guaro. wu
perfection in these days, it is in-a
and Joe Benjamin, who
note how important
to
center last year, is still with the teresting
is pluycd by opposite forces of
team. Lynn Hammond is the onlv part
one of the, forwards who did not nature.
For instance, after milk la obof a
graduate. With four-fifttained trom the tow, it is a great
state championship team to start stride
it pure, to
toward
the season with, it would seem that use "cold'1 (in keeping
the form of natural
stand
will
very
Albuquerque high
ice generally) to bring the temperhigh In basketball circles.
ature promptly down until near
Practice will start Tuesday the
freezing point.
evening in the armory and outfiU
however, an opposite plan
will be issued Monday after the is Later,
essential.
By prolonged heating
are
There
school.
of
last period
of the milk to a moderately high
uniforms for fifteen men this temperature the bacteria or germ
be thlnnsd which are unhealthful are killed
year and the squad will before
the and the milk, unchanged in its dl- down to that number
cna or tnis ween, xiuwever,
ls rendered sate lor use
men not making the first choice 'tby the infant or invalia.
for tne squaa win mi nave
Uotn ot inese meiiiuu mo u
chance to show their wares and In their amplest form in the prefifselect
on
a
the
may get
place
paration of Horllck's Malted Milk,
teen.
Since there is no floor in so
as to obtain the highest purity of
the city with more than two goals the food.
the above number of men will be The absence of moisture is an
all that the coach can handle.
efficient safeguard against the
A greater number of men are growth of bacteria and It also
expected to come out for the net makes the product capable of being
team than ever before at the local taken easily to all parjs ot the
high school. The armory has been world.
secured for practice and all the
It was no little achievement of
home games will be played there. Horllck's (who originated malted
reexThe schedule will include some
milk) to make a product which
value of
cellent contests on the home floor tains all the nutritive
this season and possibly the state malted grain and rich milk ands
tournament. The new bleachers which produces at a moment
k
that is susthat will be moved from Washing- notice a
ton park to the armory, will give taining, invigorating and also delicample seating facilities for every- ious to the taste. Adv.
one attending the games played In
Albuquerque.
BAPTISTS VOTE TO
EI Paso will be one of the
tractions for the winter when they RECALL REV. HARVEY
meet Albuquerque High in AlbuAT HIGHER SALARY
querque. The state tournament
will probably be played in this city
sermon
and will be the big event of the
Followine the farewell
year. Teams, both boys and glrln, preached last night by Rev. Thomas
will play for the state title of each F. Harvey, pastor or tne irsi Bapdivision of the sport.
tist church, a committee reported
The team will probably make a tn the eontrreeation recommending
the
Pecos
trip through
valley, that Ilev. Harvey be recalled to the
playing Fort Sumner, Clovis and pastorate here at a greatly jncreaB
Roswell and possibly will plfty In ed salary. The resolution was unan
Las Vegas. Gallup may play In Imously carried by tho congrega
Albuquerque and Santa Fe will go tion and the recall was officially
up against the locals on January delivered to Rev. Harvey.
13 here. The first game of the
Rev. Harvey, who Is expecting to
season will be played with
d leave Albuquerque
tonight for At'
school in their gymnasium lnntn (in... where he has been call
on December 3
ed ns nastor of the Baptist church
there. expressed his appreciation of
DEATHS AND FUNERALS
the matter under advisement.
HAGAN Mrs. May Hasan, wife
of H. E. Hagan, died Sunday mornUNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
ing at 9 o'clock at her home. 1300
South High street. She was 30 years
DOINGS
of age and had lived in Albuquermorvths.
four
about
The
que
body
One of the visiting school teach
is at C. T. French's parlors pending
ave
the completion of arrangements, era selected a lotof on Cornell
nue with a view
building a home
which will be announced later.
there as soon as this school year is
AUSBON Funeral services for over.
Owlnir (o the extensive communi
Mrs. Cora G. Ausbon will be held
being made, the
from French's chapel at 2:30 this tv lniiiiovements
prices of lots on the Heights
afternoon. Rev. F. E. McGuIre present
nave
aovancea.
soon
to
be
will
will officiate. Burial will be xin
It
five degrees warmer at 8
Fairview cemetery.
o'clock Saturday morning on the
it was at mo oauiu
LTJCERO
The funeral of Pedro tteicni8 man
hour
the corner of Gold and SecLuccro, who died Saturday night at ond Inatthe
lowlands.
Fourth
his residence on North
Paul Williamson's new California
street, will be held this morning at type
bungalow, corner of Silver and
8 o'clock from the family residence.
is Just about completed and
Burial will be at Carmel ocmetery. Vassar,
is one of the most complete homes
Crollott will have charge.
on the Heights.
l"""-tion-

""Mr-estibilit- v

food-drin-

Har-woo-

iii:

C. H. CONNER,

Stern

Osteopathic
Uldg.

Tel.

r.

D,
Specialist.
M.

01--

J,

o.

NEGRESS, 113, IS DEAD.
Bridgcburg. Ont, Nov. 27. Mrs.
Elizabeth
Clark, 115, negrcss of
She
Fort Erie, died yesterday.
claimed to have been an eye wit
ness of the burning of the village
of Buffalo by the British troops In
1814. Her father was killed in that
engagement.

2033--

Shelled Pinon Nuts. Phone
802. Fannie S. Spitz, 323
North Tenth.
-

.We deliver any size any
where. Henry Transfer Co.,
Phone 939,

snop
cm Mi--ki.ectric113 8110B
South Second.

PboD

.

j

'

Free Call and Deliver.

JT

mi'H imports,
"japan$12,000,000;

$25.000 000,

against $21,000 000
$14,000,000,
exports,
Mexico
nudist S21. 000,000: imports, $9,000,000, against $12,000,000.

GERMANY IS MAKING
BID TO REGAIN HER
TRADE WITH MEXICO
El

(By Tho Anwiiluteil rrwa.)
Paso, Tex., Nov. 27.

Gerto re-

many is making a strong bid
gain her trade with Mexico, reports
received at tne Mexican corauim
In VI Paso, the American consulate
in Juarez and at other consulates
In Mexico from various

ports oi

that country Indicate.
Gorman firms have representatives throughout the republic, according to the reports which said
that these representatives not only
undersell American and English
made goods, but offer longer
credits and better terms to Mexi
cans than any other country.
The activities to regain traao ao
not stop in the interior of Mexico.
The example pointed out by a British merchant in Juarez Is declared
This merchant declared
typical.
that he was visited Dy a ucrmun
salesman who sold him some
Christmas toys, ineludlns some fine
animal toys.
coverea,
'The toys were fur tubo
and
with a rubber
ball, so when the ball Is pressed the
distinctive
animal will make a
noise. They were first class gooas.
I bought them at $S a dozen delivered to my store. They were of
German manufacture." the dealer
said.

.

and
"Practically the same toy
in stores
certainly no better retails
each.
Buying
in El Paso for $3
of
from the German I can sell toys
33 3
make
and
$1
for
kind
that
per cent profit."

OFFICERS WITHOUT
CLEW IN MURDER OF
AT GALLUP

COUPLE
IBHdAk DIPTCH

TO

MOftNlNtt JOURNAL!

Gallup. N. M., Nov. 27. Officers
were still without a clue to
tonight
th nerson or persons who shot and
killed J. W. Blackwelt, Jr.. and wife
Friday night. Their bodies, eacn
with a bullet through the breast,
discovered Saturday" morning.
J. W. Blackwell was a nephew
of the founder of the Bull Durham
Tobacco company. Hia father and
hrnther founded the town of Dur
the
ham, N. C. to which point
bodies of Blackwell and hl wife
will be sent for burial.
A reward of 11.000
has been of
fered by the town of Gallup for in-of
formation leading to the arrest
the person or persons who killed
Blackwell and wife.
An inquest over the bodies will
be held tomorrow.
.

AVIATOR IS FATALLY
HURT IN JPLANE CRASH

in.

Tho AMorlnl'd

Pin.)

Aneeles. Calif., Nov. 27.
formerly lieutenant
Emory Rogers,
nt in the aviation corps and an in
structor at various eastern flying
fields, was injured fatally late today in a crash at a field near here
maintained by a commercial fly- tner comnanv he organized. Specta
tors said his monoplane was about
forty feet up, traveling arapidly,
turn.
when Rogers attempted
The piano crashed sldewlse.
T.n

p--

s

Til

i

if hi n

f

AUTO THIEF TAKES ,
CAR FROM GARAGE

f?PtV
U.

Roy Gardner, master bandit, at right; Herman Inderlied, the mail clerk,
center, and the sheriff, with a detaining handcuff on Gardner.
Roy Gardner had escaped from McNeil penitentiary, Washington,
unaided and was beinR sought dead or alive by police all over the couna mail car on the A. P. & S. F. road near Los
try when he climbed into Mail
Clerk Herman Inderlied, six feet two and
Angeles to rob the ear.
weighing 215 pounds, was ordered at the point of a pun to throw up hii
hands, inderlied struck the gun from Gardner's hand, threw him to the
floor and sat on him until Inderlied's calls to trainmen outside brought
aid.

MEXICO

miE

PROGRESS UNDER

$9,100,000,

Imports.

lagainst

ROTHMAN'S

LOCAL BASKETBALL
TEAM WILL LAUNCH
SEASON ON TUESDAY

3,000,000;

lacainst

At Reduced Price

91.

imports,

OBREGON

REIGI

End of First Year of His
Administration Finds the
Nation More Peaceful
Than in Many Years.
(By The

Asem-lnle-

rri.)

Nov. 27. Tho first
adyear of Gen. Alvaro Obreson's
ministration ns president of Mex
ico, which ends tsovemoer J", una
been one essentially of reconstrucHo betion and reorganization.
came tho head of a republic torn
and worn by revolution, sp.lt by
factional Btrife, its finances a
wreck and Its rehabilitation an al
most superhuman task,
A new cabinet post, secretary ot
education, has been added duringthe year and its head, Joso Vasconcelos, haa been promised adequate financial means to carry out
an ambitious program of education
which. President Obregon rays, is
the nation's greatest problem.
Railrrnds Reorganized.
federal-owne- d
railroads
The
have been completely reorganized
In tho managerial departments and
some progress is being made toRolling
ward their rehabilitation.
stock has been acquired and an
alarming port congestion which
threatened bankruptcy to many interior merchants who were unable to obtain shipments ot gooda
has boon appreciably relieved.
The agrarian question still vex
es, although
the administration
clalmo that its program in regard
on
the road to completo lands la
tion. Under tho direction of the national agrarian commission several
hundred thousand acres of land
have been expropriated from the
largo haciendas and delivered to
have
I'rotests
the peasants.
offices
flowed into government
here and charges of bald confiscation have been openly made.
The Obregon government has
been charged with a trend toward
radicalism. Various state governments, notably those of Vera Cruz
and Puebla, have enacted laws that
are regarded here as radical and
pleas for federal intervention to
prevent their enforcement have
been met with tho official statement that the chief executive will
not encroach upon the sovereignty
of the states. There are frequent
sanguinary clashes In tho states of
Yucatan and Michoacan between
radicals and conservatives with the
former still retaining their power.
Army Rclng Reduced.
The war department announces
that progress is being made in the
reduction of the federal army to
60,0000 men, entailing the dismissal of many score , generals and
other high officers. The dismissed
soldiers are being grven an opportunity to colonize.
President Obregon has been unable to secure recognition of his
government by the United States,
Great Britain and
France.
To
many observers this failure Is the
greatest deterrent to stability and
now confronting tho
prosperity
chief executive. The United Statei
has said that the Mexican president must sign a treaty of amity
and commerce as a prior act to
recognition, and this President
Obregon has steadfastly declined
to do, asserting such action would
bo neither legal nor within th
dignity or pride of the nation. A
Mexico

rity,

Fresh Lump Lime
In Bulk Best on
the Market.
SUPERIOR WHITE LIME CO
Warehouse
Conl Supply & Lumber Co,
Phones 4 and 5.

deadlock on recognition now exists.
Last May President
Obregon
placed an export tax on oil shipments from Mexico and a loud protest went up from American producers. Production and development rhut clown and shipments
ceasml. They were resumed early
in September after an agreement
as to taxes between the oil men
and Socretary do la Huerta.
The financial rehabilitation of
Mexico is still a subject for study
and the only definite information
on that subject is the official assurance that tho government
wished to arrange Its debts.
Claims of Foreigners.
. Claims against the government
for damages suffered by foreigners
during revolutionary periods are to
be treated by a mixed claims commission, according to President
obregon's suggestion, but thus far
thero Is no intimation that such
a commission has been established.
A year, then, of Obregon finds a
nation .more united and outwardly
peaceful than in years; still strug
gling to arrange Its finances but
handicapped by lack of recognition by three great powers; a nation making some progress along
the lines of reconstruction and reorganization.
Presidnt Obregon, enjoying bettor health today than he did n
year ago, 13 optlmittlc and says
that tho sun is slowly but sure.'y
breaking through the clouds.

To repine thnt broken window
Finn. Alhnoucrane Lumber Co..
42S North First
Im. Phone 421.

-

'XL

Rossiter - McConnell
DESIGNERS AND BUILDER
lobbing promptly attended to
Cement work and floor sanding
Phone 045. 211 West Gold.

Taxi & Baggage

BLACK SHEEP
A dynamic drama of an unusual war-- War
upon sheep by the cattlemen-- War
against the scourge of the ranges
"BLACK SHEEP"
Neal Hart's latest starring vehicle.

Prom.)
(ftj The
Lincoln, Neb.. Nov. 27. The NeDiAthletic
braska football team,
rector Luehrlng- - announced today,
has received an invitation to play
a gamo at San Francisco, January
2.
Tho invitation did not designate tho opposing team. Director
Luehrlng said Missouri Valley con- n
ference rules against
games will probably prevent ao
ceptance.
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The Jeweler
FOGG, Clock

fir"

WILLIAMS

- It.

in

and Jewelry
Expert Watch,
Also Engraving. All
Repairing.
wrirk guaranteed. Opposite
Phono

003--

123 S.

J.

4th

RING

A Powerful Tale

ot
m

Reward.
1256--

in

83'Earle WilliarasSl

Phone

Phono
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Love

A Gray Squirrel Collar.

Asun-Iote- d

i

HIM III"

St.

LOST

Southwestern

Poultry Co.
OU-.-
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and Adventure)
the Northwest.

"The Skipper's Treasure Garden"
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For Day or Night

TAXI SERVICE
17

Phone

Call

post-seaso-

MAY MODIFY CONSENT

DECREE0F PACKERS
(B? The AnFiirlntcd

Nov.

Washington,

rrea.

27.

Investi-

gation to determine the advisability of recommending to the District
of Columbia supreme court a modification of the big fivo packers'
consent decree to enable them to
resume operation of unrelated in-

sir
Rings, Watches,
Ivory, Silver, Jewelry.
WISEMAN'S WATCH SHOP.
215 South Second St.

We give you service and quality and guarantee every order.

ELMS HOTEL

Let Onr

For Bargains

Fresh Country Pork

Bennett.

PHONES 75 or 145.

Gallup Lump Coal, $11.50
First

Phone

Leaves Albuquerque. . 7:45
Arrivese In Santa Fe... 10:48
4:10
Leaves Rants F
Arrives In Albuquerque 7:80

Phone

am
am
pm
pm

600

TAXI
SINGER
Clear Store.
Office
210

388--

Singer

Wept

Central

RELIABLE

1915-- W

VATCK MAKERS & JEWELER!

205 W. CENTRAL AVE.rr.

Phone 91

Call

Estancia Stage Line

71

Leave
Arrive
Leave
Arrive

OUR

WATCH REPAIRING
Most Meet the Rigid Requirement
of the Santa Ic Time Service
Department.

MEDICATED A XI) Sl'LPUUR
BATHS
Graduate nurse and masseuse
m attendance
Shampooing and
scalp treatments a specialty
2al for appointment.
MRS. TERRY DEAMER, Prop.
5.08 K W. Central
?hone 683--

t.

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.

sell one or all on reasonable
terms. See F. H. Strong or L.

900 N.

TRANSFER

3

STAGE

FOR SALE OR RENT.
Six brand new.
houses,
corner Ninth and Coal. Will

C.

5

Trucks Bring Comfort to Yonr Home.

COAL' and WOOD

S- I-

GUYS

PHONES

Johnson Coal Co.

Pure Sausage, Backbone, Fresh
Hams and Bacon and Pure
Lard, any quantity delivered.

Phone

COAL SUPPLY AND LUMBER CO,
4

dustries, will begin tomorrow be800
North First.
fore a Joint committee formed by Finest rooms In the state
Attorney General Daugherty.
steam heat, hot and cold
Modification of the decree was
water all outside rooms.
California
tho
suggested by
Weekly rates, with or withcanneries and other organout private bath, $4 to $10 week
izations, on the ground that tho
Transient rate $1.50 single;
withdrawal of the packers from
.
$2.00 double.
the distribution of canned comWith bath $2.50 single anu
modities deprived them of their
$3.00.
double
markets. Trotcst against any such
modification was lodged by tho
National Wholesale Grocers' association and other organizations on
Established 1883
the ground of undue competition.

American.

J.

158

lbs. Each
for 27c lb.

WRir.HTS

Let Us Send a Man

PAL IN

I

About 2

1 1

I

AMERICA'S

27. Vice
Nov.
Washington,
a
Foreign Mlnfster Hanihara,endorsed
delegate, tonight
international
tho proposal for later
conferences.
"Japan has come into this conference in a spirit of candor, prepared to discuss all matters so that
causes of future misunderstandings
may be reduced. It may be impossible to conclude all things at
this session. New problems may
arise. A frank discussion will clear
the air and insure a permanent
good understanding.
"In any future conference suggested by President Harding, eastern questions may logically find
their way for deliberation and in
this event, I think Japan will be
found ready to tako part with tin
great object of maintaining a harof the powmonious
ers and world peace."
Endorsed by Ttnly.
Senator Schanzor of Italy, speaking tonight of tho "Association of
Nations," said:
"We. cannot but greet with
greatest satisfaction the announcement given by president Harding
that it would be his intention to
promote yearly conferences for a
free
among tho nations for the purpose of discussing
questions of universal Interest. I.i
the modern world, the interests of
tho various nations are so intimately intermingled as to ronder a
common discussion necessary, and
such discussion cannot bo efficacious without participation of tho
United States.
"The organization of the league
of nations cannot be an obstacle
to the realization of the president's
Idea. Any plan aiming to bring
the peoples near together, to create solid bases for the maintenance
of peace, to tighten the ties of
economic solidarity among the nations, and to facilitate tho peaceful
solution of controversies
which
may arise among nations, must bo
greeted with Joy and the strong
hope of a better future for hu
manity.
. V.
.
" W'n thni'nlVtra ntirntf
greatest interest for complete details of President Harding's plan."

A Few More Small Hens

NEBRASKA FOOTBALL
TEAM ASKED TO PLAY
AT SAN FRANCISCO

An attempt was made last night
,
VANN
to steal the automobile from the
Watch Inspector. Santa Fe R'r
home, 1127,
garage at the Pineau
north Eleventh street. The would-b- e
thief broke into the garage and
started the car. He drove the car
.We Are on the Job
CURIOS
almost out of the yard when he m a ii s in n ro
Tour Trunk Hauled for
became frightened by the family
and Jumping out, ran away. Sev25 Cents
eral garages In that part of the Moccasins, Baskets,
broken into .last night
Call
Transfer Co
Laces.
Albuquerque
city were tools
Gems,
Jewelry,
stolen.
and some
Phone (542.
Trnding Post.
Jn(jn Bdlng
the W'ntcb Maker.
). W. BRASMEI.D,
Bwl
and n(liih Maktt.
Opposite Postofflcc.
All Work Uuaranteed.
rbone SI
117 South Ural.

'

Jap-anos-

0,

i

I

W

..PUDIlimJI

NEAL HART
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(By The Aisoclated TreM.)

Aoclatd

summary.
Exports to

The Highest Grade Macaroni
Eg( Noodle, Spaghetti and

skinners

$423,-000,00-

(By
Irs.)
Washington. Nov. 27. Values of
tnerrhnndlso exuorted during
tv,
October fell to fractional parts of
last
the totals for the same month
in im-- i
year, while decided drops
commerce
ports were noted by the
department tonight in its monthly
The

WARD'S STORE
HOMER H. WARD

With
Last Year.

,IJ

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY
Frank Discussion Will Clear
the Air and Insure a
Permanent Good
Hanihara.

To-

Compared

BUM

!" "

LAST TIME TODAY

ENVOY

We want to prove it to you.
To do bo we make a special price today and tomorrow
only of 42c per pound box and 21c per half pound box.

-

-l

-

ivzu

PTHEATRE

PUN ENDORSED

DGTQBER 5

IS GOOD BACON

PARLEYS

LATER

Ml

"

28,
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Albuquerque

Estancia . . .
Estancia . . . ,
Albuquerque

.

.8:80 am

.1:00 p m
. .8:30 a m
, .1:00 p m
,

Daily Except Sunday
FOR SALE BY OWNER
These homes are all Las Vegae
Press Brick and built by owner.
Room
Gold. ,
8

--

modern,

Ninth

and

on North
modern
Maple, half block fr,om Central.

tral.

one block from
modern,

two

Cen- -

blocks

from Central.

Can Make- Good Terms,
If you are intending to buy
investigate these nrst.
821 West Silver. Phono 1949--

:.(....

For Your

Fuel

GALLUP EGG
GALLUP LUMP,
Wood Kindling and Factory Wood
Combine satisfaction and economy by usinjr
"Cerrillos Egg, burns longer, produces more heat.-

-

IIAlin COAL COMPANY

QUALITY
Highest

SERVICE ECONOMY
First Class

Real

'

NEW STATE COAL CO.
PHONE 35
1ALLUP, SUGARITE, SWASTIKA COAl 5
'I
ALL SIZES
CEDAR AND PINON WOOD
u ;"
Dry sawed and split to suit your needs. '
Phone and tell us your coal and wood requirements

i

